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of the severity of scattering from the steep polward(wall of the trough and
the fluczuations embedded in it. Knowledge of the IMF'B canonent in near real-
time would allow a dynamic 'prediction' of the trough iafl. Such a prediction
could be used to allow reconfiguration of systems affected by the trough wall
and fluctuations at or near it.

It is recomrended that
1. Verification tests of the derivation of < 300 eV electron fluxes based

on 6300A images should be undertaken. This could bt achieved with either exis-
ting or new data s .cs.

2. Model calculations of ionospheric parameters based on particle and
optical data should be undertaken. The results should be compared with concur-
rently obtained ionospheric data. If positive the results of such calculatiofts
could be used to predict ionospheric parameters based on satellite images. This
technique would be extremely powerful if high-altitude 6300A cinematography were
available. A first attempt at this could be made with results from the NASA
Dynamics Explorer A & B particle and cinematography data.

3. Verification tests of the accuracy of trough wall prediction based on
WIM B data and the enpirical relations derived in the work should be undertaken
Such verification tests would probably lead to further refinements of the "pred
icative' formulas. If proved reasonably accurate these erpirical predictions
could form the basis for operational decisions for systems affected by the phys-
ics occurring at the trough wall.

4. If the results derived under this contract are proven to be 'reliable'
and the derivable results relevant to Air Fbrce needs then high-altitude (> 2RE)
satellite imaging should be considered as a test mission. Such a test could
be used to define the operational utility of a real-time, fine time scale (< 10
min) monitoring of auroral emissions.
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I. Introduction

Research performed during the period of this contract represents a

continuation of work begun under AFC. contracts F19628-72-C-0230 ad

9o28-75-C-0032. Technical rvxorts APCRL-TR-74-0379 and TR-75-404

should be consulted as background references.

The objectives of this contract are: (1) to relate the 6300A emissions

as observed by the ISIS-2 scanning photometer to the causative electron

fluxes which are simultaneously observed by the ISIS-2 Soft Particle

Spectrometer. The energy sub-region of the electron flux which is

primarily responsible for the 6300A emissions will be delineated to the

accuracy available with the ISIS-2 instriunentation. It is hoped that an

empirical relation can be derived that relates electron energy flux to

6300A flux. (2) To compare the particle fluxes and 6300A emissions (and

the conclusions derived in Item 1) with simultaneous electron density

profiles obtained by the ISIS-2 topside sounder. The basic goal of such a

coinparison will be to ascertain if it is possible to infer gross

characteristics of the ionosphere (e.g. f o 2, plasma trough

boundaries) from 630]TA and particle flux measurements. (3) To relate,

where possible, the results obtained in Items 1 and 2 to the dynamical

effects produced by substoums. Specifically we will evaluate if it is

possible to infer the motion of bounaaries such as the poleward edge of the

low-altitude plasma trough fron indi rect measurements. (4) 'To analyze the

simultaneous data obtained with ISIS-2, the A'GL i borme Ionospheric

1,aboratoty, and the Defense Meteorolbojical Satellite System. .\yain the
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goal will be to ascertain if ionospheric paramneters can be detennined by

indirect mieans. In the following sections it will be shown how each of

these goals wen accomplished.

Copies of the nii 'm )otb'i[shed with the support of this contract

arr, eniclosedi in Sectioni VII. In addition two papers ame in press but am.

not included as part of this report. Thiey will be sent to AFGEJ upon

receipt of the reprints. The ieader will be referre-d to tLe published

apers for detailed infotilation during the course of this report.

11. 6300A - Electi-on F'lux anpirIcal Relation.

A. In'.,roduction:

Considet-able attention has been given to the calculation of

Optical aUroral emissions fran a knowlodge of the piimaiy electiron

spectiun, and reasonable Success Seoiied to have been obtained for- the miajor

emnissions (Rees and W~ckey, 1974). llowv'r, it that tiime adequate

expetrinments to test the validity of the calculations had not beenI done. A

cooniinated expeimient with this objective was conducted by R_,es et al.

(1977) and they obtainedl ftaNi Satellite measured~k pimiaty spectra naasonable

ag manrent for the 3914 A 111) eiiission, excellent cag reoeinent for- the

6300 A atoilic oxyyjen emiission, and poorer* agnremient [or- the 5577 A atotmic

OXY,]enl elmission. n1 .1 Subsequent analys is of the samne expo imient, but

uis i Ij the secondia iIeIec t ron sNpect iRUllIIV w RIi red onl the rocke t, Sha ip e t alI

(1979) found thO calClatedM 6300 A emnission in eider* of iiagnitkide too low,

and conlcluded that thle exc:itationl miihanisii for- the 6300 A eiiission was

unknwn. ti ~I moe rcently, I)Lisoh et :11 . (1979) pr-opoised th, t 1n1ij
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transfer frcm N( D) to 0 2 would prW'uce enough 0( D) to explain

the results. If the above were confirmed, the puzzle would be solved, but

at the present time one cannot confirm that the 6300 A excitation processes

are fully understood.

The difficulies with We 5571 A ,mizsion have extended over a 10 30L

period of time, beginning with the rocket measurements of Donahue et al.

(1968). Ten years later, Deans and Shepherd (1978) made rocket

measurements that were nearly sel -consistent, using ene rgy t ransfe r f rm

N2 (A3  u to 0(3P) as the major source (in

contrast Rees et al. (1977) found it unnecessary to use this reaction).

Solheim and Llewellyn (1978) and Yau and Shepherd (1978) have proposed

energy transfer from 02 (A3 E u + A u' or

cZ -) as an important mechanism, with the former authorsu

considering it to be the dominant mechanism, with O2(c

u the only important agent. So the 5577 A puzzle may also be

solved, though it is probably too early to be sure of that as well.

An interesting aspect of the puzzle is that the older Rees and Luckey

(1974) formulation seems to give the correct I(6300)/I(5577) intensity

ratio. This point has been discussed by Arnoldy and Lewis (1977), and

examples of situations where it seems to work are given by M. M. Shepherid

and Eather (1976) and by McEwen and Bryant (1978). The use of ISIS-2

satellite maps of these emissions (Shepherd et al. 1973) in morphological

interpretation requires some procedure for converting optical emissions to

particle fluxes. Auroral spectroscopists Lave long known that this was

possible in principle, but the difficulties with the mehanisms described
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seemed to preclude a satisfactory quantitative formulation. In view of

these theoretical difficulties it was decided to make an empirical

determination, using the optical and particle detectors on the same

spacecraft. This has the practical advantage that any calibration or like

factors are self-consistent frcm the parameter determination to the

morphological interpretative analyses. (The accuracy of the particle flux

determination will still be dependent on the precision of the particle

spectrometer calibration). The Rees et al. (1977) and Sharp et al. (1979)

studies when taken together raise the very important que.c;tion as to whether

the primary electrons observed by a higher altitude satellite do in fact

produce secondary electrons measured at lower altitudes by a rocket through

simple ionization and energy degradation processes or whether some other

acceleration or plasma instability processes are at work. If the latter is

true, then the ISIS results derived here may be at variance with those of

other experiments, especially rockets, and may not apply in all situations,

nor may they agree with theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, such

comparisons are important for this very reason, and may serve as a guide to

further work. However the prime motivation for this work is the

establishment of an empirical procedure that will work for satellite data

analysis.

B. Data:

Figure 1 shows an example of what might be considered raw optical

data. The intensity of the 6300 A emission is shown on a linear scale,

plotted versus Universal Time (UT). The spacecraft was in a cartwheel mode

for these data, so that the perpendicular viewing photometer (Shepherd et
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al., 1973) sees the same emitting region on many successive spacecraft

spins. For each latitude viewed ,the data are selected from the spacecraft

rotation which yields the minimum time delay between the optical viewing of

that latitude, and the crossing of the spacecraft past the magnetic field

line that intersects this latitude point at the emission altitude. In this

"minimum-time-delay" analysis the delay can never be more than one-half

spin period which means a maximun of ten seconds in general. This

continuous curve is therefore composed of segments of data spliced from

many rotations: thus the time scale at the bottom does not correspond to

the viewing time, but is the smoothly varying time of the spacecraft, for

which the invariant latitude is shown at the top.

Figure 2 (bottom frame) shows the same minimum time delay 6300 A

trace again, except that the scale is logarithmic, and the 5577 A emission

and the N2 3914 A emission from Dr. C. D. Anger's Auroral

Scanning Photometer (Anger et al., 1973) have been added as well. The

upper part of the diagram contains data from the Soft Particle Spectrometer

(Heikkila et al. 1970) which we now discuss.

For reasons that will become clear later, the electron spectra

have been integ rated over energy into four directional energy flux bands,

which from bottom to top correspond to 5-60 eV, 60-300 eV, ."20 eV - 1 keY,

and 1-15 keV. The SPS looks perpendicular to the spin axis and in this

cartwheel mode a full rarge of pitch angles is scanned; the pitch angle

sawtooth is shown at the top such that a downward tooth corresponds to

downgoing ei.ctrons. In these instantaneous fluxes one can see the nature

of the pitch angle distributions. For the 1-15 keV channel (the top trace)
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the fluxes form a smooth symmetrical narrow region centered at 650

Invariant; this is the continuous (diffuse) auroral belt. The

distributions appear isotropic in the poleward half of this distribution

but going equatorward from the center the loss cone deepens and the flux

peaks are at 900, finally corresponding to trapped particles. For the

0.3-1 keV channel there is a similar distribution, except that anisotropy

sets in further equatorward than at higher energies. More importantly,

there are now large structured irregular fluxes in the 68-730 invariant

region, where the 1-15 keV fluxes were small. This is the discrete aurora,

which appears as a region of low-energy, enhanced precipitation in ISIS

data viewed this way. The same trends continue in the 60-300 eV band, with

the discrete auroral fluxes substantially higher than for the diffuse

region, and with the flux extended both further equatorward and poleward.

Isotropic fluxes in -is band continue the trend seen in the other bands,

i.e. lower energy particles remain isotropic over a wider latitudinal range

as a function of decreasing latitude. The discrete and diffuse auroral

patterns are readily seen in the linear 6300 A data of Figure 1.

The lowest energy channel, 5 - 60 eV, continues the same trend,

except that there seems to be no equatorward limit to the flux. This

effect is explained by noting the additional scales at the top of Fig. 2.

"INVT" stands for invariant time, "SDEP" for solar depression at the viewed

point, "CDEP" for the solar depression in the conjugate hemisphere to the

viewed point and "SANG" denotes sun angle, the angle between the photometer

axis at the time of viewing and the satellite-sun line. The indication

"DARK" means that the spacecraft was in darkness and so SANG is not
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relevant. The solar depression angles show that the local ionosphere is

very dark, but that it is twilight in the conjugate hemisphere. The

conjugate sun sets at 63.50 invariant but the 5-60 eV fluxes

continue undirtinished to a conjugate solar depression of 10 at

52.70 invariant - beyond this the fluxes decrease as expected. These

are clearly fluxes of conjugate photoelectrons. Additional evidence for

this fact is provided by the minimum in the energy flux at 1800 pitch

angle, i.e. upcoming fluxes.

These plots of "instantaneous" fluxes and intensities are

interesting and useful in their own right, but for quantitative flux and

optical emission comparisons further analysis is required. To improve the

quantitative aspect of the data we have calculated the precipitated energy

flux. For each energy band the precipitated flux is integrated over the

loss cone - this is done for the two halves of the cone - ascending and

descending from the zenith. These two values are the same in a region of

stable precipitation; their difference gives a measure of this stability.

For the optical emissions corrections must be made for airglow background

and for earth albedo. The airglow is subtracted by manually selecting

baseline regions outside the auroral region, on one or preferably both

sides of the aurora. A linear interpolation is used inside the auroral

region. An albedo correction is made using the method of Hays and Anger

(1978). As applied to the 6300 A emission the method assumes that the

aurora is of uniform intensity in the east-west direction. An albedo of

0.5 was used, as larger values gave evidence of overcorrection. The data

resulting from these corrections are plotted against invariant latitude,
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one data point per spin as shown in Figure 3. For the electron fluxes,

each half-cone flux is shown by a short bar, with the bars connected with a
vertical line. These values are also stored in an on-line data base for an

analysis to be described later. Values of optical emission rate averaged

over the corresponding time regions are also stored in the data base along

with other temporal and spatial parameters.

C. The Analysis Approach:

Earlier analyses by Bunn (1974) had shown non-linear relationships

between total energy flux and 6300 A emission rate, in agreement with the

known energy dependence of excitation of the emission. More energetic

precipitation penetrates to lower levels of the atmosphere where the

O(ID) level is more heavily quenched by N2 (Hays, 1978) and yields

correspondingly less emission. The non-linear plot3 obtained by Bunn

(1974) are interesting in that they imply a systematic relationship between

energy spectrum and energy flux but that will not be pursued here.

However, for a given energy band, if it may be assumed itonoenergetic, there

must be a linear relationship between the precipitated energy ard the

amount of emission it produces. For the ith energy band we can therefore

define a production coefficient as follows:

Ii = ei Fi i

where I i is the emission intensity and Fi is the energy flux for

the ith band. For the units used here the production coefficient e.
1

will be in Rayleighs erg -cm2 sec. A given aurora may

then be represented by a linear superposition of energy fluxes giving some

total intensity I:

= e F (2)
i=l
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We had originally proposed to deteupine the coefficients ei by a

regression analysis of the data base, using the stored values of I and

Pi; it was later discovered that four bands was about as many as the

method and data would cope with, at least for an initial study. The bands

ware originally divided in a way that allocates roughly the same energy

flux to each*band, and that associates certain geophysical significance

(e.g. photoelectrons, E & F-region energy deposition) with each. The

result was the four bands shown in Figures 2 and 3. A regression analysis

was performed, to minimize the sum of the squares of the differences

between the observed intensity, IOBS, values and the right side of

equation (2). Tb illustrate the quality of the results, Figure 4 shows

plots for each band of Fi versus lit where Ii is calculated

f ran:.

Ii OBS - j;i ej Fj (3)

Logarithmic plots are used even though the regression was linear and thus

the value fitted by regression is constrained to be a line of constant

slope, as shown by the regression-determined line on each plot. The

logarithmic scale makes the scatter look worse than it is and scatters it

unequally about both sides of the fitted line - the fitted line tends to

follow the upper limit of the data points. It should also be pointed out

that the actual Ii values cannot be calculated since the regression is

simultaneous on all four plots; the total error is thrown into each plot

individually and is not the sum of all of the scatter on all of the plots.

Bearing in mind then that the plots are illustrative the following comments

are in order. From a larger number of candidate orbits, 12 orbits were
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selected for the regression analysis, yielding 172 data points. These

orbits were between Oct. 2 and Nov. 24, 1971, so that a rather narrow range

of season and local time is represented. Returning to Figure 4 (b), the

60-300 eV band shows a convincing regression fit, in terms of the linearity

within this band. Figures 4 (c) and 4 (d), which show the .3-1 keV and

1-15 keV bands respectively, show less convincing but nevertheless

satisfactory relations. For the 5-60 eV band shown in Figure 4 (a) the

intensities seem rather independent of the fluxes and one cannot have as

much confidence in the value, but because of the low energies involved this

band did not contribute much to the regression and the coefficients

obtained for the other bands.

D. Results:

The production coefficients obtained are shown in Table 1, in

-1 2Rayleighs erg cm sec, along with their probable errors and

limits on the regression estimate.

Table 1

6300A Production of Coefficients Determined by Regression Analysis

Enlergy

5-60 eV 60-300 eV .3-1 keV 1-15 keV

6300A production
-1

Coefficients R erg -g

aM2 s 1120 1520 277 14.3

Probable error 262 84 22 1.2

Lower limit 603 1354 231 11.8

Upper limit 1462 1688 322 16.7

Weighted mean energy 30 eV 200 eV .5 keV 5 keV

Production Efficiency

Photons/electrons 0.05 0.49 0.22 0.11
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A more fundamental way to express the production efficiency is in tems of

the number of photons that are emitted from a 1 am2 column for each

incident electron that enters the column at the top (unit incident flux).

The production coefficients are also given in these units in this table,

but since the conversion factor is energy dependent it is necessary to

assign an "average" energy to each band to make the conversion. We have

assigned subjective weighted average values that reflect the shape of the

spectrum within each bandr and these values are given as well.

Although as explained in the introduction we do not wish to become

embroiled in a discussion of excitation mechanisms, it is still appiopriate

to make some comparisons with theoretical calculations. In Figure 5 the

values of production coefficient are shown as a function of energy for the

6300 A data of Figure 4, for the calculations of Banks et al. (1974), for

the calculations of Mantas and Walker (1976), and for an in situ rocket

measurement into conjugate photoelectrons by Shepherd et al. (1978). The

values of Rees and Luckey (1974) cannot be compared directly because their

results are for power- exponential spectra. But taking their production

coefficient for the 4278 A N2 band at 1 kR emission rate of

160 erg an sec and their 1(6300)/ 1(4278) ratios as a function

of characteristic energy, C , and using the average energy which is 2 a

we obtain the points shown in the figure (a constant 1(3914)/1(4278) = 3

was applied). The agreement between all of these is surprisingly good,

considering that no attention has been paid to standardization of model

atmospheres, ionospheric electron densities, reaction rates and the like,

and further considering the order of magnitude discrepancies cited in the

introduction.

______
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E. Estimation of energy fluxes from optical emissions:

As an initial test of the regression fit, we show in Figure 6 the

calculated 6300 A emission for orbit 2848 obtained from using the measured .

energy fluxes and the fitted coefficients. The agreement is entirely

satisfactory, giving one confidence in the procedure. It may be noted that

the regression coefficients obtained when orbit 2840 is deleted from the

data set are essentially identical in e2, e3, and e4 and

show only some variation in el, so that the agreement is an indication

of the stability of the whole dataset, not just the regeneration c' a

limited amount of data from itself.

In applying this information to deduce energy fluxes from optical

emissions one notes from Table 1 that a large fraction of the 6300 A

emission comes from the 60-300 eV band. If it all came from only this band

then the 6300 A emission could be used to calculate the 60-300 eV flux very

simply. To improve this procedure one notes that for most energy spectra,

at least on the nightside, that most of the precipitated flux lies outside

the 60-300 eV band. Since the 3914 A emission is a measure of the total

energy flux, this emission can be used to determine the energy flux above

300 eV and to correct for the amount of 6300 A emission produced by

electrons above this energy. Unfortunately we cannot distinguish between

the .3-1 keV and 1-15 keV flux channels in this way, but since the latter

is wider and carries most of the energy it does not matter too much.

Combining the 160 R erg- an2 sec efficiency for 4278 A emission

from Rees and Luckey (1974), the 1(3914)/1(4278) ratio of 3 and the
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production coefficients of 1520 and 14 R erg-I an2 sec for the

60-300 eV and 1-15 keV bands respectively one obtains:

-2 -1F(60-300eV) = (1/1520) (16300 - 13914/30) erg an sec (4)

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured fluxes, but

as we might have expected, the agreement is better if we compare the

* predicted fluxes with the sum of the two low energy bands, 5-300 eV. The

above equation can therefore be applied to the calculation of the F(E<300

eV) flux. The agreement is satisfactory, although the calculated fluxes

are consibeently higher. This probably results from neglecting the .3-1

keY band. We make an upward adjustment by a factor of 2.5 to bring these

curves into agreement and the final equation is therefore:

F(E<300 eV, = 2.63 x 10-4 i(6300) - 8.77 x 10-6 1(3914) erg cm-2sec -I  (5)

F. Discussion and Conclusions:

At the present time we have in the data base only low resolution

preliminary values of the 3914 A emission, uncorrected for albedo. When

corrected 3914 A values are incorporated it will be possible to refine the

above equation further. While the formulation has been based on

approximate arguments one can see that it could be determined from a

strictly empirical "inverse" regression from the data base, where the

coefficients of the optical intensities in equation (5) are found by

regression against the flux in the two lowest energy bands.

Although our confidence in the method is limited to use with ISIS

data, there is in principle no reason why it cannot be applied in general,

and specifically with ground-based data. However, one would like to

calibrate this application and the only comparisons we have are those using
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rocket data, which as explained, seem at variance with satellite data.

Applying our formulation to the estimation of 6300 A emission rate, using

the measured fluxes of Arnoldy and Lewis (1977), Rees et al. (1977), and

Sivjee and McEwen (1976), values obtained are lower by at least an order of

magnitude than observed experimentally. This is surprising, but is at

least consistent with the result that the ISIS data and theoretical

calculations agree, and the theory is an order of magnitude too low

compared with rocket results.

III. Canparison of Particle, Optical, and Electron Dansity Data

Item 2 of the contract has as its basic goal the inference of gross

characteristics of the ionosphere such as the trough poleward boundary from

optical and particle data from satellites. Item 4 had the same basic goal,

i.e. to ascertain ionospheric parameters by indirect means, as item 2

except that joint data analysis of DMSP, ISIS, and AFGL Airborne

Ionospheric Laboratory was to be the means. These basic goals were

accomplished in the paper 'A Case Study of the Aurora, High-Latitude

Ionosphere, and Particle Precipitation During Near Steady State Conditions'

(See Appendix). The abstract for this paper is given below.

An ISIS-2 pass is singled out for a
detailed examination of the particle fluxes,
optical emissions, and ionospheric parameters
observed during a quiescent period (late
recovery) between two substorms. This pass
was chosen because it was part of a
coordinated data acquisition period between
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory :AFGL)
Airborne Ionospheric Observatory, ISIS-2, and
DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program). As a result, both long-duration
measurements (aircraft) and transient,
snapshot (spacecraft) data are available.
This allows, on a macroscopic level, the
separation of space and time effects.
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On the basis of the joint data set it
was established that the latitudinal
morphology observed by the satellite is
basically spatial in nature. It is concluded
that the observed particle fluxes are most
easily understood in terms of precipitation
from the quiet time plasma sheet without
intervening acceleration. The observed
optical emissions and ionospheric parameters
are found to be in good qualitative and
quantitative agreement (within experimental
error) with the electron fluxes, although
establishment of this point has required
careful determination of the viewing
direction of the optical instruments, removal
of scattered light (albedo) from underlying
cloud and snow, and consideration of the
effects of photon-counting statistics on
contour plots of the optical data.

Figure 4 (see Section VII) of this paper graphically summarizes the

results obtained for this winter pass. Panel E provides a measure of the

particle energy fluxes in two bands corresponding roughly to E & F region

energy deposition. Comparison of panel E with the electron densities at

various heights given in panels A & B clearly demonstrates that the

equatorward edge of precipitating electrons corresponds to the poleward

trough wall and poleward precipitation boundary to the polar cap. It can

be seen in panel C that the equatorward precipitation boundary also

corresponds to the onset of 6300 A ( and also 5577 & 3914) auroral

emissions.

As would be expected the maximum E region response (See panel D)

observed by the aircraft occurs at the point of highest average electron

energy observed by ISIS. The stars in panel D are calculated foE a based

on the observed particles. Good agreement is observed between the

calculate& and observed values. The aircraft also observed FLIZ over the

particle flux region that it sampled.
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Based on the data presented in this paper one can derive the

following conclusions.

1. The poleward trough boundary corresponds

to the equatorward edge of >100 eV electron

precipitation during local sunset conditions.

2. The equatorward edge of enhanced 6300 A emissions

coincides with the equatorward edge of >100 eV electron

precipitation and thus with the poleward trough wall.

3. One can infer the instantaneous latitude of the

poleward trough wall as a function of local time

from 6300 satellite images during sunset.

4. If high-altitude cinematography of 6300 A were

available then the gross dynamics of the trough

could be ascertained.

IV. Dynamical Effects

The ultimate goal of this contract is expressed in item 3, namely the

determination of the dynamical position of the poleward trough wall by

indirect means.

It has been shown in the previous sections that

(1) it is possible to define an empirical relationship

between <300 eV electron fluxes and 6300 A fluxes

based on ISIS-2 results.

(2) the equatorward boundary of enhanced 6300 A emissions

and low-energy electrons coincide and that both coincide

with the concurrently observed poleward trough wall

during sunset periods.
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What is needed now is to relate one of the observed ISIS particle

or optical boundaries to substorm and IMF variations in order to evaluate the

dynamic behavior of the coincident poleward trough wall. We have chosen the

electron fluxes as the unifying (and obviously causative) agent. In the

paper "A Statistical Study of the 'Instantaneous' Nightside Auroral Oval:

The Equatorward Boundary of Electron Precipitation as Observed by the ISIS 1

and 2 Satellites" (See Section VII) this goal was accomplished. The abstract

of the paper is reproduced below and the reader is referred to Section VII

for the entire text.

Electron spectrograms from 351 passes of the ISIS
1 and 2 satellites were utilized to study statistically
the effects of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF), substorm activity, and the earth's dipole
tilt angle on the latitude of the equatorward
boundary of the nightside (2000-0400 magnetic
local time) 'instantaneous' auroral oval. The
boundary location (in invariant latitude) of the
instantaneous oval at hourly local time intervals
was identified in terms of the equatorward
boundary of the diffuse > 100 eV electron
precipitation. The following characteristics
were noted: (1) The north-south component (Be)
of the IMF plays the dominant role in controlling
the motion of this boundary. The invariant
latitude of the bgundary is shown to shift by
approximately 4 depending on the direction
of the IMF (northward and southward, respectively)
relative to its position corresponding to B = 0.
This indicates an inward motion of the associated
boundary in the magnetotail by about 5 earth radii
when the IMF changes its direction from northward
to southward with large magnitude. There is a
significant difference in the amount of the shift
between the evening and morning sectors: i.e., for
the same decrease in B value the boundary moves
more equatorward in the morning sector than in the
evening sector. When the obtained oval particle
boundary was projected onto the equatorial plane of
the magnetotail along magnetic field lines, good
agreement was found between the projected boundary
and the drift boundary (the Alfven layer) of low-energy
electrons in the presence of the dawn-dusk electric
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field. Thus this agreement gives new evidence
showing that the diffuse electron precipitation that
produces the diffuse aurora originates near and at the
inner boundary of the plasma sheet. (2) Substorm
activity seems to have a separate role in determining
the latitude of the equatorward boundary of the nightside
auroral precipitation region. The bou~dary 0 during substorm
periods is statistically found to be 2 - 3 lower in
invariant latitude than that during quiet times. Even a
simple classification into quiet and disturbed
conditions improves the accuracy with which the auroral
oval location can be inferred. By combining the IMF
effect and the substorm effect it is indicated that
the boundary is located at the lowest latitudes when
a substorm takes place during a southward IMF with
large magnitude, whereas the boundary is located in
the highest latitudes when the IMF has a northward
component during quiet times. (3) The equatorward
boundary of the nightside auroral oval is located at
higher latitudes in the winter hemisphere than in the
summer hemisphere, although this effect of the earth's
dipole tilt is usually smaller than the effects of the
IMF and substorm activity.

Figures 3a to c and Table 1 of this paper provide an empirical

relationship that relates the > 100 eV equatorward boundary of

precipitating electrons to the IMF Bz component. These

relationshhips can be used in conjunction with knowledge of the IMF Bz

component to 'predict' the location of the > 100 eV electron boundary and

thus the poleward trough wall for darkened conditions. However, the

following caveats must be remembered.

(1) Substorm effects are not uniquely separated. If concurrent knowledge

of the AE or better index is available then the values predicted by the

coefficients in Table 1 should be revised downward by 1 to 30 depending

on substorm magnitude.

(2) DST effects were purposefully excluded frcm this study and thus

caution must be used when applying the formulas for 'predictive' purposes

during very disturbed periods.
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With the above caveats in mind one can now 'predict' the poleward trough

wall during darkened conditions in the local time range 2000 to 0400, based

on near real-time knowledge of the one-hour average IMF Bz component.

If one wishes to 'measure' the local time, latitude location of the

poleward trough wall during dark periods then 6300 A images obtained in

near real-time by polar orbiting satellites can be used. Such data can be

used to refine the predictions based on averaged IMF Bz. These

'images' provide an 'instantaneous' position independent of magnetic

activity of the low-energy electron boundary and thus the trough wall. One

caveat should be applied to the above, namely that during periods of

decreasing activity the trough wall could be at slightly lower latitudes as

a result of recombination hysterisis.

If no optical data is available then electron data obtained in the

2000 to 0400 LT sector could be used to measure the local trough

position and extrapolations to other local times based on Table 1 could

be made. If both low-energy electron data and 6300 A images are

concurrently available, then cross checks can be made. This also holds

true for checking the prediction based on IMF data if the one hour

average of B is concurrently available with the polar satellite data.

z

V. Suniiary and Conclusions

Based on the ISIS 1 and 2 data set it has been possible to meet

the goals set forth in this contract. The relationships derived in

section 2 can be used to relate 6300 A emissions to low-energy (<300 eV)

fluxes in a quantitative way and vice-versa. If suitable ionization

production models were available then < 300 eV energy fluxes 'images',

t derived from concurrent 6300 A images, could be utilized to predict
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'-region behavior. One possible result would be the derivation of

an estimate of Fo' 2 during darkened conditions. This result along with

the local time position of the trough would allow an estimate of the

severity of scattering f rm the steep poleward wall of the trough and

the fluctuations embedded In it. Knowledge of the IMP Bz component in

near real-time would allow a dynamic 'prediction' of the trough wall.

Such a prediction could be used to allow reconfiguration of systems

affected by the trough wall and fluctuations at or near it.

VI. Recomwendations

1. Verification tests of the derivation of < 300 eV electron

fluxes based on 6300 A images should be undertaken. Th1is could be

achieved with either existing or new data sets.

2. Model calculations of ionospheric parameteis based on

pa iticle and optical data should be undertaken. The results should

be comapared with concurrently obtained ionospheric data. If positive

the results of such calculations could be used to predict ionospheric

paraeters based on satellite images. ibis technique would be extremely

powerful if high-altitude 6300 A cinematography were available. A first

attempt at this could be made with results fraii the NASA Dynamics

Explorer A & B particle and cinematogiaphy data,

3. Verification tests of the accuracy of trough wall prediction

based on IMF B data and the empirical relations derived in the workz
should be undertaken. Such verification tests would probably lead to

further refinements of the 'predicative' foimulas. If proved

reasonably accurate theRse empirical preadictions could foim the basis

for operational decisions for systems affected by the physics occurring

at the trough wal I.
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4. If the results derived under this contract are proven to be

'reliable' and the derivable results relevant to Air Force needs then

high-altitude (>2RE) satellite imaging should be considered as a

test mission. Such a test could be used to define the operational

utility of a real-time, fine time scale (< 10 min) monitoring of

auroral emissions.

p.
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Electron spectrograms from 3S1 passes of the Isis I and 2 satellites %sere utilited to study statistically the
clTci of the interplanetary niagtnetic field (INI F). substormn activity, and the earth's dipole tilt angle on
the latitude of the cquatorssard boundary of the nightside (2000-4400 miagneitic local time) 'instanta-
neou' auroral oval, The boundar) location (its invariatnt latitude) or the instantatneous oval at hourly
local time interval, \%,%% identified in, termns of the equatorsiard boundary of the diffuse >l00-eV' electron
precipitation, The follossing characteristici ssere noted: (1) The north-iouth coimponent (8,) of the liIl'
plays the donminant role in controlling the motion of this boundary. The invariant latitude of the
bouindary is showsn to shift by approximatel) ±4' depending on the directon of the Ml F (iiorthssaird and
southwsard, respectisely) relative to its position corresponding to 8, - 0, This indicates ats inward motion
of the associated boundary in the magnetotail by about 5 earth radii shell the IN F chatnges its direction
fromt northwsard to southwsard wsith large magnitude. There is a significant difference in the amiount of the
shift beisseen the esening and mornitng sectors: ixe,. for the same decrease iii 8, value the boundary moses
more equatorsard in the morning sector thain in the eseningt sector. When the obtainsed oval particle
boundatry ssas projceted onto the equatorial plane of the iiagns'totail ailoiig magnetics field ines good
*igreemnent sst% found betsseen the projected boundary anid the drift boundary (the Alfsn layer) of loss'
crierg) electrons in the preience of the dassn-dusk electric field Thus this agreement gtses ness esidence
thossing that the diffuse electron precipitation that produces tile diffuie murora originates near aiid at the

inner bouiidar) of the plasma shect. (?)Substors activity %cents to base a sepsarate role in dteterining the
latitude of the equatorssard bosindor3 of the nightside auroral precipitation region The boundars during
iubitorm periods is statisticall) found to be 21-3* loswer in ins'zriant latituide thain that during qtiiet times
Bsen a simiple classification into quiet and disturbed coinditions impros es the accuracy wsith wshich the
iuroiral os at location can be inferred. By comblining the 14\11' effect and the subitormu effect it is indicated
that the bouniisdr% is located at the toss st latitudes %s hen a substorns takes place during a southssard I Nt F
swith lairge magisitude, sshereas the boundars is locaited in the tighest laititudes \shell the I NI ' has% a
non hssant componenti during quiet tihe (3) The equatorssard bouiidar\ ofithe nightidte aurorat ovakl is
located at higher latitudes iii the ss it henmistire than in the sunliner hemiisphere. although this ect of
the c.trth's dipole tilt is tsuia113 smatter than the ettects of the IMN I and vibstorm activity

t"'t KItntmI aturoral ovsal has. beets acttely disctissed le g., Coronitt and

The 'claissicaF' aursiral o~val (or belt). swhich is delitied as the Aennel, 197M). Inideedl, ai em vtse mtud\ of auroral atnd itsag-
locus of high freqteisey (- 75%) of auroral appearanice (Feld-. tietc stiitortis ansd the d) isaisics of the classical atirssrat owal,
itein, 1963. 19661, hats beets used cwxenswvel to order geoph~si- based tits data fromts a meridian chaits sf all-sk\ catmseras tisd]

eat data Eater 19731 has potintedt ost ses crl pitfalls its this tsiagtsetotiitrs siggests that the isorth-souls coimpotnetst of
usage tie states that it is the instatntaneous regisis sof v Isual the I1\ FI1 control% the sizre osf the auroral oval IA.as0.I: tl al.,
utsd subvisstal atirsiral ensissionis that is most relevant lereaf- 1973. A'anide andI A Lasl/i. 1974). I losses r, t here is a si fi-
ter, the ternm atirorall os at shoutsd be ititerpreted to isan the cullt its esatisiitg vs bt ter tile location of the auroral o\.at
Itsttttets eiis0 atcepoue pia ii5Ii5 depenids sotet\ ott the north-south component of the IM- or
boith diffuse anid discrete The *classical' auroral swl atsill tie Ott both tile kIl N1tilt] lte stibtoris actm ty , becatise of tilie
that dehitied by Fetlsteini close relatiotnship bemseets the soutlsvarsl comnponient of lte

The size of the auroral val is kinot lived but varies ss\iti I \NIF and geotitagisetic Atis tN [Fturfi'Id and Alidl. 1966,
miagnsetic acttsitq Durinig geotiagiseticall) actme perisods tile Sciatten aniiltldc 196M, Hirshberg~ andI C'olbur, 19691 Re'
classical a uroratl oval espatids eslualsissard. reaching tile tati- cit h A amitde et al 119761 reported sepasrate effects oif these
tilde of the aturoral otse, ss title it constracts polessard sduritng tM0 padrameiters ott the location oif lte cleft (tile da3'.ide por-
periods of toss actls it (Feldsiemr arid Starkv. 19671 Sitnce tioi of the .itirsiral osA) \tlbitle ino suich \sstentatic -tud\ ott the
burtgelt'i (19611 suggestions. t hat a souttissard iisterptatictar.\ iiigtitste has Neti beenl tiitde
inagitetic field (IMNIF) results its a net mnagne'tic flu\ trainsfer Anth~ter dilictilt\ iii pre~ ou\ alt-sk\ camnera st udies of tile
fronm the da3 side to the tug htstde. the cquatsissa rs shift of thte clasical ,tursoral otl at\a that cv en thle oilbites 'field ofs \ie%\

oif tile camemos ssntoit cstcntiis enough to stud is3t e aiurorat
dist ributitotn \i nilt,i nous) s os r the centire polar regioni This

Onies f bsic froii K oto Industrial I. iis rsits Ks\010 N5l. ditlicmit\ sha~s beeti reisos ed to a \igi hxiit estett bs autrorail
Japais ~~imsagerN frosm scati n ptsotssiiters\ absoard thie Isis 2 andts

Cop~rigtit (D 19" b) the Amierican ('cotshssscas Uniioii D)NSI satellites [ -fiker ei al 10K3 ~in and 4nger. 19,11, Pike

Paper iisiish'r 7At)716 5573 The U.S. Govemoett is authorized to reproduce and sel this weport.
Permission for further reproduction by others niust be obtained hon
the copyright owiner.
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ter pictures and determined the etiuatorward boundary of the 2. The equatorward boundary of the diffuse auroral pre-
diffuse 3914-A and 5S77.A auroral belt at magnetic local mid. cipitation along the satellite pass could be determined with
night to the nearest latitudinal degree ror 58 satellite passes. little difficulty in thc electron spectrogram (see Figure Ia).
The equatorward b~oundary of > 100-eV electron precvipitation 3. Simultaneous IMF values were measured by the Ex-
studied in this paper would be more closely related to the 6300- plorer 33 and 35, Imp-C (Imp 5), or Imp-I (Imp 6) satellites
A diffuse aurora. When the latitudinal patterns presented in for an interval of at least I hour preceding the Isis pass over
Winningham et al. [(1975) are considered, the > I 00-cV electron the auroral oval,
boundary will be equatorward (approximately N0 of that de- 4, The Dst index (Sugiura and Poro~r. 1971, 1972] during
termined from the 3914-A and 5S77-A emission lines. The the entire period acrossthe auroral region was above -40 1 (-
accuracy of the boundary determination in the present study is nTf, nanotesla). High-Dst intervals were excluded to eliminate
approximately 0.1*. a possible effect of the large magnectospheric inflation due to

We first examine a long period during which the data were the storm time ring current (cf. A kasofu and Chapman. 19631.
taken on successive orbits. Then, on the basis of a large data Details of the Isis soft particle spectrometer (SPS) can be
set (at total of 351 Isis I and?2 passes) covering a wider area of found in the work by lleikkila t al. (1970). Hdikkila and
the nightside auroral region, we examine quantitatively the Winningham (19711,. Winningham et al. (19731, and Li et a!.
dependence of the equatorward boundary not only onl geo- (1977]. For details of the rormat of electron spectrogramis
magnetic activity but also on the IMF and the earth's dipole based on data fromt the SPS. swe Winningham et al. 11975.
tilt angle. Figure la).

ANALYSIS LATITUDINAL MIORPHIOLOGY oi- NiHTSMoE

In this study %%e uried data from the following periods: June Et ECTRON PRECIPITATIGN
7 to July 26, 1969 (Nsis I data). May 29 to August 20. 1971 (Isis In Figure Ia we show a series of Isis electron spectrogramis
2 data), and October 18, 1971, to January 13, 1972 (Isis 2 for six passes which occurred on July 26, 1969. The Isis SPN
data). We chose the 351 satellite passes for this particular measures electrons between 10 eV and 12 keV in 22 bands as
study by the following criteria: opposed to 5 eV and 13 keV in 38 contiguous samples for Nis 2.

1. The satellite pass occurred over the auiroral region The data are presented in ain 'enecrgy-timec' spetrogrant for.
within 200-0400 MLT (magnetic local time), mat, in which the number of electrons per J s is logarith-

i .- Explorer 35 1-3,4. /

10

q) I
PRESSUR

-
Q1I ~ t

~i7

0 ,.,

I-- 4 J V-f-

25 - 26 JULY 1969
Fig Ilb Solar wind paramecters and geomagnetic activit) indikes (A E and Li) for July 23-2(x. 1969. The INI I- is Simin

b% the 8, component in solar niagnectospheric coordinates observed by two satellies The ties of the six Isis I paNNO.
w hose SPS data arc shown in Figure Ia. are indicated b) %ertical lines A-F. The A4E m4de is goen b) the separalion
betweeni the upper and lowecr enselopes of the superposition of the 11 comnponent mnagnectic records at auroral latitudo.
lere, %we used data fronm I I observatories, which are College. Barre%, Cape W~ellta. Tiuc Ba\, Cape Chel) uskin. Dixon

Island. Abisko. t.eir..ogur. Narssarssuaq. Great Whale Rixer. and Fort Churvhill
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mically coded as a shade of gray, with larger counts indicated activity, as well as by the IMF north-south component Dur-
by increasing whiteness. The ordinate is a logarithmic scale of ing pass C a significant equatorward shift (-3.1) of the
encrg). and the abscissa is linear tin increasing spacecraft time. cquatorward boundary from the location observed during pass
The scale of invariant latitude given at the top and the bottom A occurred during the maximum phase of the substorm. It
of the spectrograms is adjusted to be most accurate at 650 for should be noted that pass C occurred over the southern hcmi-
all the satellite orbits but becomes less accurate (although not sphere auroral region. As will be seen in the statistical exami-
scriousl)) at higher and lower latitudes. The magnetic local nation given in the following section. the latitude of the equa-
time of the satellite vzried between 2000 and 2300 on these six torward boundary in the winter hemisphere (southern
passes. hemisphere in this particular example) tends to be higher than

in the SPS data shown in Figure la we can see two latitudi- that in the summer hemisphere (northern hemisphere) by
nally separated precipitation regions with different character- I °-2. Thus it may well be that the actual equatorward bound-
istic patterns, the region of relatively uniform precipitation ,iry in the northern hemisphere was located at somewhat lower
(with gradually increasing energy towird higher latitude) and lai':,udes than what was observed in the southern hemisphere
the region of intense and highly structured precipitation to, Unfortunately, there is a large difference in the B, values
cated on the poleward edge of the auroral oval. Throughout observed at Explorer 33 and 35 at the time of pass B. If we
the entire region of auroral precipitation the energy flux of assume that the Explorer 33 data reproduce closely the IMF

protons was at least I order of magnitude lower than the near the magnetosphere, which controlled the state of the
electron energy flux [Klunmpar et at,. 1976. Lui t at.. 19771. magnetosphere during this period, there was no significant]'i' Winnngham t at. [19751 referred to the uniform precipitation difference of the 8, ,alucs between the times of passes B and C,

region as the central plasma sheet (CPS) and to the intense and Thus the shift (- 160 or more) observed between the two
structured precipitation region as the boundary plasma sheet passes may be attributed to the effect of the substorm. On the
(BPS). In this paper we use the equatorward edge of the difftse other hand, if we assume that the Explorer 35 data reproduce
>l00-eV electron precipitation (CPS) as the equatorward the needed values better than the Explorer 33 data do. we may
boundary of the diltuse aurora, which is indicated b) an arrow infer that the shift associated with the substorm was partially
for each pass. Note that the approximate collocation of the bell masked b, a significant decrease of the south% ard component,
of the diffuse optical aurora and diffuse electron precipitation which could have caused a poiward shift of the oval, that is to
has recentl) been identified by the sinultaneous observatlons sit), the substorn-associated shift could have been larger than
by the auroral scanner and the SPS aboard the Isis 2 satellite what the observed value of shift indicates, Thus in either case
(ODehr et al.. 1976, Lut a: al,, 19771. the observed equatorward shift during pass C may be attrib-

The corresponding interplanetary and geomagnetic data are uted to the effect of the substorm. However, the northward
shown in Figure lb. plotted here, from the top, are the north- shift observed during pass D took place during the period
south component of the INIF in solar magnetospheric coordi- when the %ubstorn was recoveriig and the magnitude of the
nales (Explorer 33 and 35), the solar wind densit), ,elocit), southward component of the IMF was decreasing, so that it is
and pressume (Explorer 33)., the superposition of auroral ione difficult to separate the contributions of both effects,
H component magnetograms, and the Ds index, The IM|F The examples shown here point out the need for us to sort
data show well-defined southward and northward turnings at out the independent effect that the IMF and substorm activity
about 2145 UT on July 25 and 0540 UT on July 26. respec- have on the latitudinal shift of the nightside auroral precipi.
tivel). Thus the southward field lasted for more than 7 hours, tation region. Most of the observations for southward IMF
except for occasional brief northward turnings. There was no were made during substorms, and thus it is dillicult in individ-
significant change in the number densit), velocit), and pres- ual :ases to dillerentiate the latitudinal movement of the au-
sure of the solar wind throughout the period of our interest roral belt caused by the IMF and by the development of a
During the period of the predominantly southward-directed suhstorm. In the next section we will examine statistically the
IN!F, there occurred only one isolated substorm of medium shift of the equatorward boundary of the electron precipi.
intensit), at least 3 hours after the well.defined southward tation on the basis of a large number of satellite passes.
turning.

*These six traverses of the mightside auroral precipitation STTISTICAt NIGiTSID AURORAL

zone by the satellite during this period are indicated by six OVAL DATA SbT
vertical lines, denoted by A, B. C. D, F. and I in Figure lb Appendix I suinmarmies the conditions under wvhich all the
Pass A took place about 3 hours after the southward turning. 351 Isis I and 2 traverses occurred, It appears that the cases
%ell before the ground magnetic re.ords showed an) sign of were collected quite unifornll and in sufficient numbers over
substorm ati% it) (unfortunately, the Isis I data ire not a ail- such parameters as magnetic local time, polarty of the INIF,
ablc for at least 12 hours prior to pass A). It is quite likely that season, and substorni actli it). 1 hus wNe bteieve that the present
the magnetosphere had adjusted itself to the INIF southward data set allows us to make some statistical tests
field by the time of pass A. Further, since there was then no We have utilized solar magnetospheric coordinates in de-
appro.iable geomagnetic a.tisity. the latitude of the equa- stribing the IMF. Here, we used the north-south component
torv,ard boundar. of the diffuse auroral precipitition ob- of the IMF (denoted bhy I) averaged for I hour preceding the

Ner\ed during pass A ma) be taken to be a t)pical valuc for a time of the satellite passage over the equatorvard boundary of
southvard INt! of about 5 -1 On the other hand, pass I the diffuse auroral partic:h; precipitation identified in the soft
took pla c well after the north\ard turnoig and also during no partice spe.trogrin data for eac:h of the Isis passes In calcu-
substorni aictuty , so that the latitude of the equatorvard lating the I-hour a\erage IN!1- \,lue the transit time for the
boundar obser\ ed during pass F may be taken to be a ty pi.al interplanctar) signal to the magnetopause (v, hich s% as assumed
value for a northward IMF of about 8 ) to be located at X = 10 R) \\as taken into account in each

The cqliuatorard boundary of the electron precipitation case, b\ assuming the solar vsind speed to be 400 km %
during passes B, C, D, ,iid E maN be affected by substorn The obcr\ations were grouped into quiet periods and sub-
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Fig. 2 Histogram showing the latitudinal distribution of the cquatorward boundary of the diffuse electron precipitation
in the midnight sector. The intervals of latitude 8 (in degrees) are defined such that 0 represents 0 ± 0.5. Symbols for
different categories of s,,bstorm activity are defined in the inset. The latitudinal area of the normal auroral oval defined by
Lui et a/. (19751 on the basis of 58 auroral images is also indicated.

storm times. This division was made primarily by referring o the > 100.eV electron boundary which would more closely
the presence of a sharp increase of the AE index [Allen et al., relate to the 6300-A line. The work of Winningham et al. (1975]
1974, 1975a, b) and of structured discrete auroral precipitation demonstrated the softness of the electron spectrum at the
in the SPS data for the typical pattern of the spectrogram equatorward edge of the CPS.
corresponding to quiet and substorm times, see Winningham et It is one of the striking features in Figure 2 that with the
al. [19751 We also checked carefully individual magnetograms decrease of latitude the probability of seeing a substorm in-
whenever it was necessary. It %as, however. sometimes impos- creases while the probability of observing a quiet oval de.
sible to determine, from the AE index and available geomag- creases. The probability of observing a substorm along the
netlc records at individual observatories and the SPS data, expanded oval (i.e., <600) is essentially 100%. It is also notice-
whether there occurred polar substorms or just minor fluctua- able that the probability of seeing substorm activity decreases
tlions. These cases are represented by 'uncertain' in Appendix to about 50-60% along the oval which is located at 63*-64*
I. invariant latitude. It is, how-ver, uncertain at present whether

this probability of seeing substorms by the Isis satellites repre-
Distribution of the Oval Latitude sents the probability of substorm occurrence. We must be
Around Midnight careful in discussing these two probabilities by taking the

The histog, am in Figure 2 shows the latitudinal distribution following facts into account: First, substorms along the con.
of the equatorward electron boundary defining the auroral tracted oval tend to recover faster than the intense ones along

oval near magnetic midnight. This was obtained from a partial expanded oval [Montbriand, 1971], so that data taken
data set (1 13 satellite passes) in which the boundary crossing every 2 hours by a polar.orbiting satellite cannot properly
occurred between 2300 and 0100 MLT. The histogram is es- monitor the substorm occurrence frequency. Second, Kamide
sentially the same as Figure 2b of Lui et al. [19751, except that and A kasofu [19741 have shown that weak substorms tend to

they classified substorm conditions into three categories (quiet occur along the contracted oval, whereas intense ones tend to
condition, bright aurora, and substorm in progress) in terms occur along the expanded oval. Thus it may well be that some

of global auroral features, whereas we defined them by geo- of the cases which we identified as 'uncertain' take place dur-

magnetic activitv and the pattern of the auroral particle pre- ing weak substorms of which the latitudinal pattern of the

cipitation. The invariant latitude of the boundary is found to auroral particle is somewhat different from that of the normal

vary between 550 and 70', the most probable latitude being substorm.
63' for this particular data set. Although there is general We also applied the same method to the data of the otherlical time sectors and found results similar to the above. This
agreement with Lut et al. [19751, it appears that the latitudes of work will be the subject of a separate paper.
these data are distributed somewhat lower than those pre-
sented by Lut et al. [!975] This apparent difference may be
explained by the different data sets used in the two independ- Effect of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field
ent studies N "nely, our data set includes more disturbed In Figure 3a the invariant latitudes of the equatorward
periods than that examined by Lut et al [19751, and the) boundary of the diffuse aurora are plotted as a function of the
examined only data from the Ainter season in which the au- corresponding B, values of the IMF (averaged over I hour
roral oval is found to lie in higher latitudes than it does ii preceding the satellite passage time) for the 33 orbits available
summer season data Also, as was mentioned earlier, their between 2000-2100 MLT. The observations made during quiet
study involved the 3914-A and 5577-A emission lines vhich periods are shown by open circle5 (for summer season) or open
are most indicatile of >l-keV electrons Our study delineates squares (for winter season), and those made during substorms
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Fig Mb Samell as Figure 3a except for local time sector 2200-2300 Nil T

.quiet tiims' the previously noted 8, dependence canl clearly Figure 5 shows the average location of the equatorward
be seen with few esceptions. especially when successive data boundary of the auroral oval in invariant latitude-M LT
points are considered. c.lordinates for three diff'erent B, values, 3 -y, 0 ), and -5 -y. It

Front Figures .1a-3d we note the following chatracte ri stics, canl be seen clearly in this diagram that the IMF dependence of
(1) The north-south component of the I MI: is one of the the oval location in the morning sector is stronger than that inl
important factor% that controls the location of the equa- thle evening sector. When the B, valuie decreases fromt 5 1 to
torward boundary of the nightside auroral oval. Even wh-enl -5 -y, the boundary tenids to move equatorsard fromt ahout
the INIF is directed northward, a significant equatorward shift 680 to 60' in the morning sector and onl) fromt 680 to 63' In
of the auroral oval boundary is observed in conjunction with the evening sector. This motion of the auroral oval will be
the decrease in the magnitude of the B, component. (2) For at discussed in more detail later in conjunction with the drift
given B, value (say, 8, -0) the equatorward houndar) of the bouriary of low-energy plasma sheet particles
a uroral oval is generally located at lowser lat itutdes in the
morning sector than in the evening sector. This is in good Suvin hYject
agreement ws itli the 'classical' optical a uroral oval as% given by
Feldsteini and.VSwrov (1967 1 and StarAov I 1969). (3) The niag- The inagnetospheric substorm ma% be another factor %%Ich
intude of the shift in invariant lat ituide at various local timies is cont ri I thle locatioii of the equatorwsardl boundamr of the
not statistically thle samec for a given c~ailge in the 8, value but iiightside auroralI oval. H ossever. it is general l% di ilicuilt to
has, at sign ificant local time dependence. It wsas found fromt the single out this effect in individual es ents. since othter factors
least stuares fits that the cquatorwsard bou ndarN of the auroral suach as the north-sooth component of the IMNIF are also in.
oval shifts equatorwsard by 0.49' and 0.76*. corresponding to volved in complicated wsays. Onls a statistical analssis wsill
thle I-)~ decrease of the 8, value in the 2100-2200 and deline any% possible substorml cirect.
0100-02WX NI I 'r sectors. respectivel): note that the correlatioin It is clear in Figure 3 that almost all the points observed
coelhicieiit in the morning sector Is rather loss. InI order to shows during substornis lie belows the solid lines It should be rcinei-
that this local ltme dependence of the o,,al response to the btred that thle solid lines represeiit the average latitude of the
II: IFi not the elket of the biased data set in terms of thle B, > l00-eV electron boundar) determined emnpiricall) onl tile
(or B.) component of thle INI F sse show thle distribution of all basis of the B, values of the I NI F 0only Inl contrast. tile 05 al
thle obsersat ion pointsi i (MI LT. B,) coordinates iil Figure 4. It equatorwsard boundary dutring qi et tlimes is located at higher
call be seen that there is ilo biased relationship betw eni MILT latitudes than the statistical solid li ne.%. This featuire canl be
aild B, ill thle prceeit particular data set, all 351 points are clearly seen in the ran~ge of -2 -y <B, <2 ), %%shere tile sample
distribtited quite tiifornil oser tile paramleters iultlbr for quiet times i.% almost tile samec as that for disturbed
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72 , oval presented in this paper. First of all, only the equatorward
oxo. Mzrboundary of the diffuse auroral particle precipitation is pre-

.0 - sented to characterize the size of the auroral oval. We have not
o0 considered the boundaries of the discrete aurora, which are01,0 usually located near the poleward boundary of the diffuse

aurora. This is simply because the equatorward boundary of
~66~ /0o the diffuse aurora is relatively steady in comparison with the

o o boundaries of the discrete aurora. Thus the use of the discrete
aurora boundary from a polar-orbiting satellite with the long

o i orbital period is inadequate for a statistical study; the electron
and proton flux distribution over the discrete auroral region is

62 LI.. L. I highly variable during a polar substorm. In particular, if the
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4l 6 8 to satellite passes through the auroral surge or torch structure,

7WIER HEMISPHERE which is one of the main substorm features of the discrete
7 2 0 WiNT4 6 SvIE 0

1 waurora, the poleward boundary of the discrete aurora depends
COX-O4OMLr 0 strongly on which portion of this structure is traversed latitu-

,7- o dinally by the satellite. In such a case a 50 error can be easily
introduced.

t - average configuration of the equatorward boundary and can-

,466- 09S: o not represent the rapid change that might take place between
o0 successive satellite orbits lEather, 1973: Creutzberg, 1976].

64- °This is limited by the availability of the data, as well as by the
method of calculating the IMF value. Although in this study

o 0 an average value of the IMF over I hour was used as a typical
62- value of the IMF, different values can of course be obtained by

choosing different combinations of time delay (of the oval in
60--..L..L ,L ... ... .. , .... response to the IMF) and time interval (over which the IMF is

6 -4 a 0 2 4 6 8 10 averaged). Such an extension to include time variations at
ItA AVRAL 0 (tJ o) different local times would obviously be highly desirable.

Fig. 3d. hquatorward boundary of the auroral precipitation dur- Finally, no Dst effect was taken into consideration in the
ing quiet periods plotted onl the corresponding 8, value of the IMI + for
the evening and morning sectors (2000-2400 and 0000-0400 MLT. present statistical analysis by eliminating cases in which the
respectivel)) S)ymbols used to distinguish different seasons are defined Dst was below -40 -y. In the 351 cases examined, no signifi-
in the inset The observations made within 6 hours a the sanie hei, cant dependence of the oval location on the Dst index was
sphere are connected %ih solid hnes. found. In other words, the Dst effect, if any, is small in this Dst

range. AAasoJu and Chapman (19631 showed that the latitude
of the equatorward boundary of the 'classical' auroral oval

nightside oval latitudes, in agreement wNith the field line config- varied for different intensities of magnetic storms, sometimes
uration modeled by Afead und Fairfield [19751. being as low as 50' in geomagnetic latitude during large

This same summer-%inter as)mmetr) can be found in Fig- storms. Since there is a close relationship between Dst and the
tire 3, w here cases for the winter season are marked by squares IM I (and also substorm activity), it is at present uncertain
Points in the %inter season generally lie in higher latitudes whether the Dst effect indicated by Akasofu and Chapman
than points in the sumnmer season, except for several points in [1963) is inluded in the IMF and substorin effects examined ill
the 0100-0200 MILT sector (Figure 3c) wkhich occurred during this study. This point could be checked by using a larger data
substorms. set including a variety of magnetic storms

On the basis of the mnagnetospheric configuration model
obtained by Alead and Fairjeld 11975], Fairfield and Mlead Equalorward Boundary ofthe Diffuse Aurora
119751 calculated the latitudes where field hies originating Lui et at. [19751 found the equatorwkard boundary of the
front the s)nchronous satellite orbit at 66 R, in the cquatorfal diffuse auroral belt at local midnight to be a useful parakiteter
plane intersect the earth for different tilt angles. see Figure 8 of i characteriiing the size of the auroral oval and thus of the
Iairfield and Mtead [19751. They found that the earth utter- polar cap. We have amplified their results to all local times of
section location is.approxinately I* higher in the %% inter hemi- the night sector and by including the IM F effect.
sphere than in the summer hemisphere, w.hich is in good It should be stressed that the distinction beteen the diffuse
agreement %ilth the present obsersations by the Isis satellites and discrete auroras is important in studying auroral physics
given in Figure 7+ and associated magnetospheric structure. Although it is not

DISCUssION the intent here to repeat the description of the characteristic
L a s h e difference between these twko types of auroras, %%e would like to
Limitaltons ofdie Present Study note that tle equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora

In this study we have constructed the statistical contigura- corresponds to the inner (earth\\ ard) edge of the plasma sheet
tion of tile equatorward boundar) of tile nightside > 100-eV [Laher and Mende. 1971: Lassen. 1974. Winmnghain et al..
electron prco pitation at hourl) local time itervals as func- 1975: Lu et al . 1977). As us sho\n ii tle exariples its Figure
lions of tile north-south component of the IMIF. substorm la. there is a gradual decrease in the energy of plasma particles
activity, and tile dipole tilt angle Ilowc\er. seoeral factors \lith decreasing latitude in the difTuse aurora legion Similar
ihmit the usefulness of tle location of the ightside auroral 'softening' of tile electrons has been reported near the iner
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LOCATION OF EQUATORWARD BOUNDARY
OF AURORAL OVAL

I424

0

44GNETIc LOCAL TIME V10"'

Fig. 7. Location of the equatorward boundary or the diffuse electron precipitation at different local imics in the dark
sector for the winter and summer henisphcres. Standard deviations are also given.

night: see his Figures 20 and 24. More recently, Mauak and boundary more inward in the morning sector than in the
Mcllwain (19741 and Freeman 119741 have shown that the evening sector can be simply explained by considering that tile
injection of low.energy particles at geostationary orbit is oh- drifts of particles (except high.energy protons) due to the tail
served at earlier local times at higher Kp index, Siice the Kp electric field and tile corotation electric field supplement each 4
index is highly correlated with the dawn-dusk electric field other in the morning sector, whereas they oppose each other in
[Ato:er and Luc/u. 197a: Kivelson, 19761, those observations the evening sector. Thus this good agreement gives new evi.
indicate that for a given uniform dawn-dusk electric field the dence indicating that the diffuse electrons originate in the inner
injection boundary is located closer to the earth at later local boundary of the plasma sheet.
times. It is noted, however, that there is no reason to believe that

This local time dependence of the location of the plasma the electric field that was assumed in obtaining the drift
sheet inner boundary inferred front the present study of the boundaries is uniform across the entire magnetotail Further-
auroral precipitation boundary may be accounted for by the more, an asymmetry of the magnetic field between the morn-
low-energy plasma motion in the magnetotail in which a large- ing sector and evening sector may not be neglected in tile
scale uniform electric field is superimposed on the corotation explanation of the local time dependence of the I MF response
electric field. In such a situation, plasmns drifting fra i the of the plasma sheet boundary. That is, the magnetic field in the
distant tail toward the earth terminate at the boundat) called evening sector is ahkays inflated owing to the partial ring
the Alfven layer [Alfen. 1939: AIfrvn and FWiaintmar, current which develops in conjunction \sith tile south\sard
19631. Inside the boundary the drift orbits of particles encircle INIF [iamile. 19741, thus indicating the stroager magnetic
the earth. The location of the Alfvka layer can be obtained for field there than at tile same L value it the morning sector. This
a particle of magnetic moment p by tracing the particle trajec- difference hetsccen tile morning and evening sectors causes a
tories [Kavanagh et al.. 1968: Schield et al.. 1969: Chen, 19701 difference in the drift velocity of plasma sheet particles, sshich
A simple discussion of the particle drift boundar. is mcludil is faster in the morning sector than in the evening sector
in Appendix 2. The following points should further be noted ti interpreting

The two dotted lines in I-igure 8 represent the locations of tile statistical result-. presented in this paper: First, although
the Alfvin layers for electrons and protons m ith * = 0 in tile the ,tatistical behavior of the oval boundar) %%as obtained in
presence of the 0.4-mV/t and 0.17-itnV/ electric fields in tile teris of the IMF. this ma) include the substors effect in
tail to compare them with our oval boundaries for k, = - I particular for cases s ith the souih\sard I M F \\ith large magni-
and 0 1, respectivel). The 0.4-mV/nt and 0 17-mV/ht values tude, Thus tile evenitg-mo'ming asynmetr) of the response
are derived from ait empirical relation IGotizalez and Moer. may actuall> be affected by the particular behavior of the tail

19741 between 8 and the electrostatic ield (see Appendi 2) particles in reiponse to the substorm e\panion Second, there
Note that the AIfv, n layer for electrons ,ith higher p (for are ;onte errors in using the static magnetospheric configura-
esansple, u = 0.00. keV, ) corresponding to I 00-eV electronss tion to project the ionospheric points to tile equatorial plane of
lit the tail) is located slightly outsard of the sho\n boutdar tie magnetotal
for each electric field strength A good agreement call be sects
bet\ecin the Alfvin layers and tie auroral osal boundaries, Subsmo t/flect

Mslch tire projected onto tile equatorial plane of tile magnleto- In this stud\ \\c hae also identified tle septrate role oh
sphere along tle ield lines Displacecnseit of the plasmta sheet substort actl\ It\ froits the I N I effect It controlling the latl-
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tude of the electron precipitation boundary It has been in. recently revealed that the field-aligned current systemn is not so
dicated that the occurrence of substorms has been shown to simple as above but is of double structure in all local tinics,
add noticeably to the cqtiatorward shift of tilc boundary. consisting of Isso oppositely directed currents [Ziuda and
although it is not eaqt to distinguish the substorni effect from Armstrong. 1974). Indeed, Kanide and Akasofu 110761 have
the INIFI effect during individuial cases. This equatorsard mo- shown that in thle evening sector the region of the up%%ard
tion of thle region of the diffuse aurora by a fcN degrees canl field-aligned current onl the pole%\ ard side of the oval coincides
ecl) be identified in all cases sho\sn by Stkt-dcr and AAasofu \%cll \\ ih thle region of the discrete aurora and that thle tdowvn-
119721, who cmamined thle 'cross section' of thle auroral oval as \\ ard field-aligned current onl the equatorwvard side of the oval
observed by thle Alaskan mecridian chain of all-sky camecras corresponds to thle diffuse aurora. Thus the enhancmntt of

I'asvliunas 119681 showsed the radial distance of the Ogo I this field-alignedt current swstm on the equatorstard half of the
crossing-. oif thle plasma \heet inner bountlarN in the evening oval (tipssard in the mor~nig sector and doss nssarti in thle
sector %%tith the division into tso classes, quiet ime and sub- evening sector) during substorins canl prodtice thle cqua.
storm ltme. It %%-as found that all the observed crossings at torsard motion of thle equatorsard half of the oval b% I fess
times of substorm activity octirred earthssard of those \i, ith no degrees, since suich a system prodtice the inflation of the
activity. This is also in agreeentt with otir results. magnetic field] there,

Thle substorm eftet (mainl\ an increase iii Ruti producing Contrtedtti Owla
the diffuse aurora) has been reported by) Illiiinghani et (it.
119751. Its pattern is relatiel) \table during substorimsi Thle present stid\ confirms the earlier \\ork\ b\ Feldstein
comparison with thle structu red discrete auirora Thle enhance- and Stark in 119671, Stringer and Be/au 119671, StarA oi 119691,
ment of the brightness of thle diftise aurora dtiring substorius Lasse-n 119721, and Li cI (1. 11 9751 indicating that the auroral
canl cami I be found in the atiroral iages observed repeatedl)N os al is quite dynaic, it espa nds and contracts, as is, esident
by Isis 2 and I)NISI1 satellite,% from thle hiistogram gis en in Figure 2 ee ' v and Kanmde

It is not obviou-, \\It% the eq tiatortsard botmndar) of the 119761 shoss ed hiN use of I)NISPI atiroral photogra phs dturing
nightside auroral oval dutring subistorms is located more cqua- quiet periods that thle sze of the auroral oval is highly sensit se
torssard than its q tit timec position, regardless of tle well- even to relat is'el small change% in thle geomaugnetic actisIt\
knlossI npoless ard C\paso1, of the discrete aurora dtiriag thle Our st udy ha\t %hossn thle mminimtum sie of thle auiroral osaltIo
e~pansis c phase oif substorim. There i%. host es r. at least one bie located at 70' in i usariant latitutde near midnight It shotuld
possiblit\ of csplai mng thle proes s ich catuses thle eqtia- be noted that thle parameiter \%C e hase used in this papeW t
torsa rd shift of the botindar% InI their recent model calcti- characterize thle '\ice of thle oval, is thle latitide of thle eqp~la.
latmon for aI substorm, Y auhimm el af [19751 have shoss n that a torsaard boundi r\ of thle diffuse atora Therefore since the
three-dimuensional current sys~teml can1 shift the nlightside ati- ss idtIt of the diffuise tmrorah belt is usuall\ of a fess degrees and
roral oval poles' ard h\ seseral degrees Tist cirrent s\ stei, there Is the disCrete aurora poless ard of it, the actual size of the
proposed h% .Aasolu 119721, Kanude adi 1 uAusinna 1197211, polar cap, \\ Ich seems% to relate more directl\ to thle IMN F, is. a
C'noo~er and Uc P/:eron 119721. and tfe'/unno 11o I97.1 Ito f76% degrees smaller than \%ashat IFigture 2 idicatesl
espam thle grotind magnetic distribtition occurring inl thle I lie eqitatorasard boutndar\ of the diffuse atirora at the 700
course of sti borns. consists of a floss into the morning part i usaniant fat itutde around minight canl bie imapped to thle itnncr
of thle auroral oval along magnetic field lines, along thle auiroral ternmation of thle platsoa sheet at 12-17 R, (depending onl
oval, and out from thle eseni ug part of thle osal along field diffecrent models) b\ using recent magnetospheric configura-
lines Onl the other hand, thle I riad satellite obserat ions has c t ion models constructed b\ head and Fairfield [19751 flit

fCQUATORIAL PLANE

.110

MF73D Model

I Ig I 11i Ol tle 011 01 th os l oidM tor kfiteint 8, s alues 'I itic I \f I ic heo unldmi a o",Iliiu n i 111 eiutnm.' i piliii
%\,I' Otnamiicsf tb\ projec uin the to oton ot tile clction pm 1 t11oo hoiniiif'n a long imagiei eld 100 1o \t1 , if) modcl
I %Slm!and bNiiludd '1' il t tuc \ 0i\C en .uis to, eies irons anid pi olils \%ill A tiliZ0,i5 Muouiueit cqw 1SUd 0 to tilt p1tm
of 0 4 ill\ ilnd15 0 1 "-ill\ ill dmis nwfus\ icnk tietits are \stion 11ha dotted tile, (,(c \ ppnds l
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contracted oval is probably associated with aweaker daslto 119741 because (1) they compared their models %%ith the ob.

dusk electric field across the magnetotail. It has been shown served polar cap electric field and (2) they obtained the fieldI
that if a substorm takes place along the contracted oval, it is intensities ats functions of the a, values of the INIF which can
weak in terms of the optical energy and Joule heat energy readily be compared with our results. For 8, -S -5- (with 8.

*[A'andde and .4Aasq/it. 1974-, AAasofu and Karndik. 19761. -0) they obtained the maximum potential difference 4t.
It has also been shown in Figure 2 that the probability or across the entire tail as about 290 MV By using the best

seeing substorms decreases as the oval contracts. This is in empirical fit -t 0.354N~. (see their equation (17)). %%ccall get 4 I
good agreement with the finding of Lut el al. 119751, who -102 MV When we assume a 40-R& magnetotail thickness.
identified the occurrence of a substormi in terms of the auroral the average electric field E across the tall is estimated to be 0,4
pattern. As has been suggested by Lid et l, 119751. the proba. mV,'m. Ini a similar way. 4, 43 kV and E -0,17 mV/intare
bility of seeing substorms is not equivalent to their probabilit) obtained for the I NIFr condition B, 0 %% ith l,l - 3 -Y see
of occurrence. Hiowever, since the probability of observing Figures 8 and 10 of Gonzalez and Mozer 119741, These esti-
substorms along the expanded o% al is 100%~ (see Figure 2) and ni~itd potential differences tire in reasonable agreement Nikith
substorms are absent during a prolonged period of a large lielpner's [1972, 19771 measurements of thle integrated poten-
northward INI F [Akasmofu, 19751, it is not unreasonable ito tial drop across the polar cap. which ranged] fromt 20 to 100
assumec that there is at latitudinal dependence of the substormi MV Ini thii fashion, Ii F~igure 8 Nve plot the Alfvn layers for E
occurrence frequiency. -0.4 mV/n and 0.17 miV/in and compare them with our

auroral oval boundaries (projected into the equatorial plane)
AI'l'FN't~~t\ I o , ' and 0 1 , respectively.

The follow~ing tabulation -.umlima rites conditions during the 9) us"ing thle empirical evprcssion E (kV, R, ) -0,44, (1
351 satellite passes used in this anal~sis. The number of cases 0.097A101 given b\ Asveboit 119761, Ap \aluies can be estimated
associated with each condition is shos4 11. ito be 6 and 4- for 8, - 5 and 0 ) . respectively. These

value,% art in basic accord aN ith the observational relationship
betwen Kp and I NI F parameters obtained b\ Schatten and

Magnetic local ltme ll'ikcox [19671 and Hlirshberg and ('alburn (1960).,
Evening (200-2400) 198
Morning (0000-0400) 133 A A niwk4emnnrs. We u ish to ackriilcidge inmerous helpfult di%.
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An Imis 2 pasi is singled otit for a detailed examtinaition of the particle tlulei, optical emissons. atnd
ionospheric paramecters observed during a quiescent period (late rccover) ) betssen isso substorim 'I is
pris N% as choven because it %k ai pairt of a coordainatd dtta acquisition period bcts eu the A it kirec
0 eophysis Laiborator) (AFG L) A irboriI lotiopheric Observator), Isis ., and 1) NIS 111 Men'eM Mteor'
ological Satellite Programi) As a result, both long-duration measuirements iaircral) andd transient,
snapshlot (%ra%;craft) dataare asiflable This allos onl a isaersssopic lewli the sparaton or spac aisd
lttle effects

Onl the basis tif the joint data set it %% a-; stablished that the latitudinal iuorpholog,% obserses bi the
wielliti: is basicall% spaitial tin nature. It i.\ coticludes. h~at the observed particle llues are most easil)
understood tit termls of precipitation from the quic; tie plasma sheet ss ihout interscning acceleration,
The obsersco optical emissions and ionospheric paramecters ,ire fotund to be tit good qualitatis and
qualititutis agreement (wsithiin erentnal error) %% ibh thre electron iltimis although establishmntr oif this
point has required careful determination of the \ieuing direction of the optical instrumeilt\, tims atiof
scattered light (atbieso) frois underl)mtg cloud and snoss, and cosideraition of the eticects of photon.
counting statistics onl contour plot& of the optical data.

INmotnUCTION storm actinity Io\%ervd the boundary no matter what the value
in arecnt ape, Wininhamirtat,11971 epaned pon of B. was,

thn earlir eciaprn i ai flu aorpho 97gy stde pandf tqin n ehr etal, (19761 compared photometric, all-sky, and par.
tuhe ear9ier eldtronk anud morpholo 1tudie, ofinnh~aiand e tiche data obtained concurrenitly by Isis 2 and the NASA 990

Burch 1973 andFra& ad Acrso 1172) innnghm a aircraft. In this paper it \%as shown that the CPS and BIPS
al, (19751 demonstrated that in the 2100~-0300 dipole magitetic dsusdi innjh~,(a.(95 orsodt h i~s
local ltme (NI LT) sector, distinct and repeatable electron lair- and disceearrlrgos epetvI.Tepro tde
tudinal distributions \%ere observed as a function of substorm b. Dewret aurra r1976) s, al resecivey, phae pertth thedi

phas. To rgion, te bundry pism shet (PS)andthe satellite passing just to the cast of the Nvestsard traveling
central plasma sheet (CP'S). 'sere delineated by Winninjgham el %urge.
al. 11975). The BPS corresponds to the tipper (loster) portion In i the preceding papers, no concurrent auroral imlages or
of the plasmia sheet adjacent to the tail lobes, and the CI'S the io specdaabtndbyIs wrexmndnth
inner portion of the plasmna sheet adjacent to the outer Va ioesnosper dataotindb Isis 2 were e(amined 14 6 ~n thcee
Allen belt. The BiPS exhibits an emtreelly d\ namic behavior as peetppra ss2ps obt39.0t~U nDcme

mainy C''~.in cmpars 9, 1971 ) is singled out for at detailed examination of the p~articleafunction of substorm phase. The CPitcma i, tIisotcleisosaninsprcprmtrsbevd
changes very little, exhibiting manya slight spectral hard- leotclmisnadinsprcprmt bevd

eciting atsd ati equatorsard shift follo\Ned by a poleward shift as during a quiescent period (late recry ) bet\% en m tso sub-'
the ubsorm roceds.No etaied orreatin stth aram- sorms. This pass wvas chosen because it uaNt part of a coordi-thesub\tom poctds.No etaledcorelaion\whparme- nated data acquisition period bet\secn the AFGL Airborne

ters other than magnetic lield data \%.as attempsted by Wi'nnitke- Ionospheric observatory, Isis 2. and DNISP tlIeense Meteor-
ham aat (175J*ological Satellite Progranm). As a result, both bung-duration

Kariide antd lh'wninmghant 11977) studied tin detail the decpen- measturemnents (aircraft) and transient, snapishot (spacecraft I
deuce of the equatort.tl bouindary of the CI'S Onl the IMI. 3 aaaeaalbe Ti loso acocpctsl h
component atnd substorn' phase (AE). It \%,is deterrmnd that dt r vkal Ti los i arwpcl~l h

the IMNIF 8, componenit s%%a., the domiiant influenmce oi h separation of space and ltme etfects.
K Althtough these criteria \\crc \\ell satistied. it \\as found that

CI' eqatoialbouda) s ith sbstrni~itistt)pta in a other factors Iimited the accurac\ obtainable tin a I utt mod-
secondar) role The cIS Itoser hkiwidair\ mosed equatoiimard

(polwar) a theI N F ompoentdecease (icresed) Su- cing calculation. tin particular. atll the plasma parameters arc
(polwar) astheI~t ' cmpoent ecrased(inritot available tin the orbit-aligned mode used Iserv con-

Cops right D IO b\t the \mncrici(iph ,i no sequenth, a &I.tailed model anal~ sis is\ tot jsresented here hiut

Riper litinber $-\0779 5717 The U.S. Governiment is &utfiomiced to FW0u end tell tis *poll,0148-0227 78 t25A.0779St11 W~ P*imission tot fute W io11duetion by Otheris mnust be obtsin~d fromt

the ~pyrght wn~
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Fig Ia. Electron spectrogranms for December 9. 1971. See Winingamn e at. 11975] for u description of the spectrorimf format.

wil bethesubectof later artwheeI studies, The semi- sesiivt of the SPSo proton fuxe were observed mcon-

quantitau~ve comparisons available in this pictorial photomet- junction with the electron polar rain.
ric mode nevertheless provide useful insights into the auroral Eqtutorward of 78.60, a region of relatively uniform and
process and lay the groundwork for precise optical-particle- more intense electron and proton flux was observed, Both
plasma com~parisons, particle species exhibited a hardening and intensification of

OBSERVATIONS their spectra as a fu~nction of decreasing latitude (see Figure 2).
r'he maxmum in the electron and proton energy flux was at A

Particle Data. Figures Ia and lb are energy-time spectre. 69.20 and A ,68.7 °, respectively. Equatorward of 69.2 ,
grains of the electron and proton fluxes observed b) the soft the electron spectrum became progressmvely eaker (see Figure
particle spectrometer (SPS) on Isis 2 during the northern 2), softer, and exhibited an increasin~gly trapped angular distri-
nightside portion of orbit 3194 on December 9, 1971, For a !.,ution. Below 68.70 , the proton fluxes rapidly decreased in
discussion of the spectrogram presenta.tion, see Winningham t mntensit) and isotrop). The sensie end of the electron and
al. [1975]. From the beginning of the spectrogram at 0605 :04 proton fluxes occurred at A : 65.90.
UT (invariant latitude A of 83,0, dipole magnetic local time In Figure 2, represenmati\e electron spectra at minimum
(NI LT) of 20.4 hours) to 0606:52 UT (A '=78.60, NIlT ==21.9 pitch angle are presented, The spc:tra are taken at the posi-
hours) a flux of low-intetnsit) low-energy (<200 cV) electronzs tions marked \ ith arro\ s in l'mgure Ia. Spectra 1-7 demon-
'.,s observed (It should be noted that the mnagn|etic attitude strate the spectral h~ardening \'ith decreasing latitude, and
torquing coils \sere on until 0607/32 UT, As a result, the pitch spectra 8-10 the subsequent softening. Spectrum I I is due to
angle given in the spectrogram is incorrect, and the electron atmospheric conjugate photoele,:trons. The mlost striking fen-
spectrum belo\\ a fe¢w hundred electron 'olts is qualntitati,.ely lure of each of these spectra is their basic shape, w hich varies
incorrect This electron data can be used in a qualitative sense, bet'\een a po\wer hi" and an exponential. No p romilnent
ho\wever) The afo rementioned Io\w.energ) electrons poleward 'monoelnergetic" spectral peaks are observed. Comparison of
of A = 78 60 have been identiid by l$kinnghamn andtleikA a spectra I-3 in Figuire 2a with spectrum 10 in Figure 2c sho\\s a
1197/41 as being of probable nmagnetosheath origin T'hat is. marked similarit) of shape in the cnerg) range greater than|
they ,are similar in spectral shape to m~agnletosheath electrons -50 eV. e~en though these spectlra are separated b), lO° of
but are reduced in intensity b) - " Becau~se of'their uni for- in~ ariant latitude (i.e., at the polar boundar) of the BPS and
nit) and spatial extent (most of the polar cap). ll'nmmngham the equatorial C PS boundar) ).
and lil/i/ala [1974J terwued these fluxes polar rain. Within the Data from several channels of the Isis 2 energetic particle
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ig. lb, Proitin spcetrtwiratii rtir tOecantcr 9, 1971. See ltuitmoghdii et oil, 119751 br it tlesritii ol tile %ieitilgrant

detctlor (UPD'l )11 'enkaaangirn el it/, 19751 indicate t hat thw to 0604 U I , mid slightly soutihaard fronm 0RA4 tot 0611 U '1
backgron d hountdar) .%,. I Mc-Daritd t Wi/amn 1 9681 lIor &tler whIich lttle th fi eld %as ti ortha ard. I liw I -hour averagec
cctitu ho~ avinig energ) of '"40) keV was located ait -70.8', It% I NR di c ged fromt nortliAtard ito %mtamard froutn 06WK to

some %ork% lJMW -and 4c&.waon, 19721, .%m Imsi beeni asim- 0800 U1'.
ated With il l1 ast Closed ield title. Iaeedurn ig tills pas'. hioyhep/ri' Pargs I ire 4a anid 41; give the ltcal vatiues
the ba *eneiirgy (.;..20 KeV) channels~ of il 1:1 1) ex hibited and isodeiit) cmtmor% of eleton density btr orbit 3194. In1
evidenee oif ant &tnular dt~iutioit peaked tit 90' up tot at Iait I igurc 41j, fromi A1 - 83' (0605:04 U I I to A - 7MV6 (0606.48
76'. Above 76' thw solle spectrum in1, igure 240 placed tile flis UTI) (tile polar rain region). tile local elect rii density Na it ver)
beloas tiwle P) coiwry range. low, 101 em ', at valtie IN pical I'r tle it Inter polar cap 0%% tug

Miq~tefi Pam I- igure Ma I, t he I I station .4 P little\ gicr- ito tlw sounder me ep pecrioa t' of)7 s, tle next tieit~it) prolfilc
ated by tile Woirld Motw Center A I'mr Sotlar- I errestrial I'!t) me allct 78&V \as no ttobtat ud utiil A% 77.8' (0R)07 12 ULIi). or
(We rccoltmic e 1 Initat ro of tis litte\. but it Iil 0111) .3 \1 afler Ism 2 citered tle more Intense particle flit regioin It
ttl readiI) maiatale) hwumtnation od til AE little\ idates van bec went that il Not l cl etrt iteiimt) had 1itcreased 11% a

pass t194 tudwiated It) at bar) occurred %titittn (t a small facio oW 8.5 1 lie local deit) aI, tia~ evcd ito Increase Im-
mitbstorill startting at -031)7 U F' tod primr to at largei wnb~to tin tiler during tle tic.\( onindcr swccp, Structutie %as i~ ~ident tit
beginnting at 0847 U .' . th local dcntst) iiuttil % - (its.8" (O0 11.25 L) I'), aifter a lich

I igure lb gives the H., 1). anid Z citptttit% trot K ot- little at stead) declute to a inigiitiui dvisit) ait A -6.2 8"
ker's chatti ofmatigntwitceteri in a etcrt Canada (Amle~ih and! (061252 Li I ) \at t~tobservcd Sltbsqetitu ito thc in inimu1til, tile
RaoArr, 19711, Is .2 paralleled thle 11' a eM t idtiain dur. decitsit) tIcreased %tcadiI) uinti ie1 lokt %%.I\ terniated
Ing pass 3 194, itIch placed it -14" to tile cam ' Rotokvr'\ I igure 4bi rcivaI that increases tin ditiq ol %ar Ing degree
chain Iny~pcon od Figure 3bi rovaI that thle pecriod oIrtitt "crc oibserved att all hieigts~ aliotie F, mit bety c it 060 48
31 9A \a a oiw of relativ'e tiagiwlic timeocetic priot tot thle alitd 0612. W0 (i) 1 As ti the local dtitsit) . flictuat iomt \\ere
~Nibstormt cotniiictitng at 0847 LiF I I iglier-recoltiimi(\ 10) Observed n itl I~ 011 U L a Ocr Mulich titl l'e itt mim

plt nictetha e n a-levecl aci\1 \I\~aa absent in utt a toit'd. c eiitnnnaMa) tit cac tit
Inililatictat) magnetic field dataa \crc a'ailabile Itot Imnp dtlcitN %as obscri ed at all hteigts~ It Aliold bc itoted that tile

1, a ltch \%."\located 'in thle e' ciig sctOk ngitolett iiodciii) cotitotm vaitlti tile ant ital regitt te dci c d b)
durng ombit 3194 Itei itagitetolicath I NtI ma otlmaard (III ical height itoilc a hticli aic mtagnctik held aligited iti c tile
SUl coordimite) Itotn 023 tot 043 U F. nortitaard tot 0343 \tontdcr a ave I i~ ropagatedl a long tlte held lute
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Fig, 6c, Samc as Figurc 6a ece .pt fo~r 3914.A emissions.

at the ground statio ns and aircraft shown in Figure 7. The aircraft photometer owing to lack of reliable calibration data.
3914-A intensity is proportional to the ion production rate and Comparison of Optical and Particle Data. The apparent
thoE..)4 is proportional to the recombination rate at the hcight quiescence and homogeneity of the aurora during this pass
of the maximum E layer electron density. Under steady state providcs an ahinos , ideal opportunity to comparc particlc and
conditions these quantities will be equal, optical fluxes. The difference between times when thc particle

As is seen in Figure 7. the 3914-A intensity at the location of detectors sampled the precipitating fluxes and times when the
the aircraft was 750 R,/E layer critical frequencies measured by optical instruments vicwed the 100-kin projection of these
thle airborne sounder were 2.7 MI-I at 0604 UT and 2.7 MHi same magnetic lheld lines is also very favorable (10 s at high
at 0615 UT, with (f0E)' = 53. At Churchill's location|, 1(3914) latitudes increasing to 45 s at the lower auroral latitudes).
- 1400 R, and at 0600 UT, Churchill recorded 15E4 

= 3.15 Since the intercomparison requires several steps, each of which
with (oE)' - 98. |'or both simultaneous measurements, the involves signilicant potential sources of error, it seems worth-
relation is while to describe the process in some detail.

First, extraction of the appropriate data from the two-di.
1(3914XR) I 5.(hE)' (NI ii)' (I) mensional optical iniages to form an optical psrolile which can

Ground stations at Narssarssuaq and Godhavn are not coy- be compared with the particle fluxes depends upon a precise
ered by the 0600 UT Isis scan. However, if (I) were applied to knowledge of where the instrument was looking at any givein
the hE. values of 2.1 Mlii and 1.5 Nfhi measured at Nars- time. rhis can be derived in a straightforw ard manner given
sarssuaq and Godhavn, the 3914-A intensities would be 290 R the spacecraft position (which| is well established), the orienta-
and 7/6 R, respectively. Coiisidering that the intensity contours tion in space of the spacecraft spin axis, and spin rate, phase
are oval :aligned, the contours may be extrapolated to place angle informnation which we derive ourselves from observed
Narssarssuaq between the 200-R and 500)-R contours of 3914- limb-crossing times, In a pass such as this where good 5577-A
A emission detected by Isis 2. Comparison of these independ- airglow limb data are available, uncertainty in the spin axis
ent measurements shows excellent agreement between the re- coordinates normall) represents the most signilicanlt source of
gion of 3914-A emissioin measured by Isis 2, the locatioii of the error, In this case w~e have beein able to tise sightings of cities
continuous aurora measured by DMSP, aiid the magnitude aind stars together with the data from both limbs to corre:ct tlhe
and spatial extent of the particle-produced auroral E. la)er spin axis coordiisates, resulting in a probable error in coirn-
measured by ionospheric sounders. puted position of no more than 20 kis.

l'he aircraft ionosonde and photometer also identilied a As with other cases wlhere detailed com~parisonis have been
region of enhanced F la ,er irregularities and 6300.A auroral carried out under quiet conditonls [Lui et at.. 1977), \we oh-
cisussion (see Pike ci at. 11977) for a miore complete dis- sem'cd anl aplparent discrepanc) between the resulting optical
cussion). Reference to I igures 4 and 6 re' eals the observ able ,iad pirtic:le profiles, especiall) at the equatlorw ard bouiidar).
region of F la .er irregularities (I LIZ) and 6300-A emission, as lIn particular, the particle flux declined to a \ er) lows le\cl at a
measured b) the aircraft, to lie w ithmi the regioi of soft par latitude (ap~proximalyl 66.70) w here thlere w a still coiisd.
tide€ prcipitatioin aind enhanced 6300 tA emission measured b) crable optical flux. Llt'orts to explain this exce.,s ii terms of
the satellite. No qu~ustitati~c results can he obtained frois protonls or other psartidle Ihixes outside the raiige of einergies

40Ns d
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radius), while the optical detectors necessarily average over a slope is much steeper than the predicted data, i.e., consistently
larger region (10-50 kin). more than is predicted. One possible reason for this is the low

For these reasons we have examined the 5577-A and 3914-A average energies observed (from 50 to 1000 eV). Most of the
data from a region extending about 100 km on either side of 3914-A emissions would then come from > 150 km and thus be
the spacecraft track. When relativity weak features are looked sensitive to the neutral atmosphere model used. Kasting and
at with the maximum resolution (approximately 8 kin) of the Hays (1977 noted similar discrepancies when they utilized the
instrument, the effects of counting statistics become very pro- Rees and Luckey predictions.
nounced leading to difficulties in distinguishing between real Residual 5577-A intensities poleward and equatorward of
and purely statistical variations. This can be particularly de- the aurora are probably due to airglow. The higher level (400-
ceptive in two-dimensional contouring where random cluster- 500 R) inside the polar cap is remarkable but appears consis-
ings of statistically high or low values can lead to very 'real'- tent with ground-based airglow measurements in this region
looking variations, especially when the data have been MuUllen et al.. 1977], although their values are somewhat less
smoothed. A discussion of this problem is given in the Appen- intense than ours.
dix, There we are able to conclude that relatively small-scale There is no point in attempting to model 6300-A emissions
auroral structure existed in the vicinity of the peak (giving rise at the present time, since the mechanisms underlying its pro-
to intensities of approximately 0.5-1 kR in excess of those tc duction tire still unclear For exampl-, a recent study by Rees
the east and west of the satellite track), et al. (19761 gave poor predictions of 6300-A and 5577-A

An overestimate of the average east-west intensity in the emissions, as calculated from the primary precipitation parti-
vicinity of the peak would also lead to an overestimate in the des. (A plot simila' to the plots in Figures 8a and 8b was
surface albedo intens,:, o be subtracted at a position just prepared, but no significant relationship could be derived.)
below the auroral boundary. The effect of such an error would Nevertheless, it is clear that one can use the 1(6300)/1(3914)
be especially conspicuous at this location owing to the lack of ratio to estimate the average energy of the electrons (Deehr et
any real aurora. An overestimate of 0.5 kR in the east-west al., 19761, although the process should be regarded as empiri-
average 3914-A intensity over a I* range in corrected geomag- cal, The observed points of 1(6300) - (3914) (Figure 4) corre-
netic latitude at 690 would be sullicient to explain the observed spond to the points where the soft and hard fluxes tire equal
dip in the corrected profile. This is well within the reahn of and to the 9 - 400 eV (Figure 4). The poleward boundary of
possibility and seems the most reasonable explanation of the the region 1(3914) > 1(6300) corresponds to higher F r*ion
dip. electron densities, This region is narrower than the 'red band'

Careful examination of the original pictures suggests that defined by Pike in terms of half-intensity points, but if that
patchy east-west aligned arc segments are responsible for the definition is used, the spacecraft and ground-based data are
observed intensity peak near 700 latitude. Small-scale varia- consistent.
tions of this sort (or time variations) could readily account for
the discrepancy between optical and particle intensities in this DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

region, since the optical intensities represent an average of a If he data from Rostokcr's chain of magnetometcrs and
much larger region than that sampled by the particle detector, from t,i stations comprising the A E I I index can be consid-

Figures 8a and 8b present the corrected optical intensities at ered rep,esentative, the period surrounding Isis 2 orbit 3194
3914 A and 5577 A as a function of electron energy flux in the can -, characterized as a period of relative magnetic quies-
local loss cone. The error bars in Figure 8 are representative of cence. Figuratively speaking, it is the lull between storms.
the calibration errors for the photometers and particle in- Data from the AFGL NKC-135 all-sk) camera and scanning
strunent. A least squares fit was made to the observed data photometer provide cidenic of quiet stable auroral condi-
(excluding point e which occurs in the region ofobserved east- tions (see Pike et al. (19771 and i'eber et al. 119771 for a more
west patchiness). The resulting relations have a slopc of 950 ± complete discussion of the aircraft data). In addition, the
100 and 1700 ± 150 R erg-I cn- s-I at 3914 and 5577 A, similarity of imaging data from Isis 2 and DMSP provide
respectively, further support. We shall thus consider the data obtained by

The crosses in Figure 8 represent the salucs predicted by Isis 2 to be reprcsentative ofa quasi-steady state enironment
utilizing the results of Rees and Luckey 11974). These values On the basis of previous discussion, %c \',ie the variations
were derived as follows. The average energ) for each loss cone in particle characteristics as essentially spatial. If decreasing
energy flux measurement %as deried and the appropriate mN.,riant latitude is equated with dereasing geoccntric dis-
4278 ., erg cn' s ratio was scaled from Figure 7 of Rees and tace in the equatorial plane, then the latitudinal patterns
Luckey. This value was then multiplied by 3.3 to derix the obserxed during orbit 3194 closel) parallel the general quiet
3914-A energy flux relationship. This ratio was nmultiplied by lime geocentric pattern pre.,ented by Frank (19711. 'hat is, the
the observed energy flux resulting in the piedicted 3914-A axeragc energ) and energy flu\ first incrcase and then dc'rease
intensities (crosses) in Figure 8a. The 5577-A %alues (crosses in as a function of decreasing geocentri distance tina ariant lat-
Figure 8b) \%ere derived fron the predicted 3914-A flux and tude). Thus we conclude the Iu\cs obserxed during orbit 3194
the ratio between 5577 A and 4278 A given by Rees and LucAey to be of plasma sheet origin, the higher-latitude Iluxes originat.
(19741. No values could be derived for points a. i.j, A. and 1 ing tin the upper boundary plaia sheet and the Iower-latitude
because Rees and Luckey's relations are for E > 300 cV and portion i the central plasna sheet (se, ltinninkghan et al,
the average energy for test points mere <.300 cV. 19751.

The predicted values are consistently lower than the c\pcri- Frank (1971 1 noted that in tile prenidnight hours the 'earth.
mentally determined ones. Some of this dilfcrence may be due \\ard edge of the plasma sheet i. at 1-3 R, be)ond the plasma-
to uncorrected background radiation. If the 300 R oflset is pause position tin the premidnight period' isee Frank. 1971,
subtracted from tie 5577-A experimental aalues, then reason- I igure 81 If the increase iil electron density at tile satellite
ate agreement is observed. Ilo\c\cr, this same process does beginnIng at appro\imatel) 0613 L' T is Interpreted is enloit-
aot bring the 3914-A data into agreement. I he experinental pa theins ile equatorial inapaise, then our results ,i in
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and the equatorial plasma sheet. The second and more prob- trough wall and the depleted polar cap. In addition, the lo%%-
ablc causc is the lack of detailed measurements inside and altitude plasma sheet coi~icides with a region of enhanced
around the equatorial loss conc. This is the region of angular electron density irregularities (spread F). This is not a terribly
space where low-altitude fluxes must originate (in the absence surprising result, since the observed particle fluxes represent
of strong pitch angle scattering). Hlones 119711 and more re- one of the largest energy inputs into the darkened nightsidc
cently McIlwain 119751 have shown larger fluxes and different ionosphere. If the relation between particle fluxes and optical
spectra inside the equatorial loss cone. Thus any, lirin con- eissions holds true for all local times observed by tlte Isis
elusion concerning the agreement (or lack of' it) between loN% - imaging system during orbit 3194, then similar topside iono-
and high-altitude spectra must await msore detailed measure- spheric conditions could be reasonably expected at these loca-
ments in the equatorial plasma sheet loss cone. tions. The same should hold trtie for bottomnsidc ionosphcric

Along the magnetic subsatellite track the botindari,% of the elccts (i.e.. F. and FLIZ), and this conclusion has been veri-
'low-altitude plasma sheet' coincide with the topside polc%%ard lied for available ground-based sotinders. This demonstrates
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t.*O.t

] t~o * 0,25

It.5 * 0.3

Fig. t0. A contour band plot of synthetic data processed and displayed the same as in Figure 8, Individual data values
are derived from a constant intensity of 2.15 kR (10,11 counts) with supetimposed countina statistical variations, The value
of 2.15 kR (chosen to represent a typical case) is about I removed from the center of one of the 3o contour bands,
Substantial variations are evident in the smoothed data, Such variation can be considered t)pical for data of any intensity
where the same smoothing and relative contour bandwidth is used. They show the typical site and frequency of intrusions
by adjacent bands due to statistical fluctuations alone and lead to the conclusion that most of the cast-wst irregularities in
Figure 8 are attributable to counting statistics.

the power of 'geophysically calibrated' satellite auroral iniag- optical remote sensing as a means of evaluating precipitating
ing systems, especially a high-altitude 'cinematography' sys. particle fluxes and energies over broad regions beneath a satel-
tern capable of viewing the complete auroral oval lite,

As would be suspected from ground-based measurements,
the region of low-energy electron fluxes corresponds to a re- APPENDIX, EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF
gion of enhanced red to green and red to blue ratios and F STATISTICAL VARIATIONS IN CONTOUR PtOTs
layer irregularities. In a like manner the more energetic elec- It developing a technique for presenting and interpreting
tron spectra are associated with enhanced 5577-A and 3914-A data front the imaging system on Isis we have relied heavily on
photon fluxes and auroral E layers. These results provide the use of synthetic data created by adding simulated counting
support for active pursuit of 'intercalibrations' and inter- statistical noise to a known two-dimensional profile (usually of
comparison of satellite and ground-based (including aircraft) constant intensity), The synthetic data are then processed and
results to the mutual benefit of each type of measurement. presented in the same way as the real data. Wher, many dilter-

Comparison of Isis results with DMSP images supports the ent synthetic profiles based ont the same 'real' profile were
previously reported [Mizne et aL. 19751 preferential sensitiv. examined, we learned (somewhat to our dismay) what a large
ity of the DMSP system to higher-energy (greater than a few elTect purely statistical variations can have ont apparent coit.
keV) electrons, Thus care should be taken in interpreting tour shapes,
DMSP results, especially during quiet periods. Future auroral Ont the basis of this experience, we adopted the following
imaging systems should sample lines sensitive to low-energy procedure in preparing the two-ditensional intensity data.
fluxes. First, the data were smoothed by rows and columns by using a

The optical and particle data from this pass can be classified smoothing function of 0.25, 0.5, 0.25, and were then smoothed
as being in 'reasonable' agreement once the elTects of surface a ,wcond time by using the same procedure, Next the)' were
optical albedo and east-%est nonuniformities in precipitation grouped together in contour bands, each band conmprising a 30
ore taken into account. (Reasonable in this context is meant to range of intensities based on counting statistics, the reduction
imply as good as any current equivalent determination [i&e., in (r due to ,moothing being taken into ac-count, The results for
Kiasdtg and Hays, 19771,) Two-dimensional optical data of both 5577 A and 3914 A for the pass considered in this paper
photometric quality are clearly required in carrying out such are shown in Figure 9. Most of the irregularities in the contour
comparisons, along with great care in the interpretation of bands cas be attributed to counting statistics, as is evidenced
such data, even under what could be considered to be ex- by Figure 10, which shows a comparablc set of synthetic maps
tremely quiet conditions, Dramatic variations in average par- based ott a unifors intensity (with statistical noise added),
title energy (50-I000 eV) during this pass (which closely track Data front successive spins have been joined together to gise a
the precipitated energy flux) show up prominently in the continuous map. Exasmination of these and other synthetic
greater latitudinal width of the 6300-A intensity profile relative isaps leads one to conclude that the east.west variations in
to 5577 A and 3914 A and further illustrate the capabilities of Figure 9 are no greater than ihose arising from the effects of
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counting statistics alone except in the region between 69* and Mizera, P. F., D. R. Croley, Jr., F. A. Morse, and A. L. Vampola.

70* CGL. Here east-west gradients become large and indicate Electron fluxes and correlations with quiet time auroral arcs, J.
that the spacecraft overfiew a localized high plateau, with Geophys. Res., 80. 2129, 1975.
loe tesitiesra oa sDer enewaoczed ithe datear wth McDiarmid, I. B., and M. D. Wilson, Dependence of the high-latitude
lower intensities on each side. Dimeren in the data nar the electron (E > 35 kev) boundary on the orientation of the geomag.
peak may, in addition, imply temporal variations during the netic axis, J. Geophys. Res.. 73. 7237. 1968.
10-s interval between samples at the two wavelengths. Mcllwain, E., Auroral electron beams near the magnetic equator, in

Physics of the Hot Plasma in the Magnetosphere. edited by B.
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Simultaneous Observations of Discrete and Diffuse Auroras
by the Isis 2 Satellite and Airborne Instruments

CHARLES STERLING DFEIIR
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All-sky camera and photometric data %%ere obtained by airborne instrumentation as a function of
latitude and time duririg ,he course of an auroral substorm. During the substorm recovery phase the Isis 2
satellite passed within 60 km of the aircraft zenith. The discrete and diffusc auroral regions %%ere idnitfird
from the airborne all.sky camera data. Satellite and photometric observations of the corresponding
Incoming particles led to the following conclusions- (I) The diffuse and the discrete auroras seen In the all-
sky camera data correspon," to the too different particle precipitation regions obsersed from satelites and
referred to as CPS and ",PS, respectively (Winningham et al.. 1975). (2) The diffuse auroral region is
associated with high-e .orgy stably trapped energetic electrons, and tjtc discrete aurora is poleward of the
stable electron trarpying boundary. (3)The latitudinal distribution of characteristic particle energies doci
not change in a relatie sense during the poleward eOpaubion. but expinds 'acordiohlike.' (4) The height-
integrated intensity ratio of the red (6300 A) to green (5577 A) emisions of atomic o\)gen is a good
indicator of the characteristic energy of the incoming particle spectrun.

INTRODUCTION headed first in the antiparallel direction to the expected Isis 2

The auroral scanners aboard the Isis 2 and DMSP satellttes trajectory (0857-1030 UT) and then fles parallel to the tra-

have identified at least two types of auroras, the discrete and jectory between 1030 and I 110 UT, The satellite passed nearest

diffuse auroras [Luiand Anger. 1973,Snyderetal.. 1974Luies to the aircraft between 1104 and 1105 UT.
al. 197a. Ir is thus a nter e 3 tod ei a he c97 re The aurora was very quiet until about 0930 UT and became

at, 975. I isthu of great interest to examine the corre- acieftras(ee ige2)Serasueswe
sponding features in the pattern of precipitation of auroral quite active afterwards (see Figure 2). Several surges were

particles. The precipitation patterns of auroral electrons along observed between 0930 aud 1010 UT. and an intense poie ardmagnetic meridian lines have been studied by Frank and AcA_ motion began at about 1020 UT. At that time the aircraft was

erson (19711, Hoffman and Butch [19731, Deehr et al [19731, flying poleward, but the auroral motion overtook the aircraft
and most recently by Winningham et al. [19751. In general, the at about 1023 UT and went far poleward of it by 1030 UT. at

latitudinal profiles have suggested that one can distinguish at which time the aircraft turted equator%%ard. The satellite
least two precipitation regions. WVinningham et al, refer to passed the nearest point to the aircraft %shen the aircraft was

these as the BPS (boundary plasma sheet) and CPS (central located approximately on the boundary betwseen the diffuse
plasma sheet) regions, corresponding to the regions of discrete and discrete auroral regions (70.0'N geographic latitude,

and diffuse auroras, respectively. The 'inverted V' structure 166 0°W geographic longitude). This can be seen more clearl)
-Frank and Ackerson. 1971) and laimbda structures' (Sharbcr in the all-sky photograph shown on the left-hand side of

and Heikkila, 1972] are usually embedded in the BPS region, Figure 3.
In order to examine relationships between the precipitation In the all-sky photograph (Figure 3) we can easily distin-

pattern of auroral electrons and the i, o auroral regions a guish two types ofaurora, ie., thebrighter aurora poleNard of

simultaneous observation, from above by the Isis 2 satellite the aircraft and the other less bright aurora, equator%%ard of it.
and from below by the NASA 711 jet aircraft, was conducted Although almost no structure can be seen in the poleward

over the Arctic Ocean on October 10, 1972. The purpose of aurora (because of the saturation of the film), some folds or
this paper is to report sonie of the results of these obser% ations. wavy shapes are apparent near the %%estern horizon, indicating

rayed structure. Thus it is reasonable to identify the poleward
OBSERVATIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES aurora as a discrete aurora; in fact, it was the arc which

Figure I shows both the satellite trajectory and the aircraft advaned pole ard at abot 1020 UT On the other hand, the
path, together with the A V and AL indices during the period equatorward aurora has a much mote uniform and diffuse
of interest, Instead of projecting the satellite trajector) radially luminosity and could therefore be identified as a diffuse au-

down to the earth's surface, it is projected along the geomag- rora.

netic field lines, to an altitude of 110 kin, at % hich most of the The satellite traversed the auroral regin befte 1103 an(
precipitating electrons of the observed average energy are 1107 UT. which was during the recoser) phase of the subsiori
stopped. Over the Arctic Ocean, off Barrow, the aircraft (a 200- negative ba) at College, see Figure I, bold line). The

satellite path (again projected along the geomagnetic field lines
to an altitude of 110 kin) i plotted every 10 s from 1103:20 to

Cnnvriht © 1976 by the Americin Geoph)sical Union. 1106:00 LIT on the all-skN photograph (Figure 3). The circledThe U.& Goviernet is auihod'Ol to reproduce and seI this report. 5527
Pe1rml"lon for further reproduction by ods must be obtained from
the copyright owne.
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Fig. 1. A ma~p of the Alatskant sector showing the route or the itirpituic (solid line) aund tht of thle saitellite (dasshed tilne),
hiheled in univeissi time. Shown aliso are the AV anud AL magin~uetic Indic oiilig of tile envelope of auuroralt region Hi
cOnilluuneilt tulitetogrims The College tttiignetouncter is %himn i s~ it heatvier title,

dot indicates lte point where the projected latitude of the Thle entergy spectrum of awroriti primary electrons van often
sattellite is 70,0'N, which is atiso thle ilatitude of the lecoith of tile he described by til equation of a it aweiatt type: N(E') dE
ill-sky photogratph. The longitudes of the :ettith atnd the cir- N0E exp ( - /) el cmt ' s' cV 1, where o, (- A T,) is thle
cled dot tire dill'erctit hy approximately 60O kim 'chitratcristic eniergy,' or the energy tit thle peak of tite distri-

Thle soft patrticle spectrometer (SPS) spectrogram for this bution, As catn be seen in Figures 4-4hu, tile high-energy end of
patss i% shown ott the right-hand side of Figture 3; for detatils of thle spectrum in lte diffuse auroral region is %%cli described by at
tile spectrograum, see lI'innitighim et id. 119751, The sateliit Mitsweiiin distribution, bilt thle low-ettergy portiotn is best
crossed the poiewitrd edge of the ituroriti preiplitittiontiit described by it power law.' Ai excption to lte iow-encrgty
1 103:31 UT undt lte equittorward edge at 1 106:28 UT. power latw wats observed in spectrium 4g. This spectrum was

titlte spectrogramu we can atiso recogite two types of the taskent front the Iots-enetity burst observed in lte spectrogramn
patrticle precipitattion, polcw~ird aund equittorwited of iupproxi- (Figture 3) att atpromitaltty 11 05:30 UT. The lkm -energy burst
nsitteiy 70*N geogratphic laittude. Thle poieward precipitation catiot be decscribed by it Ma~xwehlian distributioni either, thle
shows at considerabie structure and hits tl ititetus flux mind observed spectrumi bet ig; nutrrower thit t axweliiiut. This
higher itvertge ettergy, while thle equatorward one shows it- low-energy burst constitutes only it itior friictiotn of tile totatl
miost no structure (except for at very low ettergy burst atround energty tlu\ atnd thtus does itot contribute \igificattll to tile
1105:40 UT) atnd has at weaker flux anid at iower alveraige auroral lun.ittosity,

ettergy. Thus tltee tNo regiotu, correspottd to the IPS atnd The charuicteristuc v'nergy of the electrotn spectrat ini tite dif-
CPS. respctlivel) I lIinniighuuu et al!.. 19751. It cittttbe sci thilt fuse ioe gradualily increased front 0,9 keY as\ the invariant
lte aircratft wits locatted near tile boundairy between lte two latitude decreutsed. A ntaximatt of I keY was reached at
precipitatioti regiotts duritng tile satellite pass. -1 103:50 UT (.k - 63.9' ) after \% iticit tie it gradoutlly de-

creuused ito 0.6 kcV (Figures 4i.4h). T'he posser lam portion (at
S~l tt t. ttstv~ro~xlow etuergics) of thle observedt Npevtra could be duie ito cots-

The lo\w -energy (,, 15 keY) electrots datit obtined by Isis 2 Jugtte degraided prituis antd seconditries.
(see Iilgure 3) cant be reguteded its it 'stm~psiuot* of tise tte The structured auroris region exhibits ai variety of spectrat,
iubstortu electiotn latitudinal proiie As nuentiotted in the somte of MuItch are described by it NItvwciiiit curve (Figures
previous section, two distitsctively dtileretst regions citt be 4a atnd 4d) and other% x is itre tiot (Figures 4h anid 4(-)
recognized ti thle %pctrogranit iVromu 1103,23 1, IT (A - 70.8" ) S pectrui ts a is obtatinite it% tile regiotn )ut puiess ard of tile
it) i104:32 U I (A - 07.61) at bud of structured intenise ilitense bursts, Spetra 0b and 4c \%crc obitained i thle regioni of
electron flu\ it obsersd, At lowecr iuttttudes front 1104,32 to mistse bsursts atnd hsighiest iaverauge eneeg) Spctritm 44/ \%s
1106,28 Ut 1' 62,Y~) at relttivel) unuiform %\eaker electron observd just equittorsiutd of lte most Intenuse bursts anud 1.s
flux \%its titeasured, lit iures 4a-4d, spectra reI'reseiittux ol Ntatxweiiiun i %hape excpt for tile how -ctriz region. \\ Itici is
thle \tructured regioni arc presetecd. us 1s dotte for thle dihiuse posser lit\\ Its chtacterutic vtierg) ( 14 keY) t% itigiet anid its
precipitationi in Figures 4e'-4/t total eiserg) input is lrtter thtan thtose obsersed i titei dtilisc
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150 KM11.06:07 ( 65.80)
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1104UT 1 1:06;28 ( 64,90)

ISIS -2
October 10, 1972

1 it; I Ai aitllkN caiira photograph corresploii to thle closest little of img sstic o tile satehile is thl (tic an rfaht livhe
Pathi of the sitlcllte is projeted doss l i .1tltg ait 11lic field title\ It) thle 110I-k,1i1 .111t de at shiti a s dots ont tile
pttotograpti I hli tic% dkt-i% l1101 tile satellhite classes S titlks c0115 kitl tile ph 0togr'tph are tIdwcic te as.rross s, along %\ til
the momwied height of tile autora h le southernl edge oh thle liartti Ic data tors oud tll .titifril aihtiude tih I it)- ISO kill
NNI htic is Conisistent l i Itilte Chtaraetertsic ettergs, of thle pirlieles detected-ls thle satellte (%cc testl$1 As it) thle loitter-energp dat, a change ss as oblsered in tile indicated b\ a blaCk av1ro\S tit Iigitre 3 (Hereafter the satelite

F:P1) hosesm.1appromiit id 1104 30 U1 I' lUuatos ard of tils locationt \\t Ilhe the projection to 110 k ill aloing ( lie mntgtetic

pon .1 t.imce per spin modulated hill\ \%fill deep litnint a Ilt field ) It can he secit (I igtre 3# thtat esept for a1 5C idi 0ano%
botht hemiisphecres \\ as obsers d Vle 2(tkVstable tra.tp (fin latitede ) regioni of ,,oft (average eitergp less thlt 1 1,01V
pitip bouitdar\ \\ as located at til poin t igire 5h) lolcss ard paticle ptreciittion, tle pohessard edge of thle strucrl~i rd
of thits bolundar) tile einergetic 1111 softened conisideratbly (see precipitatioti region coinitdes %\il til te poles' ard boundar) ol
I igures 5a and 51; for thIe ratiois of tlte ' 22. to '-,40.1ke1 dnd the auroral tiisi515 ittspite of its large lellithI aingle (ab~ot
' 40- to (sO-k V I uses) and became structured It should lie 76' ) it tte all-sk\ Jilltotgraph 1 hie %oft particles prciptitng
loted htere that tle 'Noftenling, of tile ltigli-eterg) till\ Is re, just poless ard of tle disc: etc aiurora ittigltt lids e Caus.ed anl

tieCted as an Inicrease of tile charaCterisic ettergs of thle elec. appreciable luitti nosit\ itses ci because tile a CIrtgc eitergs
trolls imeasured %\is itiIle S PS Is loss\ (see I-tgure 40 , t ite hecight of tis but linosit\ ittlist Ilmsi

been Itigher thain 110 kitl, so that it \%.I as ikel ito be located
At tii *S (AMIi teA01 Ki ,11'i t, '5behind' tile bright autrora

U ie Intersectioni bell, ccii tile poless ardi edge of tile amtoral IfC tile heights of the equators ard edge of thle ditlue .ttirora
huit osty and thle satellite traectors projected to 110 kil is are assumlled to be Ito, I SO. anid ISo kill, tile equatosa*rd
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boundary of the diffuse aurora on the all-sky photograph can A N,4 emission may be a better measure of the total ionization
be compared in Figure 3 with that of the diffuse precipitation than the green line, but it could not be used in the present
region on the spectrogram. The point of intersection between study because the photometer is not linearly sensitive to emis-
the equatorward edge of the auroral luminosity and the satel- sions of spectral width greater than 6 A.
lite path projected down to 110., 150-, and 180-km heights is Eather and Mende 11972] plotted 6300 A/4278 A versus
shown with the white arrow head, star mark, and triangle. 4278-A emission as a measure of incoming particle energy for
respetlvrly If the heiiht of the diffuse aurora is assumed to be a number of similar aircraft excursions across the auroral zone
110 km, the particle and optical boundaries do not coincide and found that statistically the lower-energy partieies and thus
(geographic latitude 66.76 from the allsky photograph and the resulting higher 6300 A/4278 A emission ratio were found
64(9e fro tie 66.trm the theprecia a ns p t sen the e hi e 60 the nightside auroral precipitation
boundary is located at A lower latitude by approximately 20. If zone [see also Mende and Eather, 1975]. However, this is not
the height is assumed to be 180 km, they almost coincide with always the case, and at times lower characteristic energies
each other (at approximately latitude 65,00), The energy of could be found at lower latitudes and higher at higher lati-
electrons must have been near 600 eV to have caused a max- tudes. For example, the latitudinal distribution of character-
imum ionization at 180-km altitude. Indeed, such a value is istic energy may depend on substorm time (see Winningham et
approximately that of the observed characteristic energy of the al., 19751.
particles on the equatorward edge of the precipitation region Figure 6 shows the observed intensity of 6300- and 5577-A
(see Figure 4b), emissions along with the 6300 A/5577 A ratio as a function of

Another effect which must be accounted for here is that the time throughout the flight. Five areas of different auroral
actual equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora must have been character are indicated in the figure according to Table I.
hidden by the lower-altitude part of the diffuse aurora, In fact, The wide variations of the 6300 A/5577 A intensity ratio
the equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora, determined by (Figure 6, area 2) are due mostly to viewing the upper and
assuming a 110-km height, corresponds to the point of the lower borders of moving discrete arcs, which is another in-
highest average energy (approximately 2 keV) in the diffuse dication of the dependence of this ratio on the altitude of the
precipitation region (at 1105;49 UT, 66.7' geographic latitude, emitting region, The diffuse aurora (Figure 6, area 4), on the
or see Figure 4f), As was mentioned earlier, the average energy other hand, shows a remarkably steady relationship between
of the particles gradually decreased equatorward of this point, the two emissions. Plotting the 6300 A/5577-A ratio its a
and therefore the iieight of the luminosity must have increased function of the 5577-A intensity (Figure 7) shows, as is gener-
(Figure 4h), These effects combine to produce the apparent ally known, that the brighter the aurora, the more energetic
discrepancy between the edges of the precipitation region and the incoming particles (see next paragraph), Thus all-sky cam.
luminosity determined from an all-sky camera in the middle of era pictures can, in general, be a good qualitative indicator of
this region. the characteristic energy of the incoming particles, the pho-

The diffuse aurora observed by the satellite during this late tometeri can, however, provide a quantitative index of the
substorm recovery was the result of the precipitation of Max- incoming particle energy.
wellian electrons, most likely from the Iner portion of the The Intensity ratio predicted by Rees and L ueAey 11974] is
plasma sheet (CPS). shown by solid hnes in Figure 7. Because these curves are

based on the predicted intensity of 4278-A N,' ING emission,
PA OTOMETRIC ONSERVATIONS a conversion to 5577-A emission was made "roum Figure 4 of

A 6.in, aperture birefringent filter photometer with a 5* full Rees and Luckey's 11974] work. What is show, here is that the
field of view directed toward the zenith was mounted on the characteristic energy it of the incoming electrons varied be-
aircraft. This photometer (described by Deehr 119691) is of a tween approximately 0.2 and 6 keV during the airplane flight.
type which continuously subtracts the observed background In terms of substorni events this may be summarited in the
continuum emission signal from narrow discontinuities oii the following way:
emission continuum. It is therefore most useful for observing I. The initial poleward expanding arc is of low character.
the intensity of atomic emission lines, and for the present study istic energy.
these lines were the red and green lines of neutral atomic 2. The bright, discrete poleward arcs immediately follow.
oxygen at 6300 and 5577 A, respectively. Ing the poleward expansion are associated with electrons of

The usefulness of these auroral emission lines for determin. relatively high characteristic energy.
ing the characteristic energy of the incoming particle popu- 3. The diffuse aurora (after the poleward expansion) has a
lation has been shown by several workers, most recently by lower energy characteristic tha the bright poleard cx-
Rees and Luckey 119741. Both emissions originate from low, panding arc.
metastable energy levels of neutral atomic oxygen, but the Implicit in this result is the support of the Rees and L.uckey
lifetime of the 6300-A line is considerably longer (110 versus model for the particle-emission relationship. Indeed, the char-
0.75 s), so this level is collisionally depopulated at a far greater acteristic energies determined by the photometric data in Fig.
rate at low auroral altitudes. Because both emissions are pre- ure 7 for each type of aurora match very well the obsered
dominantly excited by secondary electrons %whose energy spec- particle energ) as listed in the last tsso colunns of Table I
trum is, lit turn, determined by the characteristics of the in- Although the agreement is no better than the assumption that
coming primary electrons and because the primar) electrons the intensit\ calibration (comparison m\tth ground-bacd pho.
are deposited in altitude inversely according to energy [cf. tonieters) is %\tltn 50% and that the fluctuations are due to
Rees. 19691, the ratio of the intensities of these two lines (6300 departure from total height integration of the CIIsSIon
A/5577 A) is a good measure of the characteristic energy of As mentioned earlier, the particle data from the satellite
the incoming primaries pass shon iin Figure 3 Ina) be regarded a\ a late substorm

The intensity of the N,' first negative group is directly snapshot ofthlilatitudinal distribution of auroral prccipitation
related to 5577-A emission [Rees and Lu'ev. 1974). The 4278- a% reconstructed from tile photoiletric dat lin other \\ ords. at
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Dependence of Substorm Occurrence Probability on the Interplanetary

Magnetic Field and on the Size of the Auroral Oval
Y. KAMMDE" P. D. PERREAULT,aS.-. AKASOFU,' AND J. D. WINNINCMtANI'

The depndenice of substorm occurrence probability on the north-south component 8: of the inter'-
planetary magnetic field (INIF) and on the size of the aiiroral oval is examined on the basis of tao
independent date sets (Isis I and 2 low-energy electron data and all-sky camera datao from the Alaska
moridian). The occurrence of substorms is ili ,ed by the electron precipitation pattern (Isis data), the
auroral features in the Alaskan sector, and available ground magnetic records, The substorni occurrece
frequency increases as the oval expands and ats the 8: component of the INI decreases. It increases froin
approximately 2$% to IOD% frt8: values of the IM F ranging from +7 to -5 nT; here 8: values are liver-
aged for I hour preceding the time of satellite passage and the onset of substornis observed by the all-sky
cinmeras. The occurrence probability of quiet times increases with an increasing value of the northward
INM. It is tnteresting to note that there are almost no periods without substorms% when the IMPF has a
large southward component, but substormst do occur even when the IMF has a large northard
component. Since there is a close relationship betwen the direction of the I hM F and the size of the auroral
oval, our finding that the occurrence frequency of sulsstorms increases with the expansion of the auroral
oval suggests that the substorm probability may be related to the amiount of ener*) stored in the

nialnetotail.

INTRODCTION Thus they have conclutded that there is no single INIP signa-

A large number of ground-based and spacecraft observa- toute subh srtnse.f'tyi 1sle rerted 
tions of plasmia parameters and electric and magnetic fields AandI. an( .44aseofu (19%) ftha AakillilO .N9751 that there
have been used in constructing a working model or magnecto- is no qualitative distinction between the 'normttl' and 'con-

spherc sustoris JA tof,19 In Alparroticua, uring th tracted oval' substorms in ternis,,o Wiicatjiuroral and geo-AAa~tafu and Kan, 1973; Afo:er, 1973]. 1 atclr uig the agetic distutrhance feattures (i... breakup, wvestward tray-
last several years, one of the most tmportant subjects tn ning- clnsugadnetieby)utht ceeryeesd
netospheric physics has been the role of the niorth-south com-. duling isurgsadgttive bays)ar but thtieeeg eesa
pontent (8:) of the interplanetary magnetic field (INIII) o uigasbsomi* I ii l.ilIndIPi
substorm processes (see review papers by Sun 11974] anid greater than that released during a sstbstorn associated with

~Visida[195]) IIhasbee noed tat he ttrralova, aong the northward IN11. Lid et at, 119761 have shown that there is
which polar substorms occur, responds to the IMP; t:t expands nobscilreebtwnthesutrm escetfrte

equaorwrd ad cntrats oleard urig peiod of ottb- intensity and extetst of the area covered by active auroras andcquaorwrd nd cntrctspolwarddurng erios o soth. electrojets.
wardandnorhwad IP, espctivly e~g, .Aa~c~f a !.. There is onte important problem wkhich is crucial in seeking

1973; Winninaghamn et al,, 1975; lifoI.worth and Melcag. 1975, substorin generation mec~hanisms D~oes substorm occurrence
Aamrtde and ll1innikehant, 19771. However, we aire still far fromt poaiiydpn i h :cmoeto h M o
even a first approXimiation of the cause of substorms [V'as- prbiltdendo th8:om nntfte M (r

v~tnasandllqf,197; urc an ll~ian,197, a, hvtmequivaenti) onl the site of~ the oval) If the occurrence fre-
s~iuax nd olf 193; urc an I~~t~ian 194; asiiun~s, quency hats a strotng dependence on the INIF direction (or the
1976)ite of the auroral oval), one might be able to speculate that

It was abotut a decade ago when substorms observed along the o-csrreticc frequency of stibstorms is closelh related to the
the classical auroral zone %%ere founid to be associated with siamutoenrysrdiitemgntaticehresa

souhwad trnig f te II F[eg.,Faifitld ndC'aill 196; definite relationship betweeni the I Nt 8: atnd the magnetic
RosvtoAer and F41thatninar, 1967]. This finding hats also beel n egstrdith aicoi Svw ndC e,camdto be statistically confirmed by .4rnoli 119711 atnd energy stodin~ae athe Imaietai [7g, Saqito a' n th~oe.
Fokoer et a!. 1197 1], Subsequently, how~ever, Sishida [19711 has
shown a. fell cases of substorms occurring during the north- cnrr h curnepoaiiyhsiosc eedne
ward directed INI F. .Aasoju et al. 119731 have shown, by uigsubstorms may be regarded as a random process. 'This depen-

t'lgdence has been diflicult to examiine because of~ the lack ofall-sky camecra data along a mecridian chain of observatories, cotinuous observational data on the entire polar region.
that substorms are quite frequently observed along the con- Lot eit a! 19751 have shovkn, uosing auroral scanittng pho-
tracted auroral oval during periods of the northwvard I NI F tonmcter imtagery fromt 58 Isis 2 satellite passes, that the stib-

storm 'seeing' probablity decreases as, the autroral oval size

Cooperatise Institute for Research in kEiiironmciitai Sciellces, decreases The\ then suggested thatatog h setgpoa
Universit) of Colorado. NOAA. Boulder. Colorado SWO .~ bilit Is not the \,amte as\ the occurrence probabhilt\, there is. the

'Oil leci~e of ,ihsence froml the K)oto Indumtral i.'nisersit), K~oto) possibilt that the latter dc:reases as the auroral o~ al cotil-
e603. Japani tracts polew ard,

'Raidio Plh~sic\ t .thorator), Staniford Resecirch I nitte, Menlo'
t 1.k, ~ilforia ~4(25In this paper an at1temlpt is made to sho\\ that there is a

16cophl sIt.l Immsuute, I. ins~a olii kat ~ , I airhanlks. ,\lik definite dependence 01f sulstorm occurrence frttluciN.' on the
99701 north-south component of' the IMNIF and on the size of the

,('enter for Spaicc Sciences kl\\I)ist of Tvt .it D).llas. Richard- lutioral o' al on the bamis of tw\o independent data sets Isis
stil, I esas IS5sO satellite electron specrograms and all-skl cameras reords

Cop) ri81t 01 IQ77 b) the 'kmiin (ieo\lC sialuoln alo"" ih Ai ~lana mecridian
The U.S. Gaveitmont is auithotalod to r~pwduct and Wt itis topoit.

Paper number 7AtOliS Pe2rision tee turthop re~roductioll by othoa must be obtained tiom
tile ewopit owet.
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ISIS SATELLITE DATA SC

Analysts rocedure f *

In the first data set we determine the size of the auroral ovalJL
from 351 Isis I and 2 satellite electron spectrograms. Details of 40-

the Isis loft particle spectrometer can be found in works by A
IHe*Akila et al, 119701, lIfiAila and WiYnninghamn [19711, and 830-

Winninghamn e( al. [ 19731. For details of the format of electron it~
spectrograms. see the works by Winningham eta!. (1975] and ~ 20 J .L
Li et al. 11977]. We define the equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval by the equatorward edge of > 100-1eV electron t
precipitation at low altitude (<3500 ki). The accuracy of the

t .i &A~4 i~~boundary determination is approximately 0. 1* in latitude. The 5 6 .5 2 0 4 -6 80

equatorward boundary of the diffuse precipitation is at more -OIR AAAM O t K)~
convenient parameter with which to express the size of the Figl I istogram showing the distribution of thc north-louth
auroral oval than the position of discrete auroras [Lut et al,, comnponentIII:)of the interplanetary mignctic field (IM F) in the dita
1975, Karndde and Winninghamn. 19771. It Should be noted, sample front 351 Isis satellite pisses. Distributions for substorml and
however, that the auroral breakup, the first indication of the quiiet timets are distinguished by different symbols. 5: value represensts
substorin onset, generally occurs along the equatorward thle average value for n I -hour period preceding the timie of the satellite
boundary of the belt of discrete auroras or near the poleward pasieorthaurlrgon
edge of the diffuse aurora [Aasofu, 1974]: thus the onset of
auroral substornis occurs systenmatically at higher latitudes In order to express systemnatically IMF conditions we have

thanareindcatd inthi paer.used R.- values (data from Explorer 33, Explorer 35, Imp 5,
The 351 satellite passes had to meet the following criteria for adIp6 nslrnarcopirccodntsacae o

the purpose of our study: passes occurred during dark hours, hour preceding the time of (the Isis pasage over the equa.
IMF data were available, and Dst wats small (in order to torw~ard boundary of the auroral oval. We also have taken into
eliminate the possible influence of large storms), The observa- account the transit ltle for the I NI F signal to the magneto-
tions were grouped into only two periods, quiet iind substorm, pause (tit A~ - 10 R&) by assunming the solar wind speed to be
since it was not possible from available information to assign, 40
without ambiguity, tbe phase and the maignitude of substormns 40ki
for each satellite pass. This grouping wats made primarily by Un~forn iis of bait?
examining the presence of at sharp increase of the A E index and The choice of the 351 passes was based solely onl data
of structured discrete auroral precipitation; the typical pattern availability. However, before we proceed with ainy a'nalysis, it

of he pecrogam otrspodin toquit ad sbstrnstiiC5 is important to examine factors which might influence the
was given by f'Thninghat et at, (19751. We also careftilly substorm probability owing to the nonuniformuity or the data
checked individual inagnctograms whenever it was necessary. sampling, Factors which could seriously affect the results are
For 46 cases, however, it wats impossible to determine the uneven sampling tin magnetic local time (MLT), INIF condi-
character of the disturbances, i.e., they were either substorms tions, season, and substorm activity. Table I summarizes the
or merely minor fluctuations. These cases are identified is conditions under w~hich all 351 Isis traverses occurred. The,uncertain' in Table 1, observations appecsr to be distributed quite uniformly in local

time in the dark sector: thus the pcn data ie: allows tis to
'4'TABLE 1. Summary of Conditions During the 351 Isis Passes make a statistical study onl the longitudinal ex~tent and varia-

Used inl This Analysis bility of substornis. The I NI F conditions do not senm biased;
CondtionPerent f Pases the data are svmnietricall) distribuited with respect to B: - 0
CondtionPerent f Pases as seen Ii Figure I. It is also noted that the I M F data acquisi-

Matgnetic local timeu tion over heliographic latitude was carried out quite uitformily
<210 to 93 about the iqsiator jcf, Coleniand(uc Rose'nberg, 197 1]. A sonic-
2100-23MX 31 1 w~ hat uneven distribution can be fouind in terms of season, but
0100-0300 252 this would not pose a serious prolelm. Since the %atellitte

'1030 .1.3orbital characteristics dictated tha-t we take our data from tw~o
different seasons (summer and winter), the data set cannot be

interplasnemary magnetic field used to emantinc the dependence, if any, onl a wide range of
North\%ard (8: '> 0) 48 dipole tilt angles. froit - 35* to + 350 Hiowever, as was showin
Souithward (B: < 0) 11.9 by hauiidi' and Wlinnuighuin [19771, the unevent sampling over
Tossard sector (8vs 0 ) 507 tlse tilt angle could bias the resuilts oisl\ slightly.
Mayht sector (Hi r - 0) 49 3 T'here arc some coimplicatioins iitvolvcd uti determining sub-

seaion storm activity, Ili soime cases, although substorm signatures
Summer63 werc observed at a miidnight matgnetic observ'ator\. the Isis

Winter 365~ spectrogranis did not reflect a typical substorns pattern, a
result iitdicatiisg that thle substoni-activasted region did not

Substorin iciis it reach thle Isis local tulle thei caitcgor) 'substorits in progress
Quieto ni utl trgs 14Iilable I includes suich cases This catcsor\ alio icluides thle

Uncertain 13 opost ed5C5 uit vhi we founid tI pical suibstorin Irecipi-
- tation patterni itmlhout all\ indication of geomagnletic actls it%
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fuinctioni of the 8i: valuec of the tht V

tIn such cases we interpreted that ctitracted oval substoris called the probtability of substorm observation bi I low -tier&V
were Int progress, but we coutld not identiN~ the correspondsttg clectroti detector ont a poilar-orbiting satellite
signatures, owing to the poor coverage of ground obhserva- Two points5 are %,orth noting itt Figure I antd 2. First, the
tories. tit thc category 'uncertain,' we have included tile cases substorit probability defined above increases as B: decreases,
in which no discrete precipitation was foutnd, but sonte minor htowever, this increase does itot occur in a simple a)itt the

t magntetic fluctuations were fountd in high-latiltude mtagneto- ranso H: '>, 2 nil' the probability is almtost constant ait A -30%.
grams. The category 'quiet ltme' was delincd as cases in whicht It theni increases montontically for greater southward INIF.
no substorm signature was nioticed iii any available data set atnd if the ntagtnittude of the southward 8: is larger thatn 5 itl',
hut nmay include some substorm cases w~hich wvere beyond the tle substortu probability beoties essentiall) 10011 Sconid,
'field of view' of both the Isis latitttdinal scon and the ground thle probability of observing quiet litime,; itncreases %%ith an
observatory netiuork, increase of 8:, Howevr, it does ntot reach RXA)q until H:

becotmes about 7 ttT, IIn other w~ords, subsiorms canl oftlen
Rei'fs occur event during northw~ard I NIF periods. l herva'; quiet

Figure I presentts a histogram of (he distribution of all the tittes are seldom obser'led dturing southward INIF periods.
samples itt terms of the 8: comlpontent of the l NIF ' ith differ. Sonie itndications of subislotn activity are almost Mum a) pres-.
entiation for different substorni categories. When all 351 cases ent durtng periods of the southwvard INI . The increa\e of thle
are iconsidered, it is striking that the resulting histogram is uncertainty %%ith the increase of thle IMP Fttagnitude im sttpl)
similar to a Gaussian distribution with the peak value beitng tite to thle insuticienit mnter of cases itn such nanges pro\ tdeti
around 8. - 0, Itt contrast, the distributiont of substorttt b) the preset data \et Io\%eser, gotuagitetic acttvit) is. ver\
samples done is shifted touarid the southl,%ard INMP by about 21 high ulhett the magnitude of the south" ard INI F ts \cr\ large,
tuT, and the peak for quiet cases is shifted tow~ard thle north- ia), 8: <-~ 10. tT (Perrwi, 1974 Russell et Il 19741. attd it
ward IMPF. ts etrinel) qtttet \%hell the ttorthiilard 8: is \er\ large It

lIt Figure 2 '\e sho\% the frcqtctcy c)pronbaibtlity of olbsrvitig shtould he tioted that although our statistics could 11o1 emtend
substornis and quiet timecs) as a fiuctiotn of the INI F H., tile suibstorin probabiliti. cur\e teoitd 8: I ni sittpli,
together with the corresponditng tutcertainty as itndicated. The because ofait msuiffieiot number ofmsitils. it is most likel)
probability P (lit percett) wlas cotmputed as thtat the probabiliti, cur'. c vlill decase gradualli, \\ At further

P-S~'~I)0 iterease of 8: It should e'emttalli, reach zero inear R: . It)0

\%here S is the number ot suibstorm c cuts ti e'r~ er n Fiur 3 shom % hiistogratms of the lit ituditnal distribution of
interval of 8: attd T is the total tnumtber of the saimples ini thle the equatoriiard boutudari. of the -lt I00c\' electron pmcipi-
sanie R: interval. For every 2-niT itnterval of 8: the uiiertaity tation detertuitid fromt tile Is \p,.ctrogramS for dilfcrent

.1P eterinedfromlocal times\ Tile o\ ali location tends. toift) W quaiormar I~l ih
AP "'a detemittedfrotaad' nuigloulte.Iiisn agreement %wih \%ha thle

AP'(% P x 1 '(S),I I '(I'll 11 Q21 2 auroral ollal of tVedwei (Ind Starkov (1901~ predicts Note
that the occurrcnce frequetic\ of the aur-oral o\'i tl a a function

and k.1P is also givetn in Figure 2, Note that since the Isis data of latitude agrees\ uell \% th tlte results o'l Lmi etl d 1111%. %%hot
aire available out\ at appromitiatelh 2-houir iiiter~ als. tile 'tub- cmaiimed the occurretice of the optical a uroral o% Ai aloitgti le
storm Itrobahilit)' presented here could more acmitratchli e idight metitn Sinke diffecrenit pa ramecters \%err iite.istited
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sponding to Montbriand's low geomagnetic activity), occur
along the contracted auroral oval during northward IMF peri.
ods. Thus it is likely that substorms occurring at higher lati-
tudes recover faster than ones occurring in the normal auroral

to- zone or along the expanded oval. Since substorms can take
place anywhere between >700 and <600 in invariant latitude

F[Kamide and Akasofu, 19741, one may introduce a 'weight
f"ucr ...uu (ur th iMF) in compensating the dif-

ference of lifetime of substorms. If this could be done properly,
65LL 60 55one might be able to convert the substorm seeing probability

V) " to the 'occurrence' probability. However, even if it is assumed
Uj 20- ; ' that there is a difference in the weight function by a factor of 2
z 230x-oI0oML " ,. between the contracted oval substorms and expanded oval
M 15- substorms, or equivalently between the northward and south-

ward IMF [see Afontbriand. 1971, Figure I). the converted
10 occurrence probability would not significantly change out re-

suits shown in Figures 2 and 3. That is, there is the minimum• .+ a:si-e of the auroral oval (and the corresponding large magni-

M rude of the northward IMF) along which a substorm is never
generated, and there is sonic site of the oval (and the corre-

70 65 60 55 sponding southward tMF B: value) along which substorm
features are almost al- ays present.

to ofoo-0300 - 2.In tem fthi longitudinal extent of the substormi-
MT -activated area seen in the auroral scanning photometer data.

Lid et al. (19751 classified amoral substorms into two types:
b-n n idespread Pdrticle data taken fromt at narrow
hand along the trajectory ora polar-orbiting satellite might fail

o M 60 5 to detect some substorms which occur only within a limitedSEQuATOR eWNDARY OF AURCAL OMAr longitudinal extent near midnight. That is to say, the satellite
(IRANT LATITUDE ; degroo )

Fig. 3. Histogram shoving the distribution of the invariant tall- trajectory would ionetilnes fall outside the substorm region
tude of the equatorward boundary of the nightside auroral oval at even if we have idcntifid substorm activity by other means. If
three different local time sectors. Distributions for suhstorm and quie! this effect were indeed serious, we would have a signilicantly
timns are distinguished by different symbols. different result in the substorm seeing probability betwcn

midnight and earlier (or later) local time hours. However, at

(see Kamide and Winningkhan [1977J for a detailed discussion), least within the local time sectors we examined (2100-0300
our data extend somewhat more toward lower latitudes than MLT), there is no marked difehrence in terms ofthe percentage
theirs, of cubstorm cases over latitude (see Figure 3).

Since the size of the auroral oval is closely related to the B: . It may %%ell oe that some of the cases which w'ere identi-
component of the IMF [e.g., Hol.worth and Aeng. 1975: Ka. lied as uncertain o; quiet time in fact occurred during weak
nsde and Winningham, 19771, substorm probability as a fune- substorms, The iititudinal pattern of the auroral electrons
tion of oval location (in latitude) is expected to correlate well could ne ditTcrent than that of the 'normal' substorms. How-
with substorm probability as a function of the IMF The ever, the csss we determine as substorm in progress can never
tendency of higher substorm frequency in lower latitudes can be quiet times, If there were no latitudinal dependence of the
be seen in Figure 3 at all local time sectors. The probability of substorm occurrence probability, then the seeing probability
observing substorms along the expanded oval (e~g, <620 in- ssould be 100% cvery s here. This cannot be the case, since it is
variant latitude) is essentialY ;00%, unlikel) that there w as a,ays substorm activit) or that all the

We must be careful in discussing the probability of substorni 351 randomly selected satellite passes occurred during periods
occurrence on the basis of the seeing probability obtained of subs;torta in progress.
from the polar-orbiting satellite data with a 2-hour orbital Ots the basis of thesc considerations it may be concluded
period Although our original data are not seriously biased b) that there is indeed a latitudinal and IMF dependence of the
uneven sampling or the IMF conditions, it would not be substorn occurrece frequency.
correct to state unconditionally that there is a high probability
of substorm occurrence when the IMF is directed southward, AUROKAL SUiSTO\its At ON(; rill:

and vice versa. Along these lines, three factors need to be At.skk MuIRIDIA

considered. None of these factors is necessarily conclusive per lit this section we provide further support for the conclusion
se, but when they are combined. w e concluide with a high concerning substorm probabilit, reached in the previous se-
degree of conlidesce that all IM Fand a latitudinal dependence tion, oil the basis ofa statistical e\amiatlion of a different data
of substorm occurrence probability does exist. set, i, , 63 substorins obserscd ii auroral photographs fron

1. Frot an extensive examination of electron and proton the Alaska mcridian chain of all-skN canseras. AAo.sohi, el al
auroras, Montbriand [19711 concluded that auroral substorins 119731 claimed that nost previou,% studies of substorm occur-
occurring during periods of low geotuagnetic activit) tend to reace wsere based oil an e\ainination of geomagnetic records
recover faster than those during more active periods Kamnde and thus suffered s erioisl\ from sn inevitable maccurac\ in
and ,44asqfI (1974] have shosi statisticall that seak sub. tuiing and substort identification. B\ the use of tie auroral
storms, in terms of the total electrojet current (perhaps corre- breakup and the subsequent pole\\ard motion of an auroral
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Fig, 4 Histogram shossing the distribution of the north-south component of the IMF in the samplc or 63 auroral
suitornis obtained from the all-sky' cameira data along the Alaika meridian.

airc in the midnight sector [,4/asofu. 19641 we can determine 0 but is shifted a few nanotcshts toward the negative B.-,
the onset time T = 0 with an accuracy of ±2 min, as well as the inidicating, as expected, that more substorms tcnd to be found
latitude at which the first indication of the substormn onset during southward IMF periods. This feature is in agreement
occurs. Unlike the data fromt a polar-orbiting satellite, the all- with the distribution of the hatched area of Figure 1, although
sky camera records are available on a continuous basis, al- the dependence of the number of substorin cases on the IMF
though they provide data only in a limited longitudinal span. in Figure 4 is not very clear in comparison with Figure 1. We

,44asofii etal [1973) have found that auroral substorms are believe that the uneven slope is simply due to the insufficient
quite common e 'ven when the H. component of the IMF is data set used in constructing Figure 4. A somewhat peculiar
positive , a litdnig Implying that there is little or no dependence feature in Figure 4 ts that two substorms are identified in the
of substorm occurrcetc probability on the IMIF orientation. high-B: range, whereas no substormi was found in the B.- range
However, two important questions rema~in unanswered. First, to be greater than 7 nT in the set of the 351 Isis scans.
they examined the I MF data in solar ecliptic coordinate-, only However, these two events occurred utnder unusual states of
at approximate onset time, whiereas it may have been more the IMF; in both cases, 181 - 14 iT. In fact, these substormis
appropriate to tise ait integrated I Nil value in solar niagneto- were observed during the initial und recovery, phases of mag-
spheric coordintates over a certain period, say, I hour, rather tietic stormts, although the corresponding Ds.o magnitude was

2 than an Instantaneous valtie Second. their 'quite cotmmoni' is not very latrge (-7 and -35 itT, respectively).
not quantitatively clear. Thus it ts important to find the sub- In Figure 5 we show the distribution of the same data
storm) occurrence frequenicy as fInvctioits of I NI F values and samples over ittvariatnt latitude, which indicates the location of
latitude of the auroral breakup. the auroral arc that showed the first indication of the breakup.

The basic data set wec will use itt thts sectton is essenr,illv the In most cases the breatkup occurred along the southernmost
same as the 54 auroral suibstorms exaned b) AAaso~fu et aL .a of aI preexisting group of dtscrete arcs. The latitudinal
[1973], in which 10 substormns were presented its e~antples. distribution of a tiuiroral arcs during quiet atid substorn
Here ive increase the numbher of subitonn samples to 63 which
are distributed in late esening and midnight hours between
2140 atid 0140 NJ LT. Those substorrns were identified from Isi
all, sky catniera data at College (Invariantt latitude, 64.90), Fort is - ---- nOnS Ist
Yukon (66.8*1, Inuxik (71.0'), Bar 1 (70.8*), atid Sachs Har. 2 -
bor (76.20), The corresponiding IN) F data from Imip 3, Imip 5,
Explorer 33. Eixplorer 35, and Heos I were also examined. To ,

be consistent with the previous test, an average of the B:.-
component for I hour preceding each onset time wkas cdlcu-
lated in solar miagnetospheric coordinates. We have identified
substorms in the Interval of 1966-1970, whenr all-sk\ camera Z S
records from at least t\wo stations were available. The data /-
availability at each station is limited b) several factors such as
mechanical problems, local weather, full mooin, and data qual- -
ity. Nevertheless, our datai samiples are not seriously biased iii7 65 V,

the sense that a sinigle all-sky camera cait idetttif accuratel) 5 INARIN WINDA (09IoO

the location of a substorit oinset \Nhich occurs w ithiit at least F~ig 5 lfttogran shossing the distribution of iiariant latitude of
f±30 latitude. All 63 substormi events were takein from periods 63 auroral breikup% The dashed curse repiresents the occurrence
\Nheit the latitudinal range from 610 to 70' was contpletel) frequency of the southeruntost discet ,sroral .ircsat iiidinight for all
mniiitored b\y the all-sk% camtera itetw ork. Csiae5 iicludiing substorm and quiet times obtained front I) NSP satel-

lie obers itions (B S Dandekair. personal communicaition. 1977)Figure 4 shows% the distribution of all the saitples as a The isiribw-oii of the equaitorss\ird boundary of the iuroral ovil
functiotiiof thieIN) F B:contponieit It is ntoted that the peak of obtained front Isis \aietlite obsersaions is .lo'indicated b% the solid
the occurrence iii tltis particular data set is not located at B: curse (transferred from Figure 3 b\ shifting I' polesalrd)
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periods is shown by two curves in Figure 5. The dashed curve and on the size of the auroral oval (i.e., the size of the polar
represents the observational frequencies of the southernmost cap). This dependence on the oval size is not unexpected, since
auroral arc near midnight at the corresponding latitude, which the auroral oval s.ze is a measure of magnetic flux in the
were obtained from more than 7000 northern hemisphere arcs magnetolail, and thus an increase in the amount of the magne-
seen in the DMSP satellite imagery (B. S. Dandekar. personal totail energy should result in an increase of substorm probabil-
communication, 1977). Note that since the location was deter- ity. Therefore on combining the results obtained in the present
mined from randomly selected satellite passes, some of them study with earlier results by Kamide and Akasofu [1974] it
occurred during substorms and some occurred during quiet appears that both the intensity and the occurrenec r 'ency

neriods The nd In . .... .. afs uur Figure 3 increase with the expansion of the auroral oval.
(2300-0100 MLT) by smoothing the uneven distribution and During the last several years, one of the most important
by shifting it poleward by I*. The shift was made on the basis topics in magnetospheric physics has been the role of the
of the fact that in the Isis data we identified the equatorward north-south component of the IMF on substorm processes.
boundary of the diffuse auroral precipitation which can usu- Dungey's [1961] suggestion that the southward directed IMF
ally be found 0.50-2* equatorward of the southernmost dis- plays a crucial rok in generating magnetospheric substorms
crete arc [e.g., Winninghan et al.. 19751. These two curves has been claimed to have been confirmed by a number of
agr surpriaingly well with each other, the agreement sub- studies [e.g., Fairfield and Cahill, 1966; Rosoker et al.. 1972;
stantiating our assumption that these curvs represent reason- Arnold). 19711. However, most of these studies ,ere based
ably well the occurrence frequency of all discrete auroral arcs solely on an examination of ground.based magnetic records
over invariant latitude, from standard auroral zone observatories (or geomagnetic

Comparing the distribution of 'all' arcs including quiet time activity indices) and the north-south component of the IMF.
arcs with those of arcs associated only with substorms, wefind Ahasofu et al, [1971] showed that fairly intense substorms
that there is a significant departure of the substorm timc often occur beyond the field of view of standard observatories.
auroral distribution from the distribution of all arcs for lati- From these two observations it was not difficult to infer that
tudes greater than 65*. On the other hand. the substorm when the IMF is directed northward, substorms could take
auroral distribution does not deviate systematically from the place along the contracted auroral oval during quiet (in terms
all arc distribution below 64* latitude. These features indicate of available mignetic activity indice,,) periods and thus out of
that only a part of higher-latitude arcs indicates the initial sign the range of the normally used auroral zone observatories. In
of the breakup (about 50% at 671). whereas there is a high fact, this inference was shown to be correct by A44asofu et al.
probability of substorm features if the aurora moves equa- 119731, who indicated that there is no single IMF signature
torward below 64'. Note that there was no all-sky camera (such as the southward turning) that can be consistently re-
station south of College (64.90), so that we missed some sub- lated to the substorm onset. Then Kanide 11974] showed that
storms occurring below 610. substorms associated with the northward IMF are less intense

in terms of the total electrojet current and the corresponding
DISCUSSION mid-latitude magnetic perturbations than subsorms associ-

In this paper the dependence of substorm occurrence proba- ated with the southward IMF.
bility on the direction of the IM F and on the size of the auroral AcPherron et al. [1973b] have suggested that one should
oval was investigated. The occurrence probability was based distinguish these weak substorms occurring during northward
on the substorm seeing probability, which was obtained statis- IMF periods by calling them 'localized' substjrms. Thus the
tically from the two independent data sets: the latitudinal normal substorms along the standard aurora[ zone would have
electron precipitation pattern observed by the Isis satellites a strong association with the southward directed IMF. As was
and the auroral breakup observed by all-sky cameras at the mentioned earlier, such localized substorms do not differ from
Alaska meridian. Since the real occurrence probability can the normal substorms in their characteristics. First, in the
only be determined from continuous monitoring of the enuire vicinity of the auroral breakup every substorm feature, such as
polar region, any set of measurements made by a polar-orbit- the poleward expansion, the westward traveling surge, Pi 2
ing satellite with a 2-hour orbital period and by a network of pulsations, and a sharp ont of negative H component excur-
ground observatories only for limited periods must be care- sion, is observed during both localized and normal substorms.
fully examined. The statistics of the measurements might be Second, statistically, there is no distinct line to draw between
influenced by uneven sampling in the IMF and invariant lati- the localized a'nd normal substorms in terms of electrojet and
tude in conjunction with substorm activity. Further, it was not mid-latitude magnetic response [Kanide and Akasofu. 19741.
possible to deduce a smoothed probability over the IMF and The auroral breakup can occur anywhere between >60' and
latitude because of an insufficient volume of data. However, <700 geomagnetic latitude, depending chiefly upon the IMF
the conclusions derived from this study are still valid, since condition prior to a particular substorm event. Third, the
there are sonic consistent characteristics in the two separate localized substorms can occur isolated from the normal sub-
sets. In addition, some features in our data are very similar to sequent substorm. although it has been argued that they are
those in a fairly large volume of other data, such as the often found in the'growth phase'prior to a normal substorm.
location of auroral arcs determined by B. S. Dandekar (per- Akasqit 119751 has suggested that the quantity defined b.
sonal communication, 1977) from over 7000 DMSP satellite
passes. Thus we believe that an increase in the number of data (1 W
samples would only decrease the magnitude of uncertainty and S J( -
produce relatively nnor quantitative changes in the substorm
occurrence probability, has a fundamental importance in substorni processes, %Nhere

Subject to these provisions. %c have reached the important Pv and 4,, denote the production rate of open field lines along
conclusion that the substorm occurrence frequency has a the dayside neutral line and oh closed field lines along the
strong dependence on the north-south component of the INIF nightside neutral line, respectivel) S is equal to the amount of
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an excess magnetic flux at a time I reckoned from the time Akasofu, S-I., The roles of the north-south component of the inter-
when the Bz component of the IMF begins to decrease after a planetary magnetic field on large-scale auroral dynamics observed
prolonged period of a large positive IMF Bz. Indeed, Akasofu by the DMSP satellite, Planet. Space Sci., 23, 1349, 1975.

Akasofu, S.-L. and Y. Kamide, Substorm energy, Planet. Space Sci.,and Kamide [1976) have shown that the electrojet energy for 24, 223, 1976.
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The Development of Auroral and Geomagnetic Substorm Activity After a
Southward Turning of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field

Following Several Hours of Magnetic Calm

KNUD LASSEN
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J. R. SHARBER

Department of Physics and Space Sciences. Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne. Florida 12901

J. D. WINNINGIIAM

Center for Space Sciences, University of Texas at Dallas. Richardson, Texas 7500

A comprehensive study of growth phase and substorn activity following a period of magnetic calm has
been conducted through a network of all-sky camera stutions, auroral zone magnetic observatories, and
particle detectors aboard the Isis I satellite. We have carefully documented the observations with the
following results. The preexpansive phase arc which extended at least front 17 to 05 hl LT was responsible
for an energy input rate of 3 X IG.- ergs/s before breakup An equatorward drift of this arc of 6
km/min, observed only in the evening sector, remained until after the expansive phase, when its motion
stopped abruptly at the time of the maximum poleward displacement of the arcs. Electrons responsible for
the prebreakup arc had energies of n- I-5 keV. Protons of 2,4.keV energ) were measured equatorward of
the electron arc. During the expansive phase, symmetrically traveling disturbances were observed propa.-
gating eastward in the evening sector and westward in the morning sector. The p:opagation stopped for
1-2 min at the time of maximum expansion and then continued, thus suggesting a momentary variation ii
the rate of convection, Equivalent currents consistent with observed magnetic perturbations represented
approximately the same DPZ (tin vortex) pattern before the expansive phase as during it, hosever,
although the magnitude of the currents was greater during the expansive phase, the dominant feature
during this phase was an intense westward auroral electrojet The camera observations of diffuse cloudlike
aurora showed an injection of 40-keV electrons during the expansive phase along the auroral oval
between midnight and 0400 corrected geomagnetic time Movement of the cloud indicated an eatward
gradient drift of the electron population.

INTRODUCTION istic of that situation. The authors appear to agree in the

On the basis of data from an extensive body of all-sky opinion that the onset of an isolated substorm is preceded by a
camera documentation and polar magnetograms, Akasofiu growth phase, which is closely related to the north-to-south
(1964] outlined the substorm sequence Although his tnitial change of the interplanetary magnetic field (IM F), following it
description has been modified slightly [Akasofu, 1968; Mont- with a delay of 10-20 min. The signatures of this growth phase
briand, 19711, it remains essentially correct in ordering the observed on the ground are the following: a gradual decrease
observed geophysical phenomena into a consistent picture. 'it It, the horizontal magnetogram, at auroral ione stations
Since that time an enormous effort has gone into further before its sharp drop; a gradual decrease in 1 at low latitudes
documenting substorm-related phenomena and into estab- (especially in the evening-midnight sector); the growth of a
lishing the cause of the onset of the substorm expansive phase pola, equivalent current of the twin vortex mode (especiall) in
(see review by RostoAer (1972]). Whereas in Akasofu's dcscrip- the polar cap); and the equatorward motion of auroras Koku-
tion the substorm sequence is initiated by the sudden breakup" bun and hijita. 1975].
of an auroral arc accompanied by a steep decrease of the In opposition to the above mentioned view, A.Aasoju 't al.
horizontal component of the magnetic field, it was claimed by [1913] have suggested that the changes in the magnetic field
McPherron (19701 that the complete substorm sequence in- characteristic of the growt phase have limited significance.
cludes a disturoance period which he denoted the substorm since these changes do not themselves result in the onset of the
growth phase. According to his statement, intervals of mag- expansive phase They suggested instead that the mechanism
netic caln may be followed by significant deviations of the whicht triggers the expansive phase is an internal one, largei)
horizontal component of the magnetic field prior to the start of independent of external factors related to convection such as
the expansion phase of a magnetospheric substorm. the southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field In

Since McPherron's suggestion that a growth phase exists, continuation of this suggestion, .4Aasoiu (1975] las, demon-
several authors [ltmia and Nagata, 1972. M1cPherron et al, strated that the southward turning of the 8, component and

1973, AoA ubur atid Ittma, 19751 (and others) have contributed the subsequent chain of processes, proposed bN McPherron et
to the study of the phenomenon hy giving more detailed de- al. 11973], do not have any significance in causing the e%
scriptions of the signatures which are observed to be character- pansive phase Substorms are frcquentl) being triggered its

direct relation to such a chain of processes, in which the
Cop)right 0 1977 b) the American Geoph)sical Union 'groth phase' of the substorm may then appear as part of the

Paper numsber 7A0679 5031 The U.S. Government is authorized to rproduce and syl this report.
Pemission for further reproduction by othier must be obtained from,
the copyright owner.
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TABLE 1. Stations Used in This Study

CGeggraphic Corrected
- Georriignetic

Latitude, Longitude, Latitude,
Station Symbol dog deg ON Observation

Alert AT 82.3 295.5 86 NI
Thulte Tit 77,S 290.8 86 A, MI
Resolute Bay RB 74,7 260.2 84 Ni
Godhavit GO 69.2 306,5 77.5 A, NI
N ,Aaksuind 789 11 9 75.5 A
Sstndrc Str~nijord SS 67,0 309.2 75.5 A
Baker Lake BL. 64,11 264.0 75 hi
lliis s Wand HT 80.6 50. 74.5 I
Fort Churchill VK 58.8 2659 71 A
Narsiarstuail NAR 61,2 314.6 68 A, M
Great Whale River GW 51,3 28212 68 A, N11
D~ixon Wsand Of 73.5 80.4 67 5 NI
TroniO ~ TR 69.7 189 66.5 A, h
Reykjmsik KY 64.2 3138.3 66 hi
Tiu Bay TI 71.6 129.0 65 N1
Nlurmanik N1IN1 69.0 33.1 6435 S. NIl
Kiruna KI1 67.8 204 60. 1\I
Collcite Co 64.9 21212 64 S N1

NiaokNIP 5Z4.6 264 ( Ni
WVellen W 11 66.2 190,2 60 hi
tLersck LF 60.1 31588 59 N't
Bangui BA 4,4 18.6 5 hi
NP'lotir NIB 14,6 14.30 21 NI
Sain Juall S) 18.A 193,8 .10 NI
Frcdcrickshurg FR 38 2 282.6 SO NI
I'lcsonl VU 32.2 2492 40 Ni
11loiiu Ito 21 A 2020 21 NI

complete stibstorms picture. Ilosseve, they may as wtell be this particular event, is completed by ie onset of at substorm
released ait a later stage, after the end of the 8, negative w%,ih remarkable poleward expansion.
Interval, as long ats the -area of the polar cap is greater than a A OJC-
certain minimum value, namely, thle area after at prolonged DtASuRt
period of large positive 8, Once thle polar cap has achieved tin our study we made use of trottnd-based obseirvations
till; mIimmtim vallue, no substorm can be released mnlil aitnews made during the event tit the stations listd tin Table 1, together
south %ard turtning of the Itil has Initiated erosion of field with particle measurenments front the Isis I satellite and ung-
linies onl the dayside of tle mnagnetosphere wtit h the acconi mietic field measurements fromt the satellites Explorer 35 and
panlying features of increasing coiNection, oblserable fromt Ilcos I. The grotind-based observations\ are auroral aill-sky
ground-based observatories, photographs (A in column 6 oif Table I ), spectrograms (S iii

No miatter whether tile growth phase is anl integral part of columln 6), and gecomagnetic records (Ni tin column 6)
thle substorin phenomenon, ats proposed by NlcPherron, or The interplitnetary initgnetic field was measured by the satcd.
more liKe) ant independent 8, negative, Increased convection lites Explorer 35 %in the evening quadratnt ((AX, 11% Z),,F - (-8i,
phenomenon tin accordance with the statements of Akasofu, +63, -61 ) 8,) and los I tin tile forenoon quadranst ((X, V,
there is- stilli a need for further detailed study of thle develop- Z N (1I, -31, 14) R,,). Both satellites appear to have been
ient of thle geomagnetic and auroral activity oblsered aA:,r outside the shock front. None of the records wsas coitplete.
thle southwsard turning of thle IMIF. thus detailed restilts 'tmn Ileos I aire nmitg duiring OLXM-03X)

Onl February 25, 1969, the Isis I s-Atellie happened to patss UT, but hourly averages do esist for this interval (King. 19751
over thle prentidnight sector of thle auroral oval during a Similarities of gross features of thle H, variation at thle Iss
geophxsical situation wshich appears to have beeii tdentical satellites tndicate a ltme lag betmscen thenm oft about 30 tmtu.
with thle %tubstorm growth phase deied by Nlcilherron I'lie From thle positii of (the satellites it is estimated then that thle
event folloswed a period of low substorm activity. characierited 8, variations at the front of the magnelitopause occur IS-Il

jby \,tile% of 4l E less thtan 2W ) during thle 314 hours before the non earlier than those ait leos I. Hence thle 8, \arlationls
substorni and less thto 60 ) during the last 6 hours B) observed at lcos I have beeti referenced to tile front of the

Acomubining tle satellite partUic l easuremiis wsithi ground- magnetosphere by a shift of I5 mil towsard earlier hours tIn
based observationis kac bame been able ito report In the followa- Figure I they have been show in together as tih magnetic records
Ing a careful docu nnt atio lo thtie deselopnent of the auroral front the stations Tronisti, Re) kjavik. Narsmarssuatl, Great
aind niagisetic till it) through thle grow tht phase and thle sub- Whale River, anid Fort Churchill. Muhch wsere all1 sliuated in
\c squent substlorm onset and "spansionl j1h1sd.t as weI as of thle thle 18-04 mnagnetic time sectm ofc the auroral zone tit thr
pa~rticle prccipiamoi preceding thle substormn onset Our ob- figure the stations are ordered front (ast to wetst L ach arlows
seratmons gise a detailed picture of the gradtual dev'elopment represents 200 ) I lie magnectic 11 records front a number t
of auroral and geomlagnetic actisit) wh ich follo~s thle south- id- and loss-latittide stations mte shossit III I igure , I he

- . ss adrd turnting of the Interplanetar)N magnsetic field and sw hicli, InI stalton are oi dercd from east to wsest. w sith thle most custcil l
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tLfr,1 a9 .MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS
22 0 2 4 6 6 UT The IMF had been directed northward for several hours

, ,.Sy when the decrease of B, began between 2200 and 2300 UT.
Bz l--- -- - 0 Because of the oscillatory character of the change it is difficult

, - to determine the exact hour when B, went negative; after
- H 2345-2350, B was definitely negative. The first departure from

several hours of magnetic quiet was observed at approximately
TR 0 the same time, i.e., at 2345-0015 at the auroral zone stations

TR situated near and shortly after magnetic midnight (Figures I
-Z and 5). The departure is seen as a gradual decrease of H, but D

-- "- t z and Z are also affected. In the evening sector, Great Whale
H and Fort Churchill were little influenced by the disturbance
H before 0100 UT (Figures I and 6). At the low-latitude stations

RY situated in the evening sector a gradual decrease of H set in
between 0000 and 0030 UT and continued until the expansive

' ' z phase onset at 0130. The onset is recognized as a sudden
decrease of 11 in Figure I. In Figure 2 it appears as the onset of
a positive bay in the midnight sector and of a negative bay oft H comparable magnitude in the evening-afternoon sector, The

Rtransition takes place near the longitude of San Juan. At SanNAR0 Juan a flat depression is observed from shortly after midnight, ['--"-- ,to 0300 UT, with only a small negative perturbation to be seen

S in connection with the expansion phase of the substorm. The

gradual decrease of H at mid- and low-latitude stations as well
as the fiat depression observed at San Juan may be caused by

9 H an increase of a cross-tail or ring current system, which be-

GW t o comes detectable in the records about J hour after the change

z of sign of 8,.
The magnetic signatures of this event are in agreement with

FC x the description given by AMcPherron 119701. Following a de-
crease of 8, to negative values a growth phase of about 1I-houi

I [ z duration is observed, characterized by a gradual decrease of H
I I at low latitudes and by a contemporary change of the magnetic

elements at auroral latitudes in the direction in which they are

Fig. 1. Normal magnetograms from the auroral zone stations subsequently changed by the substorm, The growth phase is
TromsAi, Reykjavik Narssarssuaq, Great Whale Rive,, and Fort superseded by the expansion phase initiated by the sharp onset
Churchill, February 24-25, 1969. Each arrow represents a variation of at about 0130.
200 y. The dots indicate station geomagnetic midnight. Top curve: B, Before the end of the recovery phase of this substorn a new
(vertical GSM coordinate) as measured at tieos 1, referenced to the
frontofthemagnetosphere byc&shiftofl5min towardearlierhours onset is noticed at 0210-0215 at the low-latitude stations,

especiai;y at Bangui and M'Bour. In the auroral zone the
magnetic bay is most clearly recorded at Narssarssuaq; tit
TromsO the onset is recognized as an abrupt cange of the

one (Bangui) at the top of the figure. Each arrow in the figure slope in 1I. The magnetic activity from this dou'oe substorm
e enft e 20 te odies away by about 0400 UT. After 2 hour, calm a newAt the time of the substorm the n the cauroral zone moderate substorn is observed in the midnight sector (Fort

was situated between western Siberia in the east and North-

west Territories in the west, with the magnetic midnight meri-
dian crossing the Iceland-Greenland area. Conditions were not
ideal for auroral observations. The moon was in its third . 2c..
quarter; the Soviet cameras, Reykjavik, Kiruna, and several H Z U1
stations in Greenland were not in operation because of bad 2 0 - U
weather, and most of the remaining stations had some cloud Bangui ....
cover early in the evening. Nevertheless, eight well-distributed M'Bour - - . ..... -

cameras were available for a study of the development of the
auroral display in the course of the night (Table I and Figure San Juan .
3). At each of the stations the sky was photographed with one Fr Wig
exposure per minute except at Tromsi6. where three expt,sures
per minute were taken. The photographs have been used as a tucson .
basis for the description of the distribution of the aurora; a hrmnotutu a0

selectcd series has been transformed to synoptic maps in geo. - ~
graphical coordinates, shown here as Figures 4a and 4b. It
projecting the auroral forms on the maps a mean height of lHS 2 Ilorital %ariation at to%%- and mid-latitude %laiOins,
110-120 km has been assumed for thc lower border of the arcs Iebruar) 24-25, 1969 Length of arros is 20 1 The dots indicate
and bands. station midnight. the open circle at Honolulu indicates noon
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Fig. 3. Development of presubstorm arc, February 23, 1969. The times indicated are UT Circles represent the fields of
view of camera stations (A) of Table 1.
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Churchill, Figure I). We shall comment further on the onset of ceded the onset of the event, i.e., during 2200-2400 UT. The
this substorm in a later section. equivalent current system during the growth phase is similar to

We have used the ground magnetometer data in the con- the system corresponding to B, < -I -y in the winter months
struction of equivalent current vectors to represent the current (DPZ system) as constructed by Fris-Christensen and Wil-
distribution before and after breakup at 0130 UT. This enables hjelm [1975]. In this system, which is believed to depict the
a comparison of the current system during the growth phase magnetic field produced by field-aligned current sheets in the
with that during the time of maximum expansion, We have auroral oval and by a Hall current maintained by the electric
taken the time of the satellite crossing of the arc (0115 UT) as a field between the sheets, the-disturbance vectors over the polar
time during which we would consider the growth phase to be cap are of the same order of magnitude as those in the post-
well in progress. The equivalent current vectors which could midnight auroral oval. In Friis-Christensen and Wilhjclm's
produce the magnetic perturbations at a number of polar cap paper (their Figure 5) the equivalent vectors ar; approximately
and auroral zone stations at the time of the crossing have been 2 times the magnitude of those found here, in accordance with
drawn in a corrected geomagnetic latitude/time diagram in the fact that their parameter 0, (the 2-hour average of the
Figure 7. Also shown are the equivalent current vectors de. actual and preceding hour) is numerically greater in their data
rived from the same stations during the time of maximum than in ours.
disturbance of the event. The maximum magnetic disturbance Following a further decrease of B, the equivalent currents
was measured during the 20 min immediately following the during the maximum disturbance at 0150 UT are more intense
poleward expansion: the situation at 0150 UT has been chosen than those at 0115 by a factor of 2, thus being comparable to
for construction of the current vectors, The quiet level for both the average currents of Figure 5 of Frils-Christensen and Wil-
graphs has been defined as the level which immediately pre- hjelm [1975], Superimposed on the DPZ system we find at
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2300 0 20 30 40 so 0000 10 Although it is difficult to be certain because of the presence of
NAR - o y moonlight and a few clouds, a faint arc stretching from the

o u ~'northeastern horizon up to about 10* elevation is possibly seen
in the frames taken at 2353. 2358, and later at 0006-0008 UT.

RY From the time of 0013-0014 an auroral band was definitely
present and extended from the northeast horizon to the zenith.The band persisted as a single homogeneous arc until at 0050
the intensity increased gradually, beginning at the eastern hori-

zon. Folds shaped like a narrow westward traveling surge
0AR ISO moved front the horizon toward the zenith and combined with
N u the original arc at 0100 to form a row of multiple arcs of

moderate intensity. A few minutes later a new 'surge' was seen
low in the northeast for about 5 min. The intensity increases

RV ...__...._._. 110oy and the westward movement of folds were accompanied by a °

negative bay in H with an amplitude of 20 y in Nurssarssuaqand Reykjavik (Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Rapid run magnetograms showing the horizontal com- Apparently as a continuation of the formation of parallel
ponent at Narssarsukiq and Reykjavik, February 24-25, 1Q69 The~~~~~~~gradual depression prior to abrupt onset of the magnetic substornit is ac vrNrsrsateacdvlpdt h v~,bcm

clearly displa~cd, ing flrst detectable within the Great Whale field of view at 0100
UT, at the eastern horizon of Fort Churchill at 0106, and
crossing the sky to the northwestern horizon at 0109 (Figure

0150 UT an intense westward auroral electrojet. Thus al. 3). At Narssarssuaq, after a frw minutes ofintensity decrease,

though the current systems during growth (8, negative) and a sharp arc developed front the horizon in the south\cst and

expansive phase are identical in most respects, they differ by extended to the eastern horizon. During the same time the

the presence during the expansive phase of the intense west. display was developing toward the east. It was observed from

ward aurora electrojet. A similar statement has been given Trons$ through a light cloud cover at 0116 UT as a homo-
earlier by l'hna and Nugata (19681. The dominant role of the genvous arc, reaching from the western horizon toward the

westward electrojet after breakup is in agreement with the northeastern horizon, at 0117 it stretched front horizon to

substorm model of MtPherron erf a. 119731, according to horizon. The arc could have been present in lower intensity

which the breakup is associated with the sudden increase of the before 0116, so that the observation might indicate an increase
westward electrojet. in intensity in an already existing aurora. Certainly, by 0125UT the arc system extended at least from a geographic longi-

AURORAl. OBSERVATIONS tude of 100 0W to 451E (17.5-05,5 hiLT) with iutlicient in.

The course of the auroral substorm near magnetic midnight tensity for easy camera observation of the ltinosity.
can be summarized by reference to Figure 8. The igure pre- At about 0115 U f a poleward turning of the ac was ob-

sents, in negative, a sequence of all-sky photographs from served in low elevation at the eastern horizon of Great Whale
Narssarssuaq. The breakup occurred at 0128 UT, corrected (Figure 18). The arc was first observed at Great Whale at 0100.

geomagnetic midnight at the station. The poleward expansion Between this time and 01 the arc resembled that of Figure 18
ended at about 0137; after this time the oval part of the bulge without the poleward turning at the extreme east. The exact

was gradually replaced by a diffuse veil, leaving the discrete miniute it which the distortion sets in is difficult to determine,
forms in the polar front of the bulge only. The auroras re- because the region is insutliciently covered by the caneras, For

turned front the north, and by 0213 a new expansion was ill the satle reason it is impossible to judge \%hether the arc is

progress to the west of the station, giving rise to increased contintious. thus forming either a poleward bulge or a spiral in
intensity in the withdrawing bands. After the second expan- this area, or discontinuous, forming a sun-aligned arc as a1
sion, auroral arcs remained at about 710 corrected geonag- signature of increased convection (a short polar cap hand

netic latitude until a new substorn onset occurred near 0600 becomes visible at approximately the same time over Spitsber.
UT. It follows fron the magnetic and auroral observations gen (Figure 3)). 1In the follo\%ing vte refer to this part of the
presented above that the period studied may be divided into display as 'the polessard extension.' Further signatures of the

two time intervals with rather ditferent types of activity, the formation of the poleward extension mna) also ha\e been the
prebreakup interval following the calin period at about 005 temporary increase in the Intensity of the w\estern part of the
and the postbreakup (expansion and early recovery) interval arc as observed front Narssarssuaq during the intersal
which started at about 0130 UT. II the following sections \e 0113-0116 as %%ell as the oliset of small irregular pulsations
present and discuss in more detail ground-based observations ' ith periods of several minutes in the Great Whale magneto-
made during the event at the stations listed in f'able I, for the gran (Figure 6). The disturbance set ,it beteen 0110 and
two intervals separately. Observations ofdrift of auroral arcs 01 IS, probably about 0112, and continued as a gradual de-

and surges which \%ere made %Nithin both intervals. spanning
the time of breakup, are presented it a special section. is are o SO 0100 o :0 30 40 W U?
also the particle measurements fron the Isis I satellite

PItIiRFAKUP INII R\ At OW 1969 555 25

Buidup OJ Actit-1l I 1;g (6 Ra pld It Full . ip t iTgn Jogro ti the hor1ai1it oripaaneni .1I
Great \\ tialc Rikcr. I ebruan 21, 1069 Nate the mn1ill.t lc per-

1'he first obsers.t mon of auroral light before the breakup \\,It turtitatoi, turing Iorlidition I .itinla h i k\lC.tle .Ae d t,, C.1ig
inade near tie midnight meridian at Narssarssuatlq tation \urge
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10o r oco 1969. Fe 256 01.15 UT 2o0 occoT 1969. F 25. 01.50 UT

Fig.7. Equivalent current vectors during prebreakup (growth) phase (0113 UT, left) and maximum of expansive phase
(0150, right) of substorm on February 25, 1969. Numbers beside arrows indicate vertical magnetic perturbation in gammas.
Note the diffetent scale in the two diagrams.

crease of 100 -y as the westward traveling surge reached the substorm was about 20 y, The decrease of H in our 0050-0 10
station at about 0139, vent is approximately 20 ' and shows the signatures of a

Following the formation of the poleward extension the in- cunfined substorm. This disturbance is immediately followed
tensity again increased from the east in the southern arc (which by changes in the auroral pattern which could lb associated
at this time was the only one visible) over Narssarssuaq, the with the convection pattern, i.e., a poleward turn of the arc
lower border became irregular, and the intensity increased before midnight and a polar cap aurora in the morning. Th'
from the west along the arc to meet the easterly increase near observations from the last 10 min before breakup give the
the meridian. Here the arc formed a sharp kink at 0125, and impression of increasing convection and precipitation accom-
lateral movements % re observed between 0125 and 0127, The panied by increasing instability of the arcs, which finally restlt
intensity increase from the region of the poleward extension to in the breakup and expansion,
the west of the station was accompanied by an obvious though
small decrease in H (Figure 5). The actual breakup began at EXPANSION AND EARLY RECOVERY
0128-0129 very near Narssarssa,.iq as parallel arcs wer The rapid poleward expansion, initiated by the breakup,
formed along the northern border of the original arc. The was completed by 0137 as the breakup arcs covered the entire
abrupt onset of the magnetic perturbation in H occurred at com b 013 as th ba arcsacovere th entre3 012in the Reykjavik magnetograms and less than j min later area from a few degrees south of Narssarssuaq to S~ndre
0 128 ntR eyjav (F g e and StrtmfJord (Figures 8 and 9). Simultaneously with this expan-
at Narssarssuaq (Figure 5). sion the southernmost arcs moved equatorward with decreas-

I ing intensity- at the end of the poleward expansion, all discrete
JInterpretation of Obsevvations forms except those at the highest latitudes dissolved, and an

The magnetic and auroral observations may be summarized equatorward broadening of a diffuse veil took place, which
as follows. Within minutes to tens of minutes after the shift of soon covered most of the sky. At the same time the discrete
sign in B,, precipitation of auroral particles is observed in the forms at the poleward edge of the display began a slow equa-
auroral oval close to magnetic midnight. The latitude of the torward retreat.
oval is 68*. A gradual deviation of the magnetic elements at The westward border of the region of poleward extension
auroral zone stations is initiated at the same time, indicating between Canada and Greenland appears to have remained
the presence of a DPZ (conv,.ction) current system, and signa- relatively stati.nary during the expansive phase. However, as
tures of increased cross.tai or ring currents are seen in the the expansion proceeded, a narrow zonal 'fiord' did develop in
records of H at low-latitude stations. The observations in- the low-latitude part of this westward extension. The forma-
dicate an increasing convection set tip by the negative value of tion of this fiord is evident in Figure 4a in the 0130 UT frame
B,. A minor disturbance (double bay) at about 0020 is visible between 60* and 700 west longitude. The Great Whale photo-
in stations from the polar cap to low latitude. This is probably graphs show that it developed into a small loop which became
a DP2 disturbance (Nishida. 1968], which may indicate irregu- more and more elongated toward the west, eventually opening.
larities in the convection rate. The increase in auroral intensity thus forming two bands a few degrees north of the original
at 0050 followed by a narrow westward traveling surge and a band. These bands, shown in the 0139-0157 UT frames of
development toward morning and evening of the quiet arc is Figures 4a and 4b, reached the Great Whale meridian at about
consistent with the description of a confined substorm given by 0141 but did not continue into the Fort Churchill field of view,
Lui et al. [19751. In their example the magnetic effect of the The development of the western loop was accompanied by a
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7s" earth field lines during the breakup and expansion process in
7s, 1141k Fb 242S Botts o , ",s° '..... the magnetosphere, their energy may be estimated by using a

,ds,,i wc. .. formula deduced by Sletten et al. [19711 from a paper by
Hamlin et al. 1961]. The formula, which gives an expression
for the drift period of nonrelativistic electrons mirroring close
to the atmosphere, may be written Als) - 4 X 10(LE) - ',

71, where T is the azimuthal drift period in seconds, E is the
70' energy in keV of the trapped electrons, and L is the Mcllwain

fe shell parameter. L is approximately 6, and the stations are
separated by 10'-The observed time lag of 10 ± 5 min gives an.......................... ."..estimated particle energy of E - 37/4- 10 keV (-40 kcV), If we

. . . . . . . ................. . assume that the electrons became trapped on near-earth field

lines (L ot 6) no earlier than at the breakup, then they would
have drifted along this shell for no more than 10 min before
arriving at Tromsi. This places the eastern limit of the trap-00 10 10 .30 ,o so 000 to 20 30 ,o olsol ping region only about 10* to the west of Tromsi, i.e.. between

Fig. 9. Position in corrected geomagnetic latitude of the auroral Iceland and Scandinavia.
arcs at Narssarssuaq. During the growth phase the position is in- The observations from Narssarssuaq (Figure 9) indicate
dicated by the open dots The position. of the northernmost and that the first possible incidence of auroral particles at L - 6
southernmost arcs during expansion are shown by the solid dots. The takes place at 0133-0134, about 4 min before the effect at
hatched area is more or less filled by discrete and diffuse auroras. The
dense hatching indicates the equatorward border of the diffuse veil. TromsO. Thus it seems probable that the diffuse low-latitude

aurora is formed practically without time delay all along the
auroral oval from midnight to shortly before 0400 geomag.

gradual decrease in H at Great Whale (Figure 6). Thus the netic time, with a delay at later local times whicN may be
loop behaved like the westward traveling surge as described by explained by the assumption of energetic electrons driftins.in
A Aasof, 11968] with the exception that the westward border of the geomagnetic field.
the poleward expanding bulge dd not move toward the west The diffuse cloudy auroras over northern Scandinavia began
together with the surge but remained stationary on the evening to withdraw gradually toward the auroral zone at about 0200
side of th- poleward extension of the arcs. In a single snapshot UT. During the withdrawal the luminosity concentrated into a
of the auroral display taken in the interval 0139-0157 UT the few diffuse bands. At 0215-0220 the southern border was near
loop would have been interpreted as multiple discrete auroral Troms6, and at 0230 the display was no longer detectable in
arcs linked with the western limit of the poleward expanding the all-sky photographs. Thus the poleward retreat of the
bulge. A DMSP satellite photograph showing just this situa- equatorward boundary matches well the recovery of the hori-
tion on November 24. 1971., has been published by Pike and zontal field at TromsO (Figure I).
Whalen (1974). Our study, based on all-sky camera data, dem-
onstrates how such multiple arcs may develop from a loop on OBSERVATION of. AURORAt. DRIFT
the western border of the poleward expanding bulge. EquatrtrdShift ofthe Oval

The propagation toward the morning sector of the distur- iawring Sectoh
bance associated with the breakup and expansion phase may
be observed from Troms6, which was situated 4 hours after From the first occurrence of auroral light a gradual equa-
geomagnetic midnight. A sequence of all-sky photographs il. torward drift of the arc was observed in the evening sector.
lustrating the development of the display at this station is The position of the arc observed in the early evening at Fort
presented in Figure 10, The intensity of the arc immediately to Churchill (19 geomagnetic time) and at Great Whale (21 geo-
the north of Troms6 began to increase at 0130. Two minutes magnetic time) is shown in Figure 12. The figure shows the
later a parallel arc of lower intensity became visible on the drifts to be similar at the two stations with a steadier drift
cquatorward edge of the original one and slowly increased in occurring at Fort Churchill. The irregularities at Great Whale
intensity. At about 0137 the two urcs were dislocated €qua- centered at 0122 and 0130 depict the passage of two large
forward, and after 0139, diffuse aurorns with bandlike struc- wi-velike structures, the first of which was a forerutiner to the
ture appeared on the equatorward cide of the arcs. The move- small surge that is easily detectable in the photographs of
ment of the original arc, which seemed to constitute the 0121-0123 (Figure 13).
poleward edge of the display, as well as the movement of the The equatorward shift of the arc was measured to be
boundaries of the diffuse aurora, has been plotted in Figure II. 3°/hour and therefore cannot be attributed solely to the natu-
This figure also shows the distribution of auroral light along ral shift of the position of the auroral oval in the course of the
the nieridian as recorded by the spectral camera C-180-S at evening. The change in the latitude of the Feldstein oval (Q =
Loparskaya in the Murmansk area. Auroral data are not 3) at 20 MLT is approxitnatel) ]*/hour equatorward, from
available before 0130 because of sno%, but after this hour, m hich we can infer an equatorward drift in the position of the
spectrograms of 10-mi exposure time were recorded. A com- arc relative to the osal of 2*/hour or about 4 ki mii. This
parison of the two plots in Figure I I slows good agreement observation agrees with results reported b% Starkor and Feld
between the stations with regard to the latitudinal shift, but a %tem [1971] that auroral form, generall) drift equatorward
time lag of 10 ± 5 mnn is observed between the equatorward during at hour or so prior to the expwisive phase of a sub-
shifts AXpparently, the low-latitude diffuse area propagated storm, but it should be noted that in our obsersations the
eastward with an appro\nnate veloctt% of I' im (or 50 equator\mard drift wmas found onl. in the e\ening part of the
km nrn). On the assumption that the diffuse cloudlike aurora o\al Neither at midnight nor in the morning sector could a
was produced b\ electrons mihich had become trapped on near- similar drift be found
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ward across the Great Whale field of view and into the Fort
'9m. F* U-2s Churchill field of view during the time interval 0120-0139.

Between 0134 and 0142 the eastward drift of a similar bulge
., 2,, near T,'oms6 was measured. The two surges appeared to have

, f,,, about the same drift speed, in the time interval 0135-0138,
s, ' / ;, , ./ I when the Troms6 measurements were most accurate, the east-

"t, -" "ward drift speed was 2.2" . 0.3 geomagnetic longitude per
.... ' minute, while the westward drift speed ofthe bulge near Great

Whale was measured to be 2.00 + 0.5* geomagnetic longitude
s' "per minute. The bulge at Troms6 drifted close to the 1070

- geomagnetic longitude meridian, and the one at Great Whale
mm- -drifted near the 357, meridian. Thus during this short interval

... " the two bulges were of similar shape and were observed to drift" ] symmetrically in relation to the geomagnetic midnight meri-

Z 40 S _ dian ("50 ° geomagnetic longitude).
...... . . .. The wester irregularity became visible in the Great Whale

Fig. II. Broadening of auroral display at Troms6 (dots) and Mur. field of view a few minutes after the formation of the poleward
mansk (line segments), based on all-sky camera (TR) and spectro- extension between Caneda and Greenland, The drift velocity
graph (MM). The intensity maximum in the spectrographic rwcord is of this and accompanying irregularities along the arc was
indicated by a narrow double line In the spectrogram the polevard relatively constant or slightly decreasing until 0134-0135,
boundary could not be determined with sufficient accuracy After
0225, observations \ere not possible at Troms6 because ofcloudiness, when an increase in the velocity occurred. Unfortunately, data

are not available to show whether the drift stopped at
0139-0140, as is the case with the eastern irregularity, although

Strnnetrically Traveling Disturbances the shape of the drift curve of Figure 15 does indicate thisbroaenin was possibility. At Troms6 the dift stopped completely for about
In the morning sector the equatorward broadening was 2 min at 0139-0140, after which it continued with the sime

initiated by the passage of an eastward traveling, small but velocity as before. If the symmetric drift of the two irregulari-
distinct bulge in the main arcs. The movement ofthe bulge can ties is more than a ceincidence, it can perhaps be thought of as
be followed in Figure 10. A closer inspection of the figure an effect associated with changes in the convection and thus in
shows that the arc was dislocated slightly equatorward on both
sides of the bulge. The combined effect of this dislocation and the polar cap electric field during the expansion.

the bulge produces the depression of the northern arc at SATELLITE PARTICLE OBSERVATION3
0135-0145 shown in Figure II. The projection on the ground At 0115 UT the Isis I satellite passed over the arc at a
of the arc system which clearly shows the bulge is presented in position 10.3* east of Great Whale. The electron spectrogram
Figure 14 More detailed measurements of the eastward shift of the southbound pass is presented in Figure 16, where the
of the position of the bulge are given in Figure 15. Note that electrons associated with the visual arc appear distinctly at an
the ordinate in the figure gives the distance of the maximum invariant latitude of about 680 and a magnetic local time of
deviation in the bulge along the arc from an arbitrary zero 20.8 hours. Immediately poleward of this precipitation is a
meridian, measured in degrees of geomagnetic longitude, restricted region containing electrons of energies in the I00- to

At Great Whale a disturbance similar in shape to but of 250-eV range. Equatorward of the auroral precipitation the
sm aller dimension than a westward traveling surge was seen to spe tr ra m s o spto r ns of e ral e tee n te

movefrini he iciityof he rea poewai blgebeteen spectrogram shows photoelectrons of energy between z,10 eVmove fronm the vicinity of the great poleward bulge between and ,60 eV, coming down the field lines from sunlit magnet-Canada and Greenland toward the west. As is shown in the ically conjugate points,
photographic sequence of Figure 13. the surge was first de- The electron differential number spectrum measured near
tected at 0120: at 0125 it appears to have reached the Great
Whale meridian, but at this tiie it was difficult to distinguish
because of the presence of a great number of sinall-scale folds 1to, 0 0
along the arc. A! 0131-0132 the band was again more regular, , 69° Feb Z5
with a single bulge in the '.estern end, quite simikar to the 7
disturbance present near Trons6 at the same time. The west-
ward movement of this bulge and that of the bulge originally ".
approaching Great Whale from the east (presumebly the same
form) are plotte in Figure 15 and labeled GW, As it ap- ," " ... FC
preached the western horizon at Great Whale, it became oh- ,, ,,d
servable in low elevation from Fort Church'l. and the motion o
measurements taken ftom the Fort Churchill photographs are 9 '
plotted in the same figure (labeled FC . A fee, minates later the
Fort Churchill camera stopped operation for 4 mnn, enough W ....... . ..
time for the bulge to become rather poorly defined. But the few
obscrations made tit Fort Churcnill before the break follow 11
the trend in the Great Whale pl't The displacement in longi- a 10 0 40 so OO V
tude results from the tincertaint) in selecting the same point on Fig i2. Equatorard drift of auroral arc in the evening sector.
the aurora from the two stations At any rate, the observations tTop curve) Fort Churchill (19 MLT) (Bottom curve) Great Whale
from rhes; to staoions show that a small bLlge moved %est. Foier (21 MILT).
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Tism spectrum. itihekd JA\ df, is charaicteristic kif ttghItde %%,i okermed fromt the Gireat While Riser Ohser .ltor\ ait

amuoralI precipitationt sho44 tg a rather s.teep itegati~e slope it 0115 It11 1 he smaldl is hite circle neair the right edge ot the
Io%% eniergies an id the t 4 icil i roril peak, iii this cas~e iI 1 3 phiot og raiph marks thte pointt ait % hl~ I the geCOtnagiltt t field
keV The total eiterg) i the spectrum (il !he rantge 10 eV to Itte. through 44 htch the satellite passed ait the tile the 111,1\-
I 1 keV ) ts 4 3 ergs cmt4 s r Assuing .itt sotropiw elettror mum etiergp flu\ \%a.s deteced (01 14 56), intersect% the height
distribhution, th ts eiterp fl u\ cor respontds to ai brightness (of 20 of ttl mainu au i t droral IIutn nosit AN4 is sho\%n ti the 'eiterg4

IsR of light at 5i77 * Ihdjjganioj t- a/ . 1951 .tidtot of hIU u imlre ot I igure 17. muost of thle energs \4 ,t carried it - 3
tndii-duaiI spectrai iindicates thait the peaik itt the electroi %pec- ke\ ,~ hitch plae%4 the hteight ot itidiitutt Iittiiiio~si at abiout

trum icreaiw% anid theti decreas~es ais the ire is crossed Such a 120 kml [Ree's. I%091
laituid i nal morphologs hi% been i elerred to as it 'imherted V' I he soft part ice spectromieter als~o pro\ ided ai nteairemiet
%t ruct ure b\s IrantA and 1 A ir~ii 11''11 add i konition 441 protott inl thc rdnge ot eergies 10 A~ to I I hi IsO \ i~thini

teaiture associted \%ith mai\ aiurorail aircs thi- energp rangte, protons4 scre ohser4 ed to lirecipitaite kOer
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Fig. 14. Maps showing eastward movement of surge in the morning sector. as observed from Troms6.

region extending from an invariant latitude of 67.4°-66.6 ° .  onset of the expansive phase. Figure 19 shows the electron
The proton energy flux'profile is plotted in Figure 19, which energy flux profile measured as the satellite passed over the
clearly demonstrates that the proton precipitation occurred arc. A directional intensity of 0.2 erg/cms s sr corresponds to I
equatorward OF the electron precipita'tion associated with the kR of light at 5577 ,A, which is near the visibility threshold
visual arc. The energy associated with the protons over this above the background light or the night sky. As the figure
range of invariant latitude averaged 3.0 X 10- 1 erg/cml s sr. indicates, an electron flux in excess of" this value was detected
Because of" low count rates it was not possible to measure a for four consecutive spectral sweeps or for 8 s. The satellite
proton spectrum, but the average proton energy appeared to horizontal speed was 7 km/s, so that at the satellite altitude of
be near 4 keV. 620 kmn th~e 'arc width' was 56 km, Integrating across the arc,

Since th~e satellite crossed the region of particle precipitation the rate of energy input per unit length of the arc was 5 x 101
before the time of maximum disturbance, it is possible to ergs/s cm. The prebreakup arc was observed by cameras from
estimate energy input into the auroral ionosphere beforo~the west of Fort Churchill to cast of Trams6 and most likely

cw' 9#om long
00o. wb~trory Zero

SDrift from midnight of auroral surges

/ b"TR

J 1 l~l 0 ill

1969, F b. 25

e. j 0120 21 22 23 24 2S i26 27 26..21 3.0 31 3 37 35 3. . 0 4,1 42 UT

~Fig, 15, Drift from midnight of auroral surges, The drift wen at Great Whole and Fort Churchill Is westward: that at
: Tromsh Is eastward.

''1
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to' Discussion
CAY 5T

0114°56 UT Growth Phase
A- 6.MLT '0.S r
T #c t It has been shown that the substorm under study here,

too: . , I4N* Y FLUX 71 which followed a p~eriod of magnetic calm, appears to have
" been preceded by an interval before breakup with activity

" corresponding to the growth phase defined by McPherron
= . [19701, The gradual development of the activity starts shortly

10 01- after the southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic
field: the magnetic deflectioris at auroral latitudes as well as atcc middle and low latitudes, the auroral activity, the westward

/ ,. magnetospheric electric field deduced from the auroral drift,
o ol! and the precipitation of auroral particles measured by the
001 W satellite all support McPherron's suggestion that the start of

the substorm growth phase indicates either a commencement
or a gradual enhancement of magnetospheric convection, The
observation of symmetrically drifting auroral surges during

.. °0 10 to growth and expansion phases as well as of auroral patterns
ELECTRON ENERGY toy) similar to part of the convection pattern may give further

t'ilt. 17. ilectron diflerential number speetrum (dNAIF) and cn. support to this idea, In the present case we are apparently
ergy fhix nieamured by the Isis I soft particle spe tronicter tit 0114!56 concerned with a situation in which increased convection initi-
UT on February 25, 1969, ated by a negative 8, is terminated by several substorms, first a

very small confined substorm and then two greater substorns
with clear breakup and poleward expansions which are not

separated from each other but which seem to belong to the
extended much further in both directions, A length of 7 x 10 same disturbance event.
kill approximates this distance, and with this assumption the The very small substorm occurred tit about 0100 UT jap.
total energy input rate was 35 X 10"1 ergs/s. The arc was proximately I hour before the expansion phase of the maor
visible for at least I hour before breakup: therefore an energy substorm. It was characterited by a small westiard traveling
of 7 X 1010 ergs wits deposited into the airoral atmosphere by surge and a small magnetic bay of o. 20 'Y and therefore fits'the
the electrons before breakup, The protons in the region equa- description of a weak substorm along it contracted oval as
torward of the arc carried considerably less energy than the concluded fron ground.based observations (Aloimbrland,
electros, a feature not unusual in auroral events. The ratio of 19711 and DMSP 2 imaging (Akasofu, 1974b]. The southward
the energy of the protons equatorward of the are to that of turning of the IM F preceded even this event by more than an
electrons within the tire was 1.6 x 10" . hour, and the first departure from magnetic quiet was ob.

The question of whether or not auroral arcs always occur on served tit auroral zone as well as low-latitude stations about I
closed magnetic field lines continues to be at matter for deter.
mination. We have attempted such a determination for the are
observed oil Ftebruary 25 by making use of the S.50 detector of
the Isis I energetic particle experiment (compliments of .I, R,
Burrows, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada). This
dtctlr responds to electrons of energy >40 keV and olTers
the advantage of a large geometric factor of 4 X 10' cin' sr,
Figure 20 shows the S-50 fluix plotted against universal time
and invariant latitude, where the counts have been averaged
over pitch angile in order to compare the trapped particle flux
outside the 63 loss cone with the downcoining (ty < 63') and
upcoming (i > 117') fluxes. At latitudes below about 68' the
irapped flux exceeds the precipitatcd flux, indicating a closed .
field line configuration. From the figure it is not possible to tell j

exactly where the angular distribution changed. hul it must
have been bitween 67.9' and 68.40. Frit: (19701 would identify
this location as A i,, a boundary delined to be the lowest
latitude it which isotropy occurs for electrons of E "> 35 keV.
We note that on the nightside this boundary always occurs at a
latitude lower than the , of rD)Iarmid and Burrows 119681,
which is the lowest latitude it which counts fall to cosmic ray
background and which .5 interpreted by Ihel'i as the high.
latitude limit of closed field lines. In the present case, , was
above latitude 7 1.2, the highest latitude trackcd on this pass.
Thus vie can state that the elcron irc is asFociated with or lie; h; 18 p tiken ,it Giretii \'hail River Obhwrva-

telo\ thlie boundary between open and clo.ed field lines and lor) ,al 0I1 U I' onl Iebruar 2., 199 I'h hinuill qhitc irdie desig.
that ilc proton are clearly lies on closed magnetic field lines Unis the ield hite inirsectlol point it I 0 kin

p.
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mvu~r LAITUNcorrected gcomagnetie latitude. Near 0525, 8, went negative
,* , ,~ ~ ,* ~(Figure 1). At 0525-0530 the arcs became more intense (Figure
V. 1~' ~ *~'~'~21), at 0W41 an arc was broadening from the midnight sector

10, AL 6204 intothe Fort Ch urchill field of view. At 0603 a bright at;; was
IC A~rsuddenly observed at about 68': at 0606-0610, internal activity

was seen in the arc, at 0608-0610 it developed toward thc cost
acrost- the Great Whale zcnithz and at 0616 a moderate po!c-

ELECTRONS .ward expansion began. The development of the auroral dis-
U ARCplay has its counterpart in the magnetic record from Fort

ARCT Churchill (Figure I ), Also. the low-latitude stations near mid-
561imnight (Fredericksburg and Tucson, Figure 2) show features of~0.1 increasing cross-tail, current between 0540 and substorm onset

PROTONS at about 0600. Thus although the observational data are nmore
limited ait this substorm, we see features very much like those

Ci Li described abov'e, beginning with the neg4 ivo turning of 8, and
w ending with the poleward expansion abo it S0 nin later. The

W poloward expansion does not reach as high a latitude as in the
'IOil 0130 stibstorm; the product of 8, and time from souithward

.00' 1 turning to breakup is also less in the 0600 substorm (A4ritoldy.,
40. so 00 10 20 1971).

UT (sW Our observations do not determine whether the expansiveFig. 19. Electron and proton energy flax latitudinal profiles. The h tigrmcaimI nenlo xenl ecnolproton precipitation lies distinctly equatorward of the electron pre.-lpi. Phase tigrnelsnsii nenlo xenl ecnol
tation associated with the visual arc. Minute t5 or hour Ot Is labeled as point to our observations that the souathward turning of the
0115 and begins at the 00 mark on the abscissa. IMF was followed by clear signatures of increased magneto-

spheric convection: DPZ equivalent current systems of eradu-
hour before the appearance of the small substorm, Accord. ally (thtough not nmonotonically) Increasing intensity, sigini-
ingly, we take the View that this substorin may also have tures of an increasing cross-tail and/or ring current,
resulted from the southward turning of the IMF and repre. precipitation of atircral particles In ain intcreasing longitudintal
sented a small release of energy before the much greater release sector of the midnight auroral oval, andi finally at poleward
at 0130. curvature of arcs in the premidnight area that resembles the

As in the main event under study, the 06i00substorm which drift pattern in the polarcap. Minorsignaturesof instabilityor
appears at Fort Churchill and Great Whale River wats pre. activity tire followed by the shtarp breakup,
ced~ed by a short interval of activity,; which is similar to the It Is apparent from the observations presented here a,. well
growth phase of the 0130 substorm: fol'.wing the recovery of as fromt observations of Subbarao and Rostoker 119731, Blones
subatorm activity at 0400, quiet arcs were Situated near 710 el at 11973), A'kasofm et at 119731, Rossbi'rg 11974), and AAa.

INVARIANT IATlIfTDI

1"INTI IO

- 151111 DAY 34 I I PROT
- 0 410"to'stofARC ARC

is'

-LDWCMIGa 41

_.LUCOMINI '117')

10 IS 20 2$ 30 3S 40 44 5 SO is S 10 IS 10 IS 30

UIJMIiRSAL TIM[

Fig. 20. Htigh-energy electron fluxes averaged oicr pitch angle, The low-litituidc liiiit of the position of the boiindar%
between open and closed tietd tines ties between iamariant latitudes 67 91 and 68 4', indic'ated by hatchiing The arro oin the
abscissa labeled 011IS indicates the beginning of minute 15 of hour 01 (UT)
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CHURCHILL
W E

1969, Feb25
S

0513 UT 0523 0525 0529 0531

0539 0541 0547 055*1 0557

0601 0603 0605 0609 08515

0619 0621 0623 0633 0649
I Ig 21 \Ii SkA plwto)gr,ipfis troriii I 00 hiirduitt I cbrii.r\ 2s, t s )%io'%iiig airoral titii 0i tiduring tie preif ti p

(%Zrk%% tfi) plij~c jniii twgiiiiing t01 c~paii~io phiiw oft ile later \ubtorni

wi 197)~S that some substoris ha~ e a gradual and casil\ spheric tom~e (ioll. if it is ioitinued for a siiicieiitIN long
defined grokkth or de\ elopmniit phase, \%title others do not period. ina% result in substorni aoti\ it\, a' inI the cas'e stuidied

() bjo0 u l there is no clear ofii-to-onec relation bet w en tile here I s setile vs de-ite fi~ iivsed abos e ems ito a rgue

grossth phenoninonl And tile siibstori It is III agreenuient ikith gi..thueofh t ngrsthpaeshnitiapld
current suibstorni theories that a BIiegt -aue agnieto- i ite nmie i eight as the term 'cpansis e phase' In dcs~rih-
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ing a definite phase of eVery substorm. The term may, how- diffuse cloudlike auroras which appear at auroral latitudes
ever, be suitable in describing a magnotospheric situation during breakup,
which may lead to the triggering of a substorm. Our present Isis I electron observations made before auroral

Elteric eldsbreakup agree well with tile growth phase morphological pat-
I~flX~P4ed' hicife FdJStern of hoqffman and Burch 119731. The ternm growth phase was

In a study of the ionospheric electric field by means of defined by thenm as the time between the southward turning of'
balloon-borne detectors, Afozer 1197 11 found a regular behav- the lNI F and the appearance of auroral breakup. The studies
ior of thc electric field In the auroral tone., Averaging over 19 of ... sofi et at (19731 and Akasofa 11974a) would have
substorms, hc found that about I hour b~fort the onset of the categoritcd the present observation a-. the 'plasma sheet quiet
expansive phr;e the westward component of the electric field arc' of a 'growth phase pattern.' I41inningham et a. 119731,
iticreatsed front zero and reached a maximtum value at thc time using Isis I and 2 particle data, have amplified thc patterns of
of breakup. The field remtained at this level throughout the llojfman and Biurch 119731 but do not Include a pattern repre-
expansiott phase and thenx began a return to .ard zero. The senting a preexpansive phase, IMPF south condition (since this
southward component remained at a iero level until It sud- tondition does not always initiate a complete substorin se-
denly increased at the onset of the expansion, Our observation quence). They do state, however, that an observation of the
that the equatorward drift of the nuroral arc appears during kind we report would be categorized as representing their
the growth phase, continues through the expansive phase. arA' 'boundarV plasina sheet' (BPS) region during a period for
then suddenly stops is in agreement with Nforer's observation which the IMPF is directed southward (see their Figure 19).
or the duration of the positive excursion of the westward This BPS region is always located poleward of the region of
component of the electric tield. Our observation of the limita- diffuse aurora and often contains discrete arcs.
tion of !hi equatorward drift to the evening side of the sub- As %%e have illustrated Int Figure 19, the highest fluxes of
storm center appears, however, to be new. It is not obvious protons of about 4.keV energy were measured %ithin it region
fromt Moter's balloon ineasure.nents. Hlis conclusions are equatorward of the electron arc. A similar l atitudinal profile,
based onl average values without information about the loca- characteristic of the premidnight hours, hai been obtained
tion of tile balloons fin relation to the sublstorm. statistically Nwith airborne (Eather and Utende. 19711 and

PartclePreipittio an Reldoxhipgro tnd -based (FlAknishi, 197511II0 observations. The study of
Paride ~dpu~io an Rd~shuhipFuiunhthi 119751 clearly places the belt of proton precipitation
to te ,Ia~qniospere quatorward of discrete auroral arcs during times which he

The particle preipitation associated with, this auroral dis. delines as, the 'quiet' phase and the 'prebreakup' phase, Our
play has been studied both by direct mecasuremtent and by particle observations shoNw that the separation canl occur oil anl
observation of the drift ofcloudlike auroral forins. Most of the instantaneous basis, a fact which must be included tin any
electrons responsible for the lunminosity in thle piremidnight thcor) which seeks to explain the global developmentil of an
sector before breakup posiessed energies of I-5 keV. The auiroral substorm. Isis I crossed the arc ait a local ltme of 20.5
cloudlike form observed driftitig froit Troiits6 to Murmuansk hours and a magnetic local time of 20.8 hours. We also note
was produccd by electrons of n.40,kcV energty. rhis energy that apparent separation bectween the region of ina,,inium
determination, based onl the assumption that the electrons proton precipitationi and the region of mna~iim electron fire-
were Snadivit drilling, is in agreement with thet photographic cipitation (thle arc) does not1 completel3 Cxcludc protons from
observations of Stoserr ( 1955), which give a mean height of 94 the electron precipitation region, it only Oxcluldes protons
in for ord6t1ry cloudlike auroras over Nori~ ay. The ionita- \\ithin the encrit) range 10 eV to 11L6 keV and above anl energy

tion production matintum for 40-keV electrons has been cal- flux. leveli of N10 -1 erg/cmn' s sr.
culated by Rees 119631 to be 92 kmn. Our observations of The obsci ved protons were most likely associated with the
diffutse aurora indicate that such electrons appeared nearl) quiet timec rit~q current, w\hich, according to the San Juan

iultaneously all along the oval fronm midnight to shortl3 mnagnetograin o Figure 2, intensified ats the substormn sequence
before 04t0 geomatgnetic time and that the drift of the cloud- continued. The great]) reduced proton flu\ ait the position of
like aurora east of Troms6 is consistent wkith gradient drift of the arc before breakup implies either (1) an upward field-
40.keV electrons at auroral latitudes, aligned electric field at the auroral arc or (2) that the meccha-

This observation agrees well vith the model for precipi- nisti which energizes electrons and protons does not precipi-
tation into the auroral zone of electr-ons in the > 30-keV range tate thle protons efficient), 0n3 \\henl the proton population
presented by Skuten et al 11971) onl the basis of olkervations of the ncar-e-irth plasma sheet reaches a critic.-l intensity are
by sti~eral authors (see their list of references). In tl,eir model, protons pireipitated b\ resonant \\ave-particle interactions as
electrons within the loss c.one are precipitated in ant elongated suggested b) Kennel and Petschek 119661. Adiabatic compres-
region following the auiroral oval from geomiagnetic midnight iion t.peratcs onl protons on closed field lines tin the tail region.
toward dawn Electrons with other pitch angles drift cast\\ ard, but the dominant mechanisnm is betatron or transv'erst energi-
following the L shells fronm this source rcgion. and are gradu- tation which operates onl the transverse compoonent of the
-illy precipitated by pitch angle scatterinig or other mchla. protonit otion. Our obier' ation. using the high-energy elec-
nisms 'this drifting electron population ina be responsible troit data, that the boundar) between open and closed tield
for the mantle aurora 1(ofiian andI turch, 19731, lines lies aut au latitude at least as htight as 67.90 insures that the

Thus our observatioins support a ittchaisitt wltich \%ould prtotoits \we obser' ed %\ere oit closed mnagnetic lines.
inject 4t).keV electroits itto the auroral o~ al durinig thie c.
pansive Phase of the substorin. ]'te obiseration iv tile Vela St.JSM~AMt AND) CONCI kSONS

satellites (hlottes e( al , 19731 of an enhanemnt itt thle E '> 45- A kxitprvclimts~c stud\ ohf the itaor substorm of I ebruary
key electron flu', at ithe little of rapid tinning of thc plasitta 25, 1969. at 000 lUT antd sc~cral wecak substorms Weore and
Aet at the satellite muggests that these electrons it bie of (the after tltm\ c~cni ha\t rcstultcd it the follow\ing obser~ attoits
-linte populationi as that rcspoitsible for the pro,:~o to h I I'lic lirec\panisi~c phase~t auroral arc enided approxi-
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miately along the aurnl oval front 17.5to 05. hiLT and Was AiSON, SAl. Auroral substorm and associated magnetic distur-
responsible fort an energy Input rate of N3 X( 10"1 ergs/s before isnees. in Polrls irnd MurroAreSurrue D. RdclsC, fling.

the icwup.hanm, Mass.. 1968.
the reaup.Akisofti. S -L, The Aurora And magnectosphere, The Chapman msemo.

2. In the evening sector, from the earliest observation of riat lecture, lantsl. Space Sec.. 22, M93 1974a,
auroral light, an equatorward drift of 6 km/mmli was observed: Akasofir SA.., A study of attroral displays as photographed fromt the
this drift was present only in the evening sector and cersed DMtSP-2 satellite and from the Alaska rcidian chain of stations,
after the onset of the exspansive phase at thetlime of maimuni Space Sci. Rev'.. 16, 617, 1974b.

~~ Akasofb, S,.l., The roles of the north-south component of the inter-
polcward displacemnrt of the breakup arcs planetary tmagnetic field onl large.-scale auroral dynsamics observed
tensity of the preexpunsive phase arc accomipanied the increase Ak.toflr, S..L. P. D,. Perivault, anti F. Yasuhara, Aurora'. substormls
in the deviation of the horizontal magnotogramn component. and the -. vrplanctary magnetic field, J, Grop~ys. Re., 78, 7490,

4. The equivalent currents obtained front the observed 93
Artioldy. It I.. Signature in the interplanetary medium for substorms.

muagnetic deflections were of the VPZ type (twin vortex moded) J.* Gr~ Res.. 76, S199, .3171.
before the onset of the expansive phase. After the onset the Daigarno, A., I. tD. tLatimecr, and J, W, McConkey, Corpuscular
D11Z curretnts N~erv more intense by a factor of 2, bitt the bombardment and N,. radiation, Plane. Spe Sd.,. 13, 1008,
dominating cutrrent during this period was anl intense i~css. 1965

tlaher. R. I., :And S. 8, Motnde, Airborne observations of auroral
ward atiroral electrojet precipitation patternss, J, Gropkiv. R.es.. 76, 1746, 197 1.

5. During the extponsivi: phase, symmetrically traveling peldsterin, N' L, Auroras %ad associated pheinmena, in Sprsr'Tres*
(list trbances were observed propagating eastward and west- trial Phymcs, edited by lr R. Dyer, p, 052, V, Reidecl, Hlingham,
ward away from the m~idnight sector The propagation stopped M~ass,, 1972.

for1-2mit atthetim ofma~tnu poewad epasion and 1-rank, t. A , andi K. I. Ackerson, observations of charged particlethen contminue at lti the timerntmaxium le)r wit th precipitation into tnic auroral zone,,? GAr'Avi, Res,, 76. 3612, 1971
the cotiued(atIcst n te ornng id) wth heortginal Frits-Chtistnsen, V_, aid .1. Wdilh, polar cap currents for different

velocity, dirctions of the interplanetary magnetic field !in the )-~: platie, J,
6. Ihlectrons tin the I. to 5-keV range %cre measured by Geop~rs, Res..$Q. 1248, 1973

satelit ovr te pee~pnsits has ar. Thy wre bseved Fritz, V A , Study of the high-latrtudo, outer-ione boundary region
satelit ove th pr panson has are Thy wre oscrc~l for Z4Q&McV electrons %sith satellite ltaiuu 3, J Grppkya. Roe., 7.1,near andi probably within the loA-latitttde limit of the bood. S387, 1970

ary between open anti closed field lines. Fsikunishi, It , Dynansic relationship bcteen proton and electron
1, Protons of N4.kcV energy were nieasured cquatorwardl wroral suitornis J. GevpAAss. Re's.., A), %1M73

of the electron arc, their intensity wvas I 6 X 10 that of the Hamlins, D) A , R Karplus, K, C Vik, and K. NI. Watson, Mirrorand
electrons MII the arc, and the) were deinitel) onl closed atimuthal drift frestcies for goantal)trapped particles, 4

ficl ltines, Iloffinan, It A , andi J t. Ilureb, tiletron precipitation patterns of
8. Ani injiections of N4MokV electrons as determined from v~tbitorii iuorpholcoy, J. Geilpkrs. Res. 7$. 2867, 1973.

the observations of diffuse cloudlike aurora occurred during Hlones, F' W ,Jr., J R. Ashrislge, S, J. Bltice, and S Singer, Substorss
the expansive phase At timecs latter than N4 St LT the clouidlike % ariationi of the iuagisesotail plhsissa sheer fromt Xm -. -6 R1 to

aooaassociatod ss ith the 4046' electron poptulation was 'I ft R601, 4 (kut& Res, 7$, 109, 1973
aurora tiititi. T , And T Nagata. Coutisisuton of polar mne~itic distur-

observed to drift eastaard toward litter morning hours. bancei, Rel. Ionos Spasce Rc. Jap., *.. 1, 1968.
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The Topside Magnetospheric Cleft Ionosphere Observed

11 From the Isis 2 Spacecraft

G. G. SHEPHERD,' J. H. WHITTEKER, J. D. WINNINGHAM,* J. H. HOFFMAN,s E. J. MAIER,,
L. H. BRACE,' J. R. BURROWS,* AND L. L. COGGERI

Data from the Isis 2 spacecraft for five orbits in November 1971 are examined in detail. The spacecraft
was then in cartwheel conliguratton, permitting detailed angular and spectral measurements of charged
particle fluxes (E > 5 eV), local ion densities and temperatures, local electron densities and temperatures,
F region peak electron densities, and 6300. and 5577.A emissions accurately located at the field line foot.
In the November 9 and 10 orbits, highly structured regions of electron flux having average energies of
-0.7 and -0.2 kcV are observed The 0* density at the 1400.km spacecraft altitude generally reflects the
electron precipitation, disappearing rapidly at the poleward boundary with He* becoming dominant in
the polar cap Throughout this region of enhanced 0' densities, strong polar wind flows of H* ar:
observed The electron densities obtained with the topside sounder are sometimes higher than the ion
densities: this is in part due to the structured nature of the cleft region, but other indirect plasma processes
may also be involved The ion trmperature is about 2000 0K inside the cleft and rises to about 5000°K at
the poleward cleft boundary. The F region peak density shows some structure but no uniquely identifiable
cleft response, and the optical emissions generally show a multiple peaked structure, normally with the
lowest red/green ratio in the equatorward components. The November 17 and 18 orbits differ in that the
electron spectrum precipitation energies are closer to 100 eV. are less structured, and are displaced to
higher invariant latitude The O" densities are higher, while the light ions are little changed, and 0* is
observed pole ard of she precipitation region, implying strong convection pcrpenoicular to the auroral
oval. The optical red/green ratio is higher for these orbits. A tentative explanation for the different
behavior is the passage of a sector boundary between these two dates with the interplanetary field
direction changing from 'away' to 'toward.'

INTRODUCTION The Isis 2 spacecraft offers an opportunity to measure the
The existence of dayside aurora and the continuity of the cleft particle fluxes and ionospheric response at 1400 km as

auroral oval have been known for some time (Feldstein, 1963]. well as topside electron density profiles and F region peak
Studies of the polar cap ionosphere had revealed topside den. densities. The optical emissions at 6300, 5577, and 3914 A can
sity enhancements attributable to particle energy input on the also be detected with the on.board photometers. This paper
earth's daysidc (Nishida, 1967: Sato and Colin, 1969). But the reports upon a detailed and coordinated set of observations
recognition of the magnetospheric dayside cusps [Heikkila and for a few orbits in November 1971. This period was chosen
Winningham. 1971; Frank and A ckerson, 1971) or cleft [Heik- because the orbit then had a suitable local time, the spacecraft
kila, 1972] came about through the observation of magneto. was in cartwheel configuration for good measurements of local
sheathlike plasma at low altitudes and high latitudes on the parameters, and the polar cap was reasonably dark for optical
earth's dayside. Subsequently. many manifestations of this viewing.
dayside energy source have been identified and studied [Vas.
)'hunas, 19741. Pronounced ionospheric characteristics are ele. DATA ACQUISITION
vated e!,:ctron temperature [drace and Miller. 1974) and F A brief description of the instruments and a list of relevant
region irregularities (Dyson at' Wnmngham, 1974; Ahmedand references has been given by Shepherd el al. (1973]. For thisSagalyn. 1973]. Whalen and ike 11973) related the F region study a period of cartwheel configuration was chosen (spin
irregularity zone to the occu. rence of 6300-A emission, a directindiato of ncient o ,enery eectrnsaxis perpendicular to the orbit plane) in order to obtain the
indicator of incident lo-energy electrons, best ion data. In this mode a complete scan about the velocity

The role of the cleft as an ioniation source for the polar cap vector is obtained once every s.in (roughly 18 s). In addition, a
is a topic of current study, Knudsen (19741 discussed the plaust- P

of tis n trms f te cnvecionpatern n te - complete pitch angle scan is olitained with the particle detec-bility of thps in terms of the convecoon pattern in the pblar tors.
cap. But a more recent study [Knudsen et al,, 1975] suggests As will be seen in the data, there is considerable fine struc-
that the ionospheric residence time in the cleft is too short to ture present in the local plasma. For this reason, caution
provide a significant effect. Whitteker 11976] has given a de- should be exercised in comparing the results from experiments
tailed review and thorough discussion of ionospheric cleft which nominally measure the same parameter. For example,
effects.
___efets both the ion mass spectrometer (IMS) and the retarding po-

Centre for Research in ExpermentalSpace Science, York U ver- tential analyzer (RPA) measure ion density, but since the
sity, Toronto. Ontarioo Canada sensors are located about 900 apart on the spacecraft, the

Communications Research Centre. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 'simultaneous' samples analyzed are separated by about 5 s in
'Center for Space Sciences, University of Texas at Dallas, Richard- time and 35 km in space. For one instrument the data points

son. Texas 75082 are separated by about 125 km. Thus what sometimes appears
'Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 to be

Herzberg Astrophysical Institute. National Research Council, O- the a discrepancy in the density profile observations along
lawa, Ontario Canada the spacecraft track is simply a measure of the fine-scale struc.

Ph)sics Department, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, lure of the ambient medium. This is to be contrasted with the
Canada local density determinations provided by the sounder, which, it

Copyright ( 1976 by the American Geophysical Union. is estimated, represent a measurement over a scale size of
The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.6092 Permission for further reproduction by others must be obtained from
the copyright owner.
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~-'T'' peaks, The most equatorward one near 7013 invariant is the
broadest and is at the poleward limit of a keY flux continuum
that starts at 74.6', The SPS shows its maximumi energy flux
centered at 0M keV in this feature, The three more poleward

em peaks extending to 78', are narrower and more discrete, and
the SPS shows that their average energy softens toward 0.2

00 keY with increasing latitude, The keY flux may be ch-Aracter-
istic of 10, hours magnetic local time, which is rather far into
the afternoon to be classified as a cleft pass. No protons were
observed, which is also cbaracter'stic of the late afternoon
sector. The other otbits to be shown will be presented in order
of increasing proximity to local magnetic noon.

tFiS. 1, Isatunt polar projection. shos~inl the spacecraft tracks The next framec, labeled SDR (sounder), shows the local
labeled h) orbit itumlser. for the orbits use in this study. The cegtc. electron density obtained at 1400 kml by the topsid1e sounder, it
of cleft riecipitAtion are sho% n b) the thickened trame. is sharply peaked in its latitude distribution, not tit the center

of the cleft precipitation but at its pole% arsi edge, 1 0 of latitude

tcaway The density enhancemecnt tin the vicinity of the cleft is
about I kin and which arc obtained alternately at intervals o~about a factor of 3. The next lo%%er framec, labeled IMIS,
100 and 300 kill, A further complication is that the existence of contains the ion mnass spcctrometeor local ion densities, show
sulficiently rapid local variation (which often occurs) pre- 1118 a marked 0' response oser the entire region of energetic
cludes the reduction of the RPA current-voltae curves to electron energy input. Since the INIS has beent kiercalibrated
determine the ambient ion temperature. This lack of contiu" against the SDR, the dttllerentes between the two arc unex-
ous (once per spacecraft rotaion) ion temperature data should pe-eted. Closer examination of indimiual data points shows
be considered in Interpreting temperature difierences in the that the single high point in the SDR local decnsit) Nsas takenl
vairious regions, close to anl UPDI (and SPS) flux Peak, while the closest INIS

The two-diniensional mnapping capability for the optical ploint was tin the trough belsueni two electron flux Peaks. This
data is not available, since the scattning occurs repeatedly point %sill be discussed later The 0' densit) drops sharpl) at
ailong the spacecraft track The consequent high redundancy of the polessard cleft boundary, beyond As hich lie' becomes the
the data is tried hene to nimittt the delay ltme bectsueen tho dominant ion, % ith several times the density of It' Through.
acq~uisitiont of the optical data atnd the direct mecasurementsi out this region (the Polar cap) the 0' is virtually absent, and
madde at the spaceraft onl the field line connected to the belosu the threshold of the INIS, it few ioins per cubic cittit-
emitting region. This is achieved simply by selectinig optical tor The thickened base lite of this framec indicate% the region
data fromt the single spinl giving the iniuium ltme dela) for % here polair % ind tio% s of 11' i ons are obscrsed by the IM S to
the center of the cleft region It %%as also possible to inspect be greater thain I kill's The flow is seon to occur throughout
adjacentt ipins to confirmn that temporal variations ssere itot the 0' enhancement region, Trhe next losser framec (St)R)
significant, The individual optical data ptointts art obtained at showss the electron densitics mecasured at the F rt gion peak and
41 tit for the auroral scanning photometer (ASP) and 30 tit idiae variatiolt of the order of M,% to t' region of the
for dic red line photomecter (RLI'), and though they are con- cleft energy sourtv
vertid to equivalent spacecraft ltme fort the plots shotit, each The bottom framec cointains the optical emission rate.- for the
is obtained itn roughly I s of Vic\% in$ ltme, So that it is ati 6300- and 5577-A lines\, obtained from t sintgle spiit as de-
iitstaittaiteous pientc that is presented. scribed earlier Multiple peaks are evident, superimposed onl a

UATAPat\1 TA iONbackground that rises tit the equatorsvard directioit mis responlse
t)AT Pa xi IA IONto local t\% ilight I he ittost cquatorss ard Peak is Strongest, at

Figure IsaN~ polar plot in ins ariant coordinates, show ing the 76-11 inariant. It it the 5577-A inteilsit\ ec%,eds that at 6300
paths of the Isis 2 spacecraft for the passes used tin this stud) A, antd this correspond\ \\ ell to the equatorssard flux Peak %\sith
The extenit of the cleft precipitationt for each orbit is sho\% it b) aserage eiteryg iear 0 7 kc''The adjaceiit poless ard peak ha%
tht thickened portioin along each path The mtagnetic tiius for roughi) esjuAl ss,'-A antd 6300-A intensities antd \ceints to
the clef't crositgs \,ar\ \%ithin a rantge of A fess hours follos iitg correspoitd ito the narross pair of electron flu\ peaks .tt 77,01
local ittagietic iloonl. invariat, shich art uitresosed tit this vies iitg geotucir% A

Orbit M16 \eak Peak, still further polessard at 77,81 tmtvariaiut corre-
Ntoitds to the vcr) narrow 0.2-keV flu\ sooit there These

Figure 2 slto\s.a coitpossite of the results obtinled fromi titultiple features\ appear ito be auroral arcs, sshich arc charat.-
orbit .2816 onl Novemtber 9, 1071, at 0447 UT The topl framec trtitic of the late afterntooni sector lSAephed ii al u . 19761
shosus the soft particle spectonit (SPS) elctnron data tit the
formtat described by lle'i/la and WlinningAai 119711. rhe
mtagnetic local titte and insariaitt latitude are sho\% i along the I his pass occvurred Nosemttber 10, 197 1, At (638 LIT aiulta
top of this framei, and the insariant latitude is haitd lettered local mtag'ectis. ltme of 14 $ houtrs. tht vomtsposinc data are
beloss for clarit) rhe secoitd framec is fromt the 150-eV' eloc- sho\sn tin 1igore .1 As kut orbit 2816, there is a losserlautude
troit chaitiel of the eitergetic particle detector (EPD) expeni ke\ flux contintuum froit 75 01' to 78 2" ins riaitt, \\shie the
meitt It \sil he Scoit later that the cleft electron enecrgies are discrete featurets exteitd as far as 79 V~ iNotc the SPS Jtut.u
Noitctiics sufficienti) lo\\ ito be enturel) belovs the threshold of ahitcew due to .oimuamsd sequenving itear 77 4' . 1 he itore
this detector, comparisoit of this channel \s ih the SPS data poless ard regioit of prc~ipitauon is %harAsterizced b) iiai ross
thtus gises a ser\ sncsitise indication of eiserg.\ spwcral dim~ete fluxes has iig aserage energies of t) .1 ke\ , the tuo

du.uiiges In this partilar orbit the UPI) 5hnmel haus four flu\ mtost Iless\ird featkics basing cees'is tvkiss the I Pt) thresh-
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old. Both the SPS and the EPD fluxes show periodic minima at in a narrow region just at the poleward cleft boundary. But a
about 18-s intervals due to scanning through the atmo. numericalmodeloftopsidedynamics(I. H. Whitteker, unpub-
spheric loss cone; the times of downward viewing are shown by lished manuscript, 1976) accounts for this behavior as adia-
the series of short vertical arrows in the figure. The small EPD batic heating of the ions when the poleward convecting topside
flux peaks poleward of 7P.2* invariant arise from sunlight, and ionosphere collapses as a result of the drop in electron temper-
these 'sun pulses' are manifested in the SPS spectrogram as ature when the convecting plasma leaves the region of precipi-
weak vertical bars. A weak proton flux (not shown) ended at tation. Further in the polar cap, high values of about 35000K
0640:45, at about the same time as the termination of the are observed. The RPA also indicated the presence of wavelike
electron flux. plasma structures from 0601:20 to 0603:11 UT (the region of

Again in this pass the SDR local density has an isolated precipitation) and again at 0606:35 (in the polar cap region of
peak density about twice that shown by the IMS for which the high ion temperature). In the IMS data. He* again becomes
0 density is again relatively uniform across the precipitation dominant poleward of the cleft, although O reappears in the
region. The solid circle (the only point not visible as a discon- ion temperature enhancement at 0606. Again, the H+ flov,s
tinuity in slope in the straight line connection of discrete points follow the O enhancement region.
used here) on the dashed curve just prior to the SDR peak is a The F region peak densities show a curious weak depression
second consistent high-density point, suggesting that the ex- in the cleft region. There are again two well-defined optical
planation offered before of a chance high flux coincidence may peaks, the equatorward one being more intense, at 2.5 kR of
be inadequate. In a stream of 5 X 1010 electrons cm-2 s- 1 of 6300-A emission. Unlike the two preceding orbits, it has the
100-eV energy the number density is about 101 el cm-1. This is higher optical red/green ratio and appears to correspond to
only I order of magnitude below the ambient densities, and the the very narrow intense SPS feature at 77.60 mentioned earlier,
ionospheric response to this charge input may involve electric which occurred when the SPS was sampling pitch angles, 0e, in
fields and waves that affect the electron and ion measurements the downcoming (precipitating) loss cone. The poleward fea.
differently. In addition, the SDR samples a I-km region ture appears to correspond to the unresolved features at 78.20
around the spacecraft and is therefore much more likely than and 78.7".
the IMS to be within sampling range of one of the discrete flux Orbt 2928
regions.

As in the previous example, the 04 drops sharply 5,t the These data, obtained November 18, 1971, at 0600 UT and
poleward boundary, with a ':jht tail extending to 83.00 in- shown in Figure 5, are dramatically different from the preced.
variant in this case, beyono which He" becomes the dominant ing examples. They are taken closer to magnetic noon, at 13.8
ion. The H+ flow shows a slight break near its equatorward hours, which may be a partial explanation. The flux measured
edge, The F region peak density has a significant response to by the SPS is less structured and spreads over a broader
the largest EPD peak, which also coincides with the peaking of region, while the absen.e of any significant EPD response
a broad optical emission having a red/green ratio of about 4. shows that the energies involved are much lower. The weak
There is a narrow equatorward flux peak with a red/green proton flux terminates at 0602:30, at the same location as
ratio of 2.5 that coincides with the 0.7-kcV flux peak at 77.10 the electrons. There is a rising base line level in the 5-eV
invariant. The 6300-A emission is the stronger of the two at all threshold level that makes the electron energy appear higher
latitudes, and this reddening may be attributed to closer prox- than it actually is in the poleward region. The SDR local
imity to magnetic noon. density peaks at the poleward boundary, wih much larger

densities present, about 4000 cm- 1 compared to typically 800
Orbit 2814 cm"1 in the previous examples. The precipitating energy flux

The data from this orbit, shown in Figure 4, were taken two does not have instantaneous values exceeding those of pre-
orbits prior to that of Figure 2, November 9, 1971, at 0600 UT vious orbits, about I erg cm- ' sr-' s- 1. The 0 response is
with a magnetic local time of 14.1 hours. There is a keV flux similar to the SDR response, rising gradually through the cleft
continuum present from 76.00 to 79.00 invariant, with intense region and dropping abruptly at the poleward boundary, well
flux bursts at 79.40 , 78.9' , and 79.6" invariant extending in beyond the region of maximum energy input. The He* and H+
energy from 0.1 to I keV. Equatorward of these bursts there densities (multiplied by 10 on the plot) are not much affected
are several others centered near 0.1 key and one very narrow by this substantial increase in 0, except that H' now exceeds
intense flux at 77.60 having energies from 5 to 100 eV, evident He*, and the light ions are not dominant in the polar cap. The
only in the SPS spectrogram. A weak proton flux ended at H flows are found throughout the region with the maximum
0603:00 UT. Both the SDR densit? and the IMS 0* density velocities at the poleward side, where the 0 concentration is
show a double-peaked response to these distinct regions of z, I- lowest. The F region densities may be affected by the energy
keV precipitation (there is an SPS data absence near the equa- input, though one cannot be certain. The optical responses are
torward peak), and the absolute density values agree as well. dramatic, with a feeble 5577-A response in contrast with a
This shows that the differences between the electron and ion 6300-A emission rate of about 4 kR above background. One
densities seen in other orbits do not arise from a consistent can still imagine a double-peaked structure with no green
error such as in calibration. It is also appropriate to note here component at all in the poleward peak and only a weak one in
that these apparent differences between electron and ion den- the equatorward features. The region of bright 6310T-A emis-
sities do not occur at lower latitudes; they are a polar cap sion has sharply defined boundaries, at 74.70 and 79.00 in-
phenomenon vartant, with an extension into the polar cap not seen on

For this orbit, RPA densities and temperatures were also earlier passes. "'nie r d/green ratio measured above back-
available and are shown. Apart from the region near 79.00 ground appears to be about 8. All of this is consistent with a
these densities generally agree with the SDR densities, but the dramatic softening of the total energy input, producing a large
temperature results are surprising at first sight, showing values increase in 6300-A emission and much enhanced 0 densities
below 2000°K it :he region of energy input and nearly 5000*(K at the spacecraft
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0600 tS 0600 19 O00
F~ig, 7. Ion and elewton currents measured by the Isis 2 RPA and

~J00OCt[lP for 2 sat 0600: 1K UT on November It, 1971, showing the small.
scale strulcture present in the plaisa, The current to the ClIP (prltnsr.
fily electrons) is m~easured with the sweep voltage held constant at +4 V

050 O l' 0 O4 oe e o'# with respect to the sp,,cecrart. Current to the RPA (primarily ions) is
I uWv84d.t rTIA (NRAft? measured with the rtaurding voltage sweeping at a rate very slow

1-Fig. 6. Further Isis 2 data rron orbit 292K (see Flaure 3 aulso) coitnpsred to the scale times or the structure detected.
containing CEP measurements of elecran density and temperature,
conmpared with RtPA ion densities and emperatures.

~~spheric response to the precipitating electrons, as conjectured '

for the apparent dilferences in SDR and IMS densities. The!
Thc electron densities at the spiscecratft arc sufficiently high fractional changes in density for the two species are noticeably

to permit eletron temperature values to be obtained with the diffecrent, the fluctuations in the ion current being larger than
cylindrical electrostatic probe (CEP). This was not possible in the corresponding Iluctuation in the electr-'n current. This nsay/
the orbits previously shown because the spacecraft was in be a further indication that the ion plasma was the drivent, or
sunlight (producing photoelectrons) and the ionosphere was excited, conmponent receiving its stimulus front the entergetic
dark, yielding low densities. Thc results arc shown in Figure" 6, electrons present in the region. A more complete survey of the
along with those obtained front the RPA. Both the R1PA and sutall-scale structures in the cleft region will be the subject of a
the CliP show a sharp response in) plasma density about at separate study.

~densities are in accord with those obtained from the SDR and
i theIMSand apart from one high point at 0601:40, with the Orbit 2916IE densities ats well. The SDR electron density peaks at the This orbit, at I.S.O hours mlagnetic timne, is shown here be-

* same location as does the CEP-measured electron density, cause it hiss chitracteristics similar to those of orbit 2928, even
though at a lower absolute vitlue, The electron temperature though its mitgnetic time is similar to the times of the lirst three

i ! shows little variation poleward of the cleft, at about 35000K, orbits presented. It was acquired on November 17, 1971, at
while the ion tetnperature shows a pronounced rise, to 0717OUT, and the data arc shown its Figure 8 The SIPSshows a
'70000K, poleward of the cleft, ats seens before inl orbit 2814 and fairly compact region with e'iergics below 300 eV and with

:..explainied its udiabatic collapse heaating, little pronsinent structure. There is a weak EPD) response to
Fine structure in the plasma density is present sporatdically -790 invitriant and only sun ptulses thereafter. The weak pro.

. ' during this pass. An exiample of the wavelike structure is ton thux endear 0718:20 UT somewhat befo~re the electron flux
! " osown in) Figure 7, which shows 2 s of datia obtatined simulta- disatppears, The SDR local density again is peaked near the

neously by the CEP antd by the RPA, The lower curve is the poleward boundary and trails olT far into the polar cap, to
current to the cylindrical probe when it was held at is constatnt 83.30 ttnvariatnt, The 0' peak front the IMiS is also shairply
+4.V potenitial with respect to the spacecraft. The upper curve peaked with at density of about half that of the sounder. In a
is the ion current observation from the RPA when the sweep fashion not inconsistent with the SDR densities the O0 density
voltage change was not causing a sigtnilicout change in the shows it slnaillcr but sigtificant (300 iotns cm ') level up to
m~agnitude of the current. Some of the finle-scale structure is 83.30 invartanst ats well, substantially poleward of the potcward
p resent its the same phase relationship ins the two signals. This boundary of precipitations. The characteristic rise of lie' does

: replies a modulatiots of the local plasma denssity (both iotss inot occur until this point is reached. The Il' Ilows are foutnd
-m d electrons) its boths space antd titie. Note that soise of the agaitn throughout the region ofO 0,oihiancenseist, rse F regitn

t~ne structure in the electrots data has extreimety sharp bounsd, dcnisit,) shows a pronsounced cleft response ts the saise loca-
tries, appearing as discontitnuities it the current, whereas the tion ats thse local electrons deissity peak, The 6300-A optical
:orrespotsding boutndarics its the iots data are oftetn not so lnissions shows four distitnct regions thtat can tbe ideintitied with
,harp. The RPA itnstrutssett time response is adequate to fol. SI'S flux rcgions, the estuasorward conisponsent at 2.5 kR beinig
ow the currents changes as shso, is its the electros data. Thus thc tiost usten.se l'The spike of 577-A, enstssitn caintist be
hie differececs are real anid presumably arise frons the sotso- associated wvith at flux feature tnd apspeares to tie transiettt
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DiSCUSSION This does not appear to be the case, because the times of 13.8

All of the data shown here were obtained by relatively low and 15.0 hours for the toward orbits overlap those of the away
levels of geophysical activity, from orbit 2916 (Kp = 0o) to orbits at 14.1, 14.5, and 16.5 hours. On the othei hand, if the
2928 (Kp - 2-), the other three having Kp values of I-. The effect of the IMF were to shift the convective pattern in local
A E values order the orbits differently, from 2916 (AE - 20) to time, then a shift of about I hour would remove the overlap.
2816 (AE = 79). However, for orbit 2928 (AE - 45) the AE This is consistent with the behavior des.ribed by Heppner
value was 261 some 2 hours earlier, so some of the distinct 11972], where a dusk-to-dawn IMF (equivalent to toward)
characteristics of the pass may result from earlier substorm shifted the convective flow toward the afternoon side in the
activity, northern hemisphere. Ileels et al. [1976] have extended Hepp-

From the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)data provided ner's one.dimensional dawn-dusk measurements by obtaining
by King 11975] and Fairfield and Ness 1974) one finds that the from the AE.C satellite two-dimensional ion flows near the
interplanetary field turned from toward to away at 14 hours on cleft. They also find a tendency for the flow within the polar
November 8 and has remained so until late on November 10, cap to be preferentially directed to either the morning side or
which includes the first three orbits presented, 2816, 2827, and the evening side in the five cases that they examined.
2814. The following towards sector continued until November
22, which includes the last two orbits, 2928 and 2916. There CoNc.USioNs
arc some data gaps in the intervals described, so the boundary I. The electron energy spectrur" varies dramatically over
crossings identified do not meet the criteria of Wilcox et al, the latitude range of the cleft, with distinct components near
11975], but provided no rapid changes occurred, the identi. 0.7 keV and 0.2 keV. The 0.7-keV components tend to be on
licatious given here should be valid, the equatorward side, with narrow discrete 0.2-keV flux re-

Thus the pronounced differences between the characteristics gions tit the poleward boundary, but the 0.2-keV discrete
of the two groups of orbits and the consistency within each regions can also be contained within the region of more ener-
group suggest that the IMF influences the pattern of the cleft getic precipitation. The above pattern was observed during an
precipitation and the behavior of the cleft ionosphere. For the IMP away sector, in which the region of cleft precipitation was

toward orbits the electron precipitation is of lower energy, also more confined in latitude and was below 800 invariant.
exhibits less latitudinal structure extended over a broader re- During a toward sector the precipitating electrons were all
gion, and is located at a higher invariant latitude, extending close to 0.1 keV and formed a less structured pattern that was
poleward of 800. (For orbit 2915, not dcescribed here, the flux broader in latitude and extended poleward of 800 invariant.
extends to 830 invariant.) The data analyzed here are rather 2. The proton input is not a signilicant energy source for
limited for such gencralized conclusions, but Trheridge (19761 the ionospheric characteristics described here.
analyzed a very large body of topside ionosphere data and 3. At 1400 km the O' density is enhanced to a few hundred
concluded that during toward sectors the cleft response is ions per cubic centimeter over the region of cleft precipitation,
located at higher latitudes and is broader than during away and for an away sector it falls sharply at the poleward bound.
sectors. For the away orbits described here the electron precip- ary. For a toward sector the 0 was observed inside the polar
itation is confined to a narrow latitude region, is highly struc- cap, well beyond the region of electron energy input, These
tured, and contains distinct regions of keV fluxes and 0.2.keV differenccs are attributed to convective flows parallel to and
electrons. In two of the three cases the 0.2-keV precipitation perpendicular to the auroral oval.
was seen as narrow discrete flux regions on the poleward side 4. For some data points the electron densities measured by
of the kcV precipitation, but in the other case a single intense the topside sounder arc a factor of 2 or 3 larger than the O
5- to l00.eV flux region appeared near the center of the key densities measured nearby. This may be due to the pronounced
flux region. structure in the electron fluxes and the consequent ionospheric

We consider now the differences in ionospheric behavior, response to the charge input combined with the larger sam-
Por the away orbits the O density measured at 1400 kin pling volume of the sounder. In the one case of very high
closely follows the electron precipitation, showing its rapid ionospheric densities the electron and ion densities were in
upard Jilusion above the region of production. it is also a agreement. The same ionospheric response may be responsible
region of strong upward tt' polar wind flow. It may be that for Ite plaslna waves detected by the RPA and CEP.
these cleft-associated flows are related to those observed in the 5. Throughout the region of cleft O' enhancement, polar
plasna mantle [Rosenbamuer et al., 19751. The 0' disappears wind flows of It' exceeding I kin/s are observed. These terni-
rapidly at the poleward boundary, implying the absence of nate at the poleward cleft boundary, where the 0' vanishes
poleward convection, or more likely, convective flo% parallel and le' becomes the dominant polar cap ion at 1400 kin,
to the cleft, the existence of which has been shown by leelis et about three tunes more abundant than Ii'.
at. 119761 and by Jejiries et al. 119751. It orbit 2814 the rise in 6. rhe ion temnperature rises at the poleward cleft bound.
ion temperature immediately at the poleward boundary sup. ary when the perpendicular convective flow is weak and rises
ports this idea of miniil convection perpendicular to the well beyond the boundary when the flow is rapid.
oval. The appearance of lie, as the dominant ion tn the polar 7. The 5577-A and 6300.A emissions are good indicators
cap is consistent with the lack of polar wind flow observed of the keV and cV fluxes, respectively Frequently, a charac-
there for these orbits. This may be characteristic of the winter teristic double huip structure is evident, the poleward one
polar cap. [-or the toward orbits the O is clearly seen well corresponding to the 0.2-keV electrons and the equatorward
poleward of the region of precipitation, consistent with a one having it red/green ratio nearer unity But one optical
strong convective flow perpendicular to the oval. The rise in peak can correspond to more than one electron flux peak, and
ion temperaturc also occurs considerably poleward of the pro- additional %%eaker optical peaks are also observed. I-or the
cipitaton region. toward sector, s ith strong 0.l-keV lluxes, the red'green ratio

Another possibility is that the convective effects described reached a value of 8.
are determined solely by proximity to local magnetic noon. 8. The f region peak density sho%%ed little response to the
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ROCKET-IORNE HASUREMENTS OF THE DAYSIDE CLEFT PLASHMA THE TORDO EXPERIMENTS

J. D. 4inningham, T W. Speiser, 2
4 E. V. Hones, Jr.,t R. A. Jegfries, 3

W. H. Roach, D. S. Evans, and H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen

Abstract. Results are presented from low-energy extensive plasma and field instrumentation,
plasa analyzers (12 eV to 12 keV) carried on optical sensors, shaped charge barium
two rockets launched into the dayside cleft injections, and lithium releases IHaerendel,
during January 1975. Ve conclude that (1) 1975; Torbet et al., 1975; Ungstrup ot al.,
atmospheric interaction becomes important for 1975b; Temerin et al., 1975% Sh pherd et al,
<l-keV electrons at approximately 250 ki, (2) 1975, 1976; Winningham et al., 1975a; Wescott at
characteristics of particles in 'inverted Vs' al., 1975; e-ielsen at al,, 1975;
observed in the afternoon cleft are consistent efriea et _al. 1975; Tar bet and Carlson,
with their interpretation as being due to
parallel electric field acceleration from a Another series consisting of two rocket
constant source population, and (3) launches was completed during November 1975 at
iagnetoopheric 'energetic' (>2 keV) electrons Cape Parry. These vehicles included particle
intermingle with 'magnetosheathlike' plasma in detectors, barium lined shaped charges, plasma
the cleft. drift detectors, and energetic particle sensors.

In this paper we will present results from
Introduction the soft particle spect~ometer (SPS) (Hpikkila

&I... , , 1970) instruments carried as an
The past tw) years have marked a dramatic environmental monitor on Tordo thino and Dos. The

upsurge in sounding rocket launches into the Tordo Uno and Dos programs were designed by the
low-atitude cleft region. Prior to 1974 only Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and the
four instrumented rocket payloads tMaynard and University of Alaska Geophysical Institute, and
Johnstont, 1974% Leey and Farthing, 19741 the rockets were launched from Cape Parry by the
and one thermite borimi release Miikkelsen and Sandia Laboratorias on January 6 and 11, 1975,
Jogesen, 19741 had been launched into or in 2349%02 and 0025:02 UT, respectively.
thovi cilty of the cleft. The instrumented
payloads were launched from Hall beach,
Northwest Territories (A- 79.7*), on Harch 15, Instrumentation
18, 19, and 22, 1971, and the barium release
from Sondre StromfJord, Greenland (A- 74,50), on The primary objective of the Tordo campaign
December 10, 1972. was th.e injection of barium ions into the

In contrast, from June 1974 to November 1975, low-altitude cleft (initial results from the
15 rockets were fired in the cleft region from shaped charge barium releases are described in
launch sites at Cape Parry, Northwest the paper by Jeffries et a, 119751). In
Territories, Canada, and Sondre StromfJord, addition to the shaped charge, a low- energy (12
Greenland, 1.strup at s [1975a) reported eV to 12 keV) plasma analyzer (SPS) similar to
results from trcketa launched from Greenland the one on the Isis 1 and 2 satellites Qteikkila
in July 1974; these payloads were more tall, 1970) was carried as a monitor to locate
comprehensive than their predecessors as they the detonation point relative to the cleft. For
included particle spectrometers, dc electric and proper barium injection payloads were actively
magnetic probes, and thermal plasma sensors, stabilized in relation to the local magnetic
During December 1974 through January 1975, two field, the result being a unique SPS pitch angle
major campaigns, totaling I1 rockets, were of 450, The SIS concurrently measured the
executed in Canada (Cape Parry, Northwest* differential energy spectrum of both electrons
Territories,A - 74.50) and Greenland (Sondre and positive ions in 15 logarithmically spaced
StromfJord). These launchings included steps from 12 eV to 12 keV every 3.2 a. In

addition, there was a sixteenth atop at zero
1Center for Space Sciences, University of Texas energy to monitor the background count rate.

at2 Dallas. Richardson, Texas 75080. Each energy level was held for 0.2 a, and the
Department of Astro-Geophysics avi Cooperative count rate was sampled eight times during this

Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, period. Multiple sampling was employed in order
UnIversity of Colorado, Bouler, Colorado 80302. to evaluate possible temporal/spatial aliasing

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, occurring during the 3,2 s required to complete
Not Mexico 87545. a stepping sequence.

Space Environment Laboratory, National Oceanic The energy band pass of the SPS was set at
and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, Colorado 32% (being a divergent electrostatic lens, the
803g2. SPS resolution is determined by a field stop),

Geophysical Institute. University of Alaska, and the geometric factor (not t~ciujing the
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701. energy band pass) was 8.6 x 10 cm sr. In

order to match the energy band passes at full
Copyri ht 1977 by the Anmrican Geophysical Union. width at half maximum (MV'110), 22 logarthmicallv

The US. Goemmeet isuthortIed to teproduce an as this teo t,
Paper number 6A09S5. 1 87t Permholon fer further resiaoduction by ether mutt be obtained from

the cWyrlCmt owner.
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spaced steps would be required instead of the 15 the flight, AN was A# large as 750y. Solar wind

used on these flights. magnetic field data were not available for this

The energy-analyzed particles ware detected period.
by 14-stage RCA discrete dynode electron Tordo Do* was launched on January 11, 1975.

multipliers (Suati!. aet Al., 1972], and the at 0025:02 UT (approximately 1400 magnetic local

subsequent pulse wereasmpliad by high gain time). The two day, encompassing the Tordo roe
bandwidth amplifiers (Smith. 1972). flight were, relatively quieti January 10 was a Q
Postacceleration wav esployel to-urease the day and January 11 was a QQ day. 11e Kp value
detection efficiency of the multipliers at low for the last 3-hours of January 10 was 1+, and
energies. The pulse train from each amplifier for the first 3-hours of January 11 the Rp value

was log2 compressed and stored for subsequent was 2. Fx smination of Figure lb shows that

telemetry to the ground, magnetic activity was weaker and more
representative of classical substorm morphology

HAgnetic coditions during the 6-hour period bracketing Tordo Do*
than during Tordo Uno. The flight of Tordo Do*

Tordo Uno was launchd on January 6, 1975, at occurred during the recovery phase of a small
23A9n02 UT (approximattly 1330 magnetic local high-latitude substnra (maximum AN - 250Y).
time). The Kp valu for the 3-hour period Interplanetary magnetic field data from Imp 8
including the flight was 6+ and for the were available during the Tordo Dos flight and
followitg period was b-. Figure Ia gives All and are presented in Figure 2. The IMF wont
AL for the 6-hour period bracketing the Tordo southward at 2216 UT on January 10 and reeain4,d
Uno flight, It should bi noted that the Al southward or close to zero until 0102 on Ja-iuaty
index shown is basec on the standard I auroral 11, when it became positive again. A moro
tone stations plus data from an additional 8 detailed description of the motion of the cleft
stations In Greenland (courtesy of T. S. and its relation to the IMF during January 10
Jorgensen) and Scandanavia (courtesy of R. S. and 11 can be found iu the work of Stiles at al,
pllinen). Inspection of Figure la indicates (1977).
that the magnetosphere was in an extreme state
of agitation during this 6-hour period. During Experlmental Results

Tordo Uno. As wab mentioned in the previous
section, Tordo Uno was launched during a period
of prolonged magnetic activity. Nxamination of

the bottomside sounder records from Cape Parry
and Sachs Harbour (see Jeffries et al. (197s)

and Stiles et al. (19771 for a more complete
0Z description) indicated that the equatorward edge

of the cleft wa south of CapU Parry. The
general characteristics of the totnograma
indicated precipitation of particles at both

Parry and Sachs. As a result of the above
-300Y considerations a decision was made to launch

westward in order to avoid possible exitiug the
precipitation region northw ard into the polar
cap. Figure 3 shows the projection of the
rocket trajectory to 100 km along the earth's
magnetic field. From Figure 3 it can be seen

JAN 6 JAN ?, 1975 that the rocket traveled from approximately 75
to 76,40 invariant latitude.

A synoptic view of the electron data from
j Tordo Uno is presented in tite energy-time

-3JO0 spectrogram format ti Figure 4. This format is
essentially the same as that used for Isis I and

AE-AU-AL 2 spectrograms lsee Winningham et al., 1975b).
AUwith the addition of tie Altitude profile (solid

line) to the energy flux panel and the launch
universal date and time at top left. The z axis
(grey scale) of the spectrogram (top panel) has

A been scaled to give the count per ll.l ms
instead of the actual acumulation period. This
was done in order to have the same relationship,
botw e cout/accumulation period and grey
scale, as that in the Isis I and 2 spectrograms.

Otne of the most striking features observed tn
the electron spectrogram to the absence of matjor

spatial/temporal structure. This was not the

Fig. Is. AU and AL indices for January 6, case for Tordo Dos, as vill be soon in the
1975. The auroral index is constructed of following section. Throughout the Tordo Pnno
the standard 11 auroral zone stations plus flight the count/acckmulation period
an additional 8 stations on the nightside (different ial energy flux) maximtied at
in Greenland and Scandanavia. approximately 100-200 eV.
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JAN. 10 I JAN, II, 1975
I AU

22 23 0 t0 / 0
A -' 0

AE•AU-AL __'AL

o0 J-200Y

0

Fig. lb. Same as Figure la but for Janurry 11, 1975.

A 6300-A scanning photometer belonging to G. independent (Figure 7). At 2353z26.4 UT an
G. Shepherd, York University, and an all-sky abrupt increase in magnitude was oLserved in all
camera were operated at Sachs Harbour during the energy channels below 1021 eV. The only
Tordo campaign. The photometer indicated a spectral change occurring was a slight
uniform glow of about 300 R, increasing to 1 k R enhancement in the lowest energy channel (12
toward the south of Cape Parry during the flight eV). At 2354:30,4 UT an abrupt decrease was
of Tordo Uno. Also the all-sky camera data observed, after which time the flux remained at
showed a lack of any discrete aurora, values close to the preincrease level ercept for

A more quantitative presentation of the data three narrow bursts.
is given in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Figure 5 At energies below 87 eV an initial flux
presents electron differential flux versus increase with altitude was also observed.
altitude, Figure 6 a representative electron However, at later times the flux profiles were
spectrum near apogee, and Figure 7 differential not identical to those at higher energies
flux versus time. Inspection of Figure 5 and 7 discussed earlier. The initial slow increase
reveals, as did inspection of Figure 4, the was observed in the 52.8-eV channel hut not in
absence of dramatic acceleration events (see the 30.8-, 18.9-, and ll.7-eV caiannels. The
Figure 8 for comparison). 30.8-oV sample exhibited a relatively flat

Throughout the flight the electron spectrum profile with altitude prior to the increase, At
can be divided into two relatively distinct 18.9 and 11,7 eV a relative maximum was
regions, above and below approximately 2 keY, observed, the 18.9-0V sample leading the ll.7-oV
Below 2 keV the spectrum appears to be comprised sample in either space or time (2351z30 anti
of a low-onergy 'primary' plus 'secondary' 2352:00 UT, respectively). As in the higher
population, the primary portion of the spectrum energy channels, an abrupt increase anti decrease
being broader than a Maxwellian curve. For in flux was observed after 2353:26.4 UT.
reference, a Kaxwllian curve has boon included Throughout the flight positive ion fluxes
in Figure 6 and has been normalized to the 87-e0 waro weak. At apogee the peak ion flux occurred
experimental point (most of the spectra around in the few hundred elertroq vol; ranje with flux
apogee exhibit a relative maximum at 87 e). levels of approximately 10 en sr- a-.
Also included in Figure 6 are representative Tordo Dos. lonosonde returns obtained prior
near-concurrent plasma mantle and magnetosheath to launch indicated that the cleft was poleward
spectra measured by Hawkeye (courtesy of L. A. of Cape Parry and close to, but pclewArd of,
Frank). The Hawkeye data will be considerod Sachs Harbour. (The ionosonde returns for this
again in the discussion section. day are described in detail by riles stal.

The electron spectrum above 2 key was (19771.) The decision had been reached that
statistically poor but well above the noise Tordo Dos would be launched across the
level. Typical counting rates ware less than equatorward boundary of the cleft. In order to
100/s. The spectrum presented in Figure 6 is an accomplish this goal the launch arimuth was set
average of 26 spectra (83.2 a) beginning at as close to magnetic north as range safety
2350:36.8 and ending at 2352:00 UT. The requirements would allow (Figure 3).
deviation of each individual spectrum from the From high voltage turnon at 0024:27.6 UT (180
average was minor. This high-energy portion of ki) to 0028:13.2 UT (390 ki), downcoming
the electron spectra increased and decreased IMP e
throughout the flight (see Figure 7a) INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
independently of the lower energy population. U12100 Zzoo oo Z400 oZoo ozoo

Examination of Figures 5a anti 5b reveals a .  
' T O'"

sharp increase of flux with altitude between 180 TORDO OS-
and 250 km. This altitude related variation was 0 o .. . ..
energy dependent, lower energies displaying the I .3

t

largest increase with increasing altitude. 1100 ,00 300 400 0
Above 250 km (2350:56 UT) the dependence was tO- i JANUARY 1975
mainly spatial anti/or temporal, not altitudinal.
From 2350:56 to 2353"26.4 UT there was a steady Fig. 2. Interplanetary magnetic field Z
increase in the electron flux at energies component (solar magnetospheric) from Imp 8
betwen 87 and 1021 eV that wias energy for January 10-11, 1975.
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Fig. 3. Tordo Uno and Dos trajectories projected to 100 lkm along the earth's
magnetic field,

atmfospheric photoelectrons and very w'a k rate (region of maxinum darkness or lightness,
high-energy electrons wto observed (Figure 8). deponding of film polarity) moves first to
A maximum tin the photoolectron flux was observed higher energy then to lower enerqy with
between approximately 300 and 340 km. XAntas advancig time. pruducing anl Inverted V shape.
slid Aowil 11975) predict a maximum tin the Btetween the two Inverted V's the eletctroni
downicoming photoelectron flux at Approximatoly spectra uvro either peaked tin the 100- to 200-0V
290 km for a 90 0 solar zenith angle. Our peak range or were due to atmospheric photoelectrons.
was above tis altitude, but the zenith angle Inspect ion of eachi electron spectrum during
(100 0) was also larger. in addition, electron passage through the%. Inverted V's indicated that
density f lucttitonls, causing the observed onl a gross scale the peak lin sioe I octroj
spread F, wouild result lin fluctuations in the dittribut ion funct ion (particles cm 'sr- eV
atosdpheric photoelectron flux and a smearing of s ) was increasing and then decreasing lit both
the alt itudinal profile (Gt. T1. Kintas. private energy and magnitude. lin addition, severail
conimunicattoll, 1976). relative maximat were observed (see Figure, 12).

lixatination of the SI'S data ind icates that The spectrum in Figure [Qa. was obtained just
the cleft equatorward boundary was crossed at prior to the fir-it 'energized' spectrum tin the
0028,13.2 UT at Anl Iinvarian~t latitude of 76.4 0 second Inverted V. It is woll fitted by a
(Figure 9). Frea 0028:13.2 to 0029.10.8 UIT the Miaxuvllian, distribution. (daghod eurved) with a
electron spectrum peaked at approximately I temiericure' of 1.7 x 10 01 and a density of
100-200 oV sund variLed tin magn itude. Theo 0.5 cm- (asintg isotropy). The sol id circles
spectral shape Is similar to shapes reported lit represent A correcttin for atmospheric
the literature for t li cleft [Winninghiam anid pho toelIecttoils ut ilIizing the spectrum measured
L10 !kki la, 1974). Subs'ent to tis time, two at 0030.:11.6 t1T. Spectra tin Figure l0b are
'Inverted V"s' %:re observed, one centered at representative o f thet peaked distributions tin
0029.26.8 and t he other at 00:31 ITT. the second inverted V.
Morphologicallv, Inverted V's are regions lit All-sky camera data weo obtained from Sachs
energy-time spectrograms wheore the aximum count Harbour. whtich at the time of Tordo Mis had just
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Fig.. 4. El1ectrone ners.y-timte spectrogram for Tordo Uuo.

tinterod tst ronom teal twi I I 8h1t (11. s oInr In 5SW7. lTe forn; tire not oiverhead but art,
dproson tingtt) . In tho nl 1-sky camera data. tiff to ths oorthonst ait anl clvat ion allele of
fat Int aurorasi art, visilt toward the north,* nd about 45 and t respectively * and the SI8
their posititons tire plot ted tin Fgtir 9 togethe r data (F'igure 8) led icato the lat itudinat Width
wi th those of the two Inverted V events ohsuerd of the Prec ipi tat ion in the second event to bo 3
by the rocket particle dottctcrs anad cleft times thIa t of the first. Romick and iReton
returns deduce~d from the tonosonde ditta. All 11967) have caIcu Ia tevd thle br Igh tniess; of an i
the data ahown have been mapped to an% attituode aurora for various; valueis oft width, positlion
of 160 km. Thtoe hI ght oft 160 km used fotr relative to the observer, and height loI aInos I t y
cal cul at Ing thle posa It I in of thbe atkroras was Prof I lo They f Ind that the brightness of tin
iolet' ed onl the bats I a of the energy s pect ra aire 0.3, Wit% at in eilevation anglte of 350 (very
(Figure 8) and lumino.itty prof Iles derived by similar to the valutes for the second inverted \1

!=e 11463). event) %-wolI d be 0.35 of the overhead value.
Aa can bet seent lit ': lour 9, ,,urorai We ro Further., they fined that auwroras wilt away from

observed only tin the vicinity of thle teon the zo it I I have at h)r I gh ttes s roughly
Inverted V event. No anrora I form associated proportitonal to the ir t hickness, all other
wi th the f ir~t event could ho discerned tit t he t hitogs be ing eqtux l. Wi1th these corrct ions for
da ta . Vi% is at ftI rst appearedt s t range aspect and Widthi applited the auroras tissocintatd
consi(der ing the very si(milar enertilos and energy Witt% the two inverted V eivents Would appear with
flust's (in the two eventq. As wtIll be d i scoissed at hrIghtness; of 0.3 and I kR Witti rethitct to nn

titl ow, thle esl ana (il i0 to bev foud In a1 observer ait sacita Harbour.
eombiittioni of viewing ang les from Sachs Hlarboutr Under ideal coed I t tons t lte 35-mm f I..,
And th ti) at i t Xid in I withtI of t lte t we all-sky camera used at saclis Hlarbouir cani reso ivy
pireiptutton evets.a forms oft sliIghtlIy less than 1 1,R tin SIM I

Fron F l'gtre 8 we f(id a chaitrac ter I t te eter gy iRomteic andt troun . 19711. * Thus t lie aurora
tin the (wo evvetS of I 1,ov and an ,voovgv f iux kof associated wth the firs;t Inverted V event (0.3
abouxt I erglcm* s sr or I orgs/em' a (asue lg kR) sAhould not lit visible in the al 1I k da tai

z ~~~I sot ropy) , Pe r a I1,e V Cha% t o Ir I!st I e energy. ev eni under idealI coed I its * awl t;iven thle

e s iond Lra( o v (44',ei II. It kklcr tcm t a I ti vv i iI igh t econd i t ion dur ing zhe esper Inent , t lit
'ra-e-il . I- ittrg/m' tt 4171 nd t ora it (11,9 azsec latest Wi th thle seconid

a% cocrestionding em I atke tt e rat to ' S%77/4, 7$ A inverted V should only li e vmargIns Ill detectable,
o f 6. Thus tie esit tasted brightness, of the which is tin good agreemient Witth the actual data.
form, if overliva-1, wouild bet 1. 1.16' 6. 1s* kF It shlould be noted that the 6300it-A ptom~''eter
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Fig. 5. Differential number flux versus altitude for Tordo Uno.

observed, in addition to the Auroral form also cleft, Comparison of Tordo Uno positive ion
detected by the all-sky camera, a faint arc 5ust fluxes with Isis results indicate a position in
north of Sachs Harbour at an invariant latitude the poleward portion of the cleft. This
of 76.40°  

The photometer was scanning conclusion is based on two characteristics of
geographic north-south and thus was pointing the positive ions, namely, their low inte -ity
away from the rocket trajectory, and it is and low average energy. Typical results .0

uncertain what relevance these measurements have Isis show the hardest and most intense fluxes at
to the observations along the rorket trajectory. the equatorward edge of the cleft with a

A strong oblique E layer return is seen in subsequent poleward softening and decrease in
the Cape Parry ionograms, and several returns intensity.
are also seen in the Sachs Harbour ioncgrams. Another possible interpretation of the
By assuming that the returns come from results would be that the observed electrons are
ionospheric structures aligned along constant polar rain electrons (Winningham and Heikkila,
magnetic latitudu a triangulation can be made to 1974). However, several facts argue against
determine the location of tte irregularity. By this interpretation. 'he observed density of
triangulating on the strongest oblique E layer the primary electrons is as high. s
return its position was found to lie within the approximately 5 cn . Winnin hsm and Heikkila's
region of the second inverted V event ;s shown 119741 results show the polar rain fluxes to be
in Figure 9. only a few percent nf the cleft fluxes. If

From Figure 9 it can be seen that the cleft these densities were measured in the g lar cap,
as measured by the SPS wxs .indeed poleward of cleft densities would be >100 ce and by
Sachs Harbour by a few tenths of a degree. The inference magnetosheath densities would be at
position of the cleft as determined by the SPS least as l'arge. Such cleft densities are rarely
(76.40) is coincident with the aforementioned observed. An even more telling argument comes
weak red arc even though they are separated by from concurrent measurements of solar wind
approximately 40 of longitude, densities by Imp 7 (courtesy of W. C. Feldman)

As in Tordo tno. tne proton fluxes were very and magnetosheath densities by Hawkeye (Figure
weak. It should be noted that the SPS as used 6) (courtesy of L3  A. Frank). Both were
in Tord Unc and Do, was approximately 20 times approximately 1 during the period of Tordo
more sensitive than were the Isis SPS's. (The Unox

main increase in sensitivity is due to theincreased accumulation period.) Comparison with the Hawkeye results (Figurei d c i r6) indicates a factor of approximately '2

Discussion and Conclusions decrease in density between the magnetosheath
and the poleward portion of the cleft. The

The exact location of the Tordo Uno results of Akasofu et al. 119731 demonsLrate
measurements relative to the cleft boundaries is that the polevard portion of the cleft maps to
difficult to establish. Only one detail can be the inner edge of the magnetospheric boundary
stated with certainty, that is, Tordo Uno was layer (see their Figure 11). Additionally

poleward of the equatorward boundary of the Akasofu et al. show the boundary layer
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densities to be less than or equal to the Above this altitude, spatial and/or temporal
magnetosheath density and to decrease with changes predominate. in summary, Tordo Uno and
increasing in..-rd r;,.etration of the boundary the associated barium jet were launched into the
layer, Thus the most t..,asistent interpretation po'eward portion of the afternoon cleft wh ic h
of the results places Tordo Uno In the poleward contained uneneigized magnetosheathlike
portion of the cleft. electrons. With reference to the work by

The 'high-energy' portion of the electron Jeffries et al. (19751, Figure 3 shows the path
spectrum observed by Tordo but not by flawkeye in of the barium plasma leaving the vicinity of
Vigure 6 can be attributed to an internal Tordo Uno to be essentially directly antisolar
magnetospheric source, i.a., drifting energetic across the polar cap into the nightside auroral
electrons from the nightside. Recent papers by zone.
XcDiarmid et al. (1976) and Haerendel. and By comparison, we know the position of Tordo
Pascluann 11975) have shown that trapped Dos vis-a-vis the cleft equatormArd boundary
energetic electrons are observed concurrently relatively well. Tordo Dosa wa s launched
with entry layer andi cleft plasma. Eastman et equatorward of the cleft. crossed Its
al. (1976] find that electron spectra in the equatorward boundary, and encountered two
boundary layer develop high-energy (few keV) inverted V's in the cleft prior to barium
tails with increasing inward penetration of the injection. In assuming the cleft botundary to be
boundary layer and have associated these to zonal (i.e., parall-el to magnetic latitude) over
leakage of magnetospheric plasma into the the short longiitude span traversed and to be

*boundary layer. In the present case, Tordo Uno fixed for the duration of the Tordo IXos flights
sampled only Inside the loss cone, and thus barium Injection occurred approximately 1.9
nothing can be said concerning the pitch angle into the cleft. The latter assumption 'is
distribution, Spectrally, the electrons are supported by con,'urrent resul ts from the
similar to low-altittde polar satellite sounders.
measurements In the same region (Winningham The electron precipitation observed in Tordo
1972). Dos was dramatically different from Tordo (Ino.

The initial energy-dependent increase in MHonoenergetic' peaks were observed (Figure l()b)
electron flux with altitude (<250 kin) is due to in the electron spectra, and the euergy of these
the interaction of the primary beam (Baniks et peaks varied systematically, i.e., the inverted
ai., 1974, Figure 16) with the atmosphere. V's. Such behavior has been Attributed to
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Fig, 8. letron energy-time spectrogram for Tortlo Dois.
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too no logrte eaoal ft to the

A0) 35Tdid come out higher thtan beoe eeitaies

tOCr-'O3~tu reduced values for V in some catios, Vith% a
Ageneral trend of 0temperature slid 0

proportionality, a Lnear regression analysis In
tht cse iedsa tmpratreof0.06 V + 102

A eoV. but the correlation in not high (cordelAtion
t It coefficient is 0.35).

It therefore Appears that our Analysis to

I consistent with no apparent heating of the
to, plasma at energies near the beam maximum, but

some heating at higher energies proportional to
V~ Vcannot be ruled out. It tis equally pstl

feature of the original plasma (see Figure IDA).

101 iil Pt al 11076) reported the cleft
t0 Inverted V's to be In at regioo of antiounward

TORDO DOS ~ \convect ion, No convect ion measurements were
tot' 1 JANUARY 191 5 UT available ait the position of tile Tordo Doti

invertod Ws. However, the barium streak was
released approximately 7 km polewrd of thes

to0L Ut"- . - second tivorted V sodu drifted antisunward at
Itco tot to to' o to, approximately constant magnetic latitude

ELECTRON ENERGY (#V) (efisc l,1975, Figure 31.
In conclusion, Tordo Do n crossed the

rt. l0b. Representativo #lectron spectra ob- oquatorward bou~nd 1ry 0 of the cleft, traversed
tained in second inverted V observed by Tordo approximately 1.9 of its extent, a fnd
Dos. encountered two Inverted Vs. The inverted V's
polintsa at the lower intensity levels Are
experimentally lens well determined._______________________

To test this apparwnt disagreement with nureh TORDO DOS 0 RATIO~ 12
at at., we ran now 'fits' usilg the criterion 5JAN 1U, 19T5 rTNCTA 4S
tbat we toould use all dita t2 011 tail wtt flux I-i_
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can be well modeled by tho model of Evans (1974) Heikkila. W4. J., J. B. Smith, J. Tarstrup.
by utilizing a constant source temperature and and J. D. Winningham, Tito soft particle
density and a varying potential. A 'beat guess' spectrometer In the lsis-i satellite, Rev.
places the accelerator at a minimum geocentric Sci. Instrum,, 41, 1393. 1970.
distance of 2 RE. The barium injected just Jeffries, R. A.. W. Ht. Roach, E. W4. Hones, Jr.,
subsequent to the second Inverted V drifted H. M. Wescott, Ht. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen,
essentially parallel to the cleft (i.e., at T. N. Davis, and J. D. Winningham, Two
approximately constant magnetic latitude) and barium plasma injection2 Into the northern
antisunward as opposed to the perpendicular and magnetospheric cleft, Ceophys. Res. ,e -t.,
anttsunward motion of Tordo Uno. Theo cloud 2, 185, 1975.
motion and its dynamics will ho detailed in a Ldley, B. G., and W4. It. Farthing, Field-
subsequent paper. aligned current observations in the polar
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at High Latitudes
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J. D. WINNINOHAM AND D. M. KLUMPAR

Uwnrsity of Texmas at Dallas, Richaralson, Texas 75080

Tim-dependent behavior of tubes of F layer plasma is computed for tubes carried around several flow
paths In the polar region. The flow paths are those proposed previously by Knudsen (1974). Ionization
sources include direct and scattered solar photons and measured fluxes of precipitating energetic elec-
trons, Computed electron concentrations are compared with measured concentrations from topside
sounder data obtained in the same satellite pass as the energetic electron flux data. The following
conclusions are drawn: The proposed convection pattern produces a tongue of F layer plasma over the
polar cap with electron concentrations consistent with the measured concentrations, tied the Flayer been
assumed to be nonconvecting over the polar cap, the computed concentrations would have been a factor
of 10 too small. Rapid convection of plasma across the cleft prevents significant increase in N.F, at the
cleft, Rapid convection must exist through the Intense nightside auroral energetic particle precipitation
zones, or a compensating electron loss mechanism must develop to prevent the buildup of an ionization
ridge. A mid-latitude trough is formed by the proposed convection pattern with only normal F layer
recombination processes operating, The low concentration in the trough is maintained by scattered solar
EUV photons. The trough predicted by the numerical model is not observed in the topside sounder data.

INTRODUCTION thus neglected, and the enhancement of electron concentra-
In a previous paper, Knudsen 119741 presented a model for tions at altitudes above approximately 400 km in response to

the convection field of the high-latitude layer and evaluated electron heating will not be reproduced in the model.
temiquantitatively the expected time-dependent behavior of a The variations of the neutral constituents N1, O,. and 0 with

tube of F layer plasma carried around the polar regions by the latitude and local time wer derived from the model atmo-
field, The proposed field appeared to explain many of the high- sphere of Jacia 1971 for winter (solar declination, -23)
latitude F layer anomalies. The purpose of the present paper is and medium solar activity (f.., - 130 × 10-" W ni- Hz'),
to present the initial results of a more detailed numerical study The NO density was the same as that used by Schunk and

of the behavior of the high-latitude F layer. Tubes of ioniza- Walker 119731.

tion are subjected to time-dependent ionization rates from The numerical solution was obtained over the altitude range

both solar photons and precipitating energetic electrons as the 120-500 ki. The upper altitude limit was set at 500 km to

tubes follow the convection field proposed in the previous ensure proper convergence of the solution for reasonably sited

paper, and the time-dependent response of the plasma within time steps. The fluxes of NO' and O' were set equal to zero at

the tube is computed. the upper boundary. To simulate the loss of 0' through
operation of the polar wind, the upward velocity of 0 ions at

NUMERICAL MOsE[ the 500-kin boundary was assumed to be constant at 10 m s

The time-dependent behavior of the plasma within a mag- At the lower boundary the 0,* and NO' concentrations %ere

netic flux tube was computed with a numerical code developed arbitrarily set to 10' cm - Also at this boundary the 0'

by ShAnk and Walker [19731. The code solves the coupled density was assumed to be in chemical equilibrium and was set

momentum and continuity equations for NO, 0,', and 0' equal to
ions in the E and F regions. Minor changes were made in the (0 o1 - t'O')
code to permit the addition of ionization rates resulting from A,IN,] + k,(O,]

energetic electron fluxes and also from solar EUV scattered where (0' 1, iN,l, and 10,1 are the appropriate densities and
into the nightside of the ionosphere. The code was also modi- P(O1) the ion production rate of 0; A, and A, are reaction
fled to permit the base of the flux tube to charge in latitude rates defined by Scdunk and Walker 119731. The concentra-
and longitude with elapsed time in a prescribed manner, tions of NO* and Or' near the lower boundary are governed

The code does not solve the energy balance equation, and primarily by chemical reaction rates, so that their concentra-
consequently, it is necessary to specify T, and Ti. For this tions a short distance above the lower boundar) are insensitive
study we have set both T, and T, equal to the neutral gas to the arbitrarily assigned values.
temperature T.. Heating of the thermal electron gas by fluxes The gyrofrequency of the tons is comparable to or less than
of soft electrons with energies of a few tens of electron volts is their collision frcquenc) at and belo% an altitude of appromi-

mutely 180 kin. The ions do not 'follow' the flux tubes below

Copyright 0 1977 by the American Geophysical Union. this altitude. We ma) expect therefore that the model results

Paper number 7A0474. 4784 The U.S. Govermnt is authorized to reproduce and sail this ,ePor,.
Permission r turthet reproduction by others must be obtained from
the copyrig it owner.
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00 1IS (d~ly 349, orbit 3278), 1971, are Ahmon it i turts 2 And 3
The satellite crossed the niorthernt polar call from approsi-

- mattly 12M0 N1I T ~mognetic local ltme) to 23L NI LT (iigurts
\ \ O ~ 2 And 3). Spectra it timeis labeled I-I1 were selected as being

400- representative anti wetre used (it computing the ionliationi rates
produiced by the electrons, The locittions kit the satellite At the

S f*~ times at which the spectra \%ere reordedl are shown lin Figure
t " 7, The electron precipitation wits assunmed to be unifoirm lin

300 l\ ocal ltme tot approu~inattly 3 hours onl either side of the
satellite track lin both the dAyside cleft region and the vilthtside

11atroral 

egion. Auroral oval enson data inl 517A mnd 3914

200that onl the nightside of the oval the precipitatlion \%ai, lit fact,
more Intense lin the pirenidnltht stetor than lin the post,.
midight sector,

100Ci4~1 The data fromt the satellite past shown represent at qtitt
id's1-0t 10 10 10 o 0 104 perodThe .4K& indte\ was below ltM I for 28 hours prior to

tOLR 1001 MM IIO RAIEStem $t*,)the pass emcept for twko short escurions Sixteen hours prior to
1-11 1. 11roduction rates of 0', Nil, and 0,V by solar photons at the pass the AK EIndex wet as high as 300~ ) duringl a 2-hottr

three SiANs computed b) the nuinmcol modtel. Those at 100' VA period, anid appro~tinately 31 hours beore the pass It rose to
represet b.Akiltoitnd rates ftlil %cAiterest p~hotons% approminately ISO I~ for a 2.hoor period,

The protots nutsber and energty fluxes over the polar rettioni
beot l 1t0 kml will be In error At tile E And Ft altitudes near for the pass showni were 2 orders oft magnitude lower than the
boundaries separating reionst Or difteorent ionl ptssduictiott correspondking elcton flii and have beets nttelected ats vts
rates. important souee oft iotitalion,

The vertical drift which may be Imparted to tile plastn by lFleciton spectra for several pitch aitles lin the downgloint
the electric field causing the convetiotit o the plasnsa attd also hemsisphere at each of the I I egtoits enumeratted tin Vitiotre 2
by neutal winds has been netglected inl this first modtl. Vertical and JA have beeni analyted anid used to derive the qpecra
drift was felt to be a second-order efilect which coutld he studied illtistrathi in F~igures 4 anid 3. The precipitatinig Amt \%as rea-
after first-ordler elffets were claritiesd, Sonte discussion oft the soisably iniform with pttch angtle, and the spectra shown are

esetddrift is given by Xrnmsekm 1041, considered representative tif the spectra observed at each tin-
Thc displacement of the magntetic litle front the geogiraphic gion., The S11S kin Isis 2 measures electron flu'o downi to 5 tV.

pole imparts a ttiversal ltme dependence ito the high-lati- F~or the purpose of cotpting ionitation rates from these
litte F layer concentrat ion, which is ito he the subject of a fImes sAe have arbitrarily emtended the meauredlQe 0us Aes,
ftium study For the present situdy \we assumte that the iltg. ito 10 iVt a constaitt level, Since the nunterical code ttsed for
nectic and geographic ases are colliniear computinig thsermtal plasma behaivior does not balane eltrgy

The ionitation sotirces included lin the model are solar 1VUV mnd sitce electtons \kith less thans 10.0V cneMg produce not
photons. botls direct ind scattered, and precipitating delcton signlificat tonizamioit, this estrapolAtion has not stgtilcat of-
The method of calculating the direct photo-iii rat in rtes% for fect ott thle numerical reults,
N, 0,, and 0 is described by Sehmptk ,tthl Wolker 1 197.11. We The ionl productionl rates front the electronl spetra pro-
are interested lin the high-iasitude F lyrduring \\inter in the sented aboseC wore conmputed kAtt a l) ea lrionl of iacsts

present stud.\ aitd have calculated the Chapiman gratiq itgi ptiter %,ode for the itieraction of' ettergetic electrons with the
cidencem finction usingr 23' for the solar declinaition angtle, To0 atmosphere devloped b3 Mnks e# at 111741, l'roductton rates
simsulate thle ionizationl rates fromt scattered IMU thle iotiia- for regions 21 and 9, represeintative of the tell mid nightsido
tion rates fronm direc photons were addedi to backgruitd auroral tiiois, are shown %in Figure ks.
ionizations rates produced by scasttcedA photoits the back- I'fte fAow paths around w\hich the plasma tubes werev carried
grountd ionizationl rtes" \wer'*e mputed with the same c\)o in the nunterical siulattin are those preseisted lin an% earlier
that \%a\ used for the direct Ionization rates w\ith the fisliosing paper b) Amk~bm 119741 and are reproiduced as Figure 7
chainges )'he Nolar ntenth angle wam set tot zeo. antd the photon Results were obtained onIl) for path.\ labeled II-Vl. The flow
fluse% tit the I I spectrum iisterals suggested b)~ intemres get pasth\ definle the motioit of plasma tubes as seenl b) anl observer
tit 119651 were set to mer evept for the wavelength itrsalslin a itonttiisg Crimte oft reference looking slowni oi the titrth
1027-911 A, (00)-40t) A, and 37t-280 A thle fisi iii these polar iap That k\, tle itotionl Includes corotation so that the
intersal ereset ait I \ to', I \ It)', and I \ U0' photons lm I esposurev of' the plasma tubes to solar V UV photoit is propert3
s 1, repectivey, and correspond to It L) man 1, lie I 485 A, simulated Ihle litle,\ of plasia weCre cisvetedi acros the
and lie 1.)mnan o (Chem ,mad llivrh3. 11011 The total photo. kla~mtsidelf at a \vlkoc it o I kmll-s anld on acros the cap at a
ionization rates from both the diret aitd the scattered photons seo it oft S kml s. - hey wereV again kconsec\ted acos precip.
for three solar zeitith angtles (SiA's) are given ilt Figure I ktationl regionl 7 (Figure 1) at I kmt \ liquatorard of the litsi
'isose for a SZA of 10)9 aret-fl'ectively thle backgrounid rtes of clom lfield tile,\ the tubes we\e koisvevted beci sucves-

ma it no cotribution fr-om thle diret rtes miv dot\ tin I hour Aitams si o energzetic elcrois tieasured
Ionizatiot ates froml precnimitmtiig elecrons\ werV comlpted oni 1\\ at greAlt thanl '0 kC\ , greAMc thall 40 keO , Anld

b\~ using cneing) d ist rib tion fimictoiss mleaured bN thie \oft greatet thanl 10 kc\ 1idi-Ate\ that tle field tlne\ were doied
particle spectrometer tSPS) onl thle I1,is ' satellite I be ncr1Cg\ C-41atorwart of 06A~ It\ twn, 40 \, I igure 1) and that ioo
lttme \pc, trogi ams ks ci tile lirtlseri polam ,It) onl tDeveiibe tr,ilpcsi Jltibution' emmsed polew aid of 'O A kin tile nsight
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id' _________________ 500

9 NIGHT
N _ AURORAL

". -, - ZONE
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soo CLEFT
5 %

-0.
OUTER ZONE -- NJ

'200 
. . . 0

1 os - O L A R CA P. ...... .... ...... 9 ,
(OIENSIT IT CLMEF)

10t 100, I , tO100 to-' tO 10 O 1.  O '$
PARTICLE PRODUCTION RATES (CM'

3
3EC

1
)

lO
t  Fig. 6. Production rates of O , No+ , and O, ions by the electron
tO°  10 t 10

a  O particle fluxes at locations 2 and 9 of Figures 2 and 3.
ELECTRON ENERGY Wv)

Fig. 4. Representative electron particle flux as a function of energy.Numbers ref'er to locations labeled in Figure 2.
u r n ndiscontinuity and stagnation points npust exist in any reason-

able model at approximately the locations indicated in Figure
sector(16 min, 20s, Figure 3)(J. R. Burrows, private commu- 7, and the flow must approach corotation in the vicinity of
nication. 1976). The limit of closed field lines in the night 5A. The major discrepancy between experimental measure-
sector of Figure 7 is consistent with this observed boundary. ments and the 'time average' representation presented in Fig-
The tubes were convected slowly through precipitation regions ure 7 appears to be in the magnitude of the velocity equa-
8-10 as required by the model, and as we shall see, these torward but in the near vicinity of the limit of the closed field
precipitation regions produced considerable ionization in the lines. The measured velocity is of the order of I km/s, whereas
slowly convecting tubes. the model velocities with corotation kemoved are of the order

The flow pattern of Figure 7 in the dayside cleft region and of 0.1 km/s. The measured velocity does approach corotation
over the polar cap is reasonably consistent with that derived velocity somewhere between 700A and 50oA [Heells et al.,
from vector ion velocity data by Heells et at. [1976]. Flow 1976]. The velocities with which the plasma tubes wete trans-
across the cleft and into the polar cap is observed between
approximately 0900 and 1500 MLT as has been assumed
herein, and the general flow pattern of Heelis et al. presented
with corotation removed in their Figure 8 would, with corota.
tion restored, look similar to that of our Figure 7. The Harang 50* ICGL)

101 NIC4TSIDE
AURORAL ZONE

a

7D a

to o0

X'>

CONVECTION FLOW LINES

a SOFT ELECTRON PRECIPITATION ZONE
.. ------ LIMIT OF CLOSED FIELD LINES

0 STAGNATION POINT
- - - - PLASMA PAUSE

100 101 102 103 10
ELECTRON ENERGY (V) Fig 7. Flow paths around which time.dependent plasma response

Fig. 5 Representative electron particle flux as a function of energy. was computed Locations of electron spectra are indicated by the
Numbers refer to locations labeled in Figure 3. numbered dots. Numbers correspond to those in Figures 2 and 3.

S
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12 WILT
iO -10- MODEL ELECTRON CONCENTRATION (104CM'3

...* MEASURED ELECTRON CONCENTRATION tio1CM3t

I t 2Ils Sl- as 9500 75 O 60
k INVARIANT LATITUDE (DEGREES)

Ni- F0,I ip. 1O. Comparison of numerically computed electron concentra-
?0t.a roie

120O k 0 tion wsith that measured by the topside sounder experiment onl Isis 2 in

, / conmputations for flow paths cquatorward of thc plasmApause
'N %ere not performted for this study, Figure 9 shows experimen-

tat data included for later comparison,
03...A local noon-midnight vertical profile Comparison of the

..... . numerically computed electron concentration with the ob-
- served electron concentration is shown in Figure 10. The ob-

served data are front the topside sounder experiment onl Isis 2
24 for the same pass as that from which the energetic electron flux

-15- ELECTRON CONENTRATION tiO'CM-3 data were derived. Comparison of the model results with the
- - -COETION~ FL*LIE topside sounder data is meaningful in the altitude interval

- 04 SOAR E~T ANS.CIn Figure I I we Show a comparison of the computed cl~c-
Fig. 8. Contours of N.,F, derived! from the numerical analysis. The Iron concentration in vertical profile with the plasmla tulbe

short-dailhed portiont or contours are extrapolated contours convecting and with it Stationary (steady state) at two loca-
tions along path IV, The observed electron Concentration is

ported across the cleft and polar cap are reasonibly consistent also indicated. Figure 12 shows the conmputed electron concent-
with observation. tration at mtidnight onl path 11. The plasina within the con-

The finite tinme steps in the nunmerical analysis were less than veeting tube in this region of path 11 is in a steady state
or equal to 5 min, In regions where the ion production rate was condition.
changing rapidly, the time aclp was decreased appropriately. DiscussION

RESULTS The computed electron concentration shown in map view Itl
Contours N.F, derived front the numerical results are Figure 8 shows several of the features characteristic of the

shown in miap view in Figure 8. The mtaximum electron coll. polar ionosphere. First, a 'tongue' of plasmia extends fronm the
centration in each vertical profile around the several flow paths
was plotted and subsequently Contoured. The short-dished _00

portions of the contours equatorward of the lowest latitude
path onl the nightside of the earth are extrapolated. Nunmerical 0o

400-
CONVECTION, MOD)EL

30-STEADY STATE
45 ~LOCATIONI

61 .. LOCAtiON 2

3to Lt 1MEASURED /
41a L.OCATION I

04O to L0o o 0 LOCATION 2 /
* 200 -

- 12 3 4 5 6
ioOJIT 10 10 o1 10 to to

i2.0U~jELECTRON CONCENTRATION tCtC 3)

0i00 rlS 1 Coipairison ofonmricall optdeetrncneta
-6i1- ELECTRON CONCENTRAYtON tI04 cu. 3' tion profies,.xcn~cctlnj; and %tead) state. ii, the cleft (location 1) anid

\% ithin the polar cap (location 2) %sith mieawrd concentration tLoca-
fig 9 S)noptic X.F, contours for the Antarctic polar region tion I corresponds to 771A, I11S4 MIT. IOIM W.A, aiid partide

(after Satoand Rourke 119631 and reproduced by 1'Aonas and.4nd,.ws lpetrum Z Location? orresponds io, 841A, 210)0 hillT, 1171 SZA
11969)) Coordintates arc geographic coordinatea. and p~srticle spectrum
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local noonside of the earth across; the polar catp to the nlight.So
tide. hianifemtions of this tongue in timec-averaged ftbg datal LAI $4O0I

1111e. 1911 and in Aloucit I topside sounder data ait .150-kmi SMA 1451

altitude (Yfslida, 19071 ssere presented in thle previous paper 40

fKaudsen, 14741 In Fir 9 sse have reproduced synoptic40
,Fdata for the Antarctic polar region li geographic coordli-

ttes (Sato and Rouirke, 196.1. reproduced by Tnnar and
1tndrewsr. 19691. A tongune is clearly visible \s ith lowv coticentra.So
tion regionq Onl either side. *Tie tonguec and los% concentrationaI
regions onl either side tire reproduced in thle numerical results.
Not Present in Figure: 9 tire tile ridge of ionitation Produced by
auroral electron pirecipitation ndli thle deep) troukgh present in 0
the numerical resultsthese dhicrepancies will be addressed CONVECION MODEL

herteafitr The rgion of low concentration onl tile localceseningllpE~U~
sidec of thle tongue in thle ntumerical model results ft.in thle
presence of at stagnation point otwide the region of particle to0o -- A0 1

pirecipitation (1-igure 7) anid direct solar photon production ELECTRON~ CONCEN'RAVOKr tcC 3
1

Near tilt stagnation point in local N% tinter thle tubes, of plasma lki, eop lcronfl 'ollmitration tsro~ili 2400)NIL11'oii
mlove sullicientlv slo\s IV for thle conlcentrat ion ito decay to lu ro11 t I tic olcsll actn Nit sa&l ste wc 4imusare the ~Nme The
salties The region of loss concentration onl thle morning side Of tscri ed lect ml colwenlIra1t) #Jis0 .ito 'iu
thle tonglie in thle ntliericat model resulti from lack oif siglili
cant es~postirc of thle plasmal itubes ito tile stun mnd to thle more

iatense nighti atiroral elect ron preipitaiion tt itudes The computed electron concent ratiotn comtpares favorably
helmi, 70* A in the preenct model ss it thle topsie sounder elcton cocnrtosin tile 1lti-

The dirct solar photon\ aire able to produc at mgmilcant F lttde inter\ alt in \a bich the t\\ o sets of data ovelap Thle 10X
layer for s;olar Ienith angles from 0 upl ito approintitel) ltmt4 tt( cmn conlouri of both sets of dtina coinlcide rathert yvl
(Compare Figure I ). On thle mlidnight side of tile lt041 S/A of fromt 75'A onl the daysidle to 75'A oni the nighitside of thle

thle ionl production III tile topside iouder data, espccilI atl higher altitude, tire
It the tiiue-acrag'-d data ireseited b\~ Nuiida 119671 at prdcdbineasintelero adintiprtirs

Imimumi emited in thet esemng wecor atabout 60'A fbe Thi ii suecd. as- was previously mntionedt, III thle de
cause of thle msium is uncertaut. althbough Ntviiidti 111)(,71 creasNe inl eleiton cocnrainvriation ats thie altitude de-
awsunied thal t fi Asummetto of thle mid-latitude eve- crease. rie model results wre not espected ito reproduce these
mung in crease 11Evan, 19651, ]'he datta used For the aseraping \ atriatiom becatise thle elctiron and ioin tem permatres sm ere held
Incltuded data from *August 29 ito N oseinher It0, so that thle constant ']The increase in conentrion of tile model results lit
stIPagnain Point sa ould has ecen illuminate,11d byI direct swhir 6"' in t ile night secor rewuled fromt lie iticreae lin ion
Photon\ t literl\ aill universal1 tutte The inaulnut IN not produiction rate produied by etnergetic eletons (regtions
evidentt inl thle data presented by Pike 1 19711 ort by Sumo jind 8tt) 'Ilecocnrtn trouigh t\ 57"A results from a lack
Rouirker 1119641 of production and a. long dccay ltme The0e laiter fealtres dot)

N. siniicault Increase lin AF , s\ as' es idecnt in thle nunmca not occuir in thle espeCrinientall data.
restilt s in tile clef region (I igui 8 and IftA tit,\ been The neairl consant value of N F os r thle polar capl
pointed ouit pliiis) jlwnz. 19741, at large increase can- es ideti) results fromt rapid convection oif plasma fromt thle
not bie eipecd if tile lsai cons ecitd across thle cleft at I da) sid of the cleft ]'hte concentration profiles that %\ould
kmls I or thle Isrcseit esmple thle iusimii increase to be occur Is itltout cons ect i (steads itatte) are shott ii In Figure I I
eslicot IN and tire compared ssih, the Isrolile resutimg from coitvcction
AA\.F, r' 2 \:'cm ' 120 \ 2,4 x. 10, ciii , I lite nmsnconsccing profile ait location 2 is a ti pper imit

profile conmjsrted fromt thle pisoduiction rates of ions for thle
l'he s ahue Is ol tin of\ AP I lioi to eiitr of 'lhe plasma into k ipper~ limit particle srecipitation tki Ituilbeled 5 lin Figures 2
thle clef't 111ad tile electron ocetato been in a stctd\ state and 4 The prolile as ould hec idtical to the mtead) state profile
in thle cleft region, the s ali of NY.4, N\soud hiase been a fitctor tin Figure 12 %1sere the particle tlus zero
Of 4 larger lin tie lef thand juis cquatormsard of the cleft licue thle Polar capl F layer slttisticlly has a large Coil-
(Figure 10) Ihe oltmercd electron otenrto at 4x0-kmi centratiots and dcca~s across the cap fromn noonl to m11inight in
attitue does 41ims at wimll literease in ccitr tiat thle aoanner contistent sauth convectin INishida. 1967', Alimudset,
cleft We assume tOi to lie 1 rimari1% a resuilt of thle heatiiig of' 19741, it is reaonable ito infer that F 1,,ter plasmai must be
thle electromi gas as. thle ltbe comiyvis across theileft 1ile consected rather steadil) acroms tit, cleft aear tile local inoon-
in1crease in otsserved concentIratloll in tile cdeft Is small at 40X0 time sector Were consetion of ionospheric plasma aicross thc
kinl bill increases sstit t ltitutdc This tieltasor indicate", an cleft and oni atcross thle polar cap tos cease for at period of
increase in scale hteighat and not ant increase lin .. F, )'he \c\seral )lolr", thle polar cap F layer \ssould deca\ by its much as\
increasets ss oud be independente of almtid if tlie elecron and an ordecr of magnitude.
on temperature sace held comisant. as is evidenced in thec The ridge of high ion coaetainoccurring in thle taumer-
aumerical resuilts of Figure I I As has been pointedi ot. pre- ical resulti equatosaard of 70' onl thle nighuside of thle earth
viouzl) . tile numerical mtodel did itot Inicltude energ) balance, (Figure 8)is, produced bi. assumed sloss consecion of plasma
and thle electron and ioll teitpratures \%ecre arbitratril) set through thle intense particle pircipitaimon zones represented by
equtal to thle neutral temperature sliectrau 8 amid % of Figure 3. T'his ridge of ionitation is tiot
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present in the observed electron concentration (Figure 10). would have been a factor of 10 too small. Concentration lows'

Statistical studies also show little or no enhancement in the on either side at the tongue are consistent with some pre-
nightside auroral zone [see Knudse'n. 19741, Suppression of viously obscrved synoptic data. No significant increase in
such a ridge could be accomplished by moving the plasma N. occurred at the cleft in the model results. This behavior
through these zones rapidly. Rapid convection would not per- is consistent with the observed behavior. In diffusive equilib-
mit buildup of ionization in a tube as it crossed the zone(s) of Hung an increase of approximately 4 in concentration would
high particle precipitation. The buildup may also be sup- have existed.
pressed through an increased loss rate within the auroral zone The presence of the polar cap F layer with peak electron
(Schuw t aaL.. 19761, concentrations typically in excess of 101 cm- 3 implies, when it

A trough region of low ion concentration was produced in is interpreted in the light of the present study and a previous
the numerical results equatorward of the ridge of hiigh ion study (Kn.:,den. 19741, that F layer plasma is rather steadily
concentration from approximately 1800 MLT to 0600 NILT. convected across the cleft in the local noontime sector and on
The trough restilted from the slow convection of plasma nte'.r across the polar cap.
the evening stagnation point at %~ hich location the Solar tenith A ridge of ionization not present in the observed ionosphere
angle wits too large for dircco solar photons to maintain the F3 wits predicted by the numerical simulation in the nightside
layer ion conctntration at a high value against the normal ion autroral zone, Several zones of particle precipitation were men-
loss processes and polar wind escape. A 'steady state' level of surcd by the Isis 2 satellite, and the plasma tubes were trans.
ion concentration of flow line 11 around the nightside of the ported at high velocity (I kmi/s) only through the highest
polar region wats maintained by the scattered Solar photon fitix latitude lone. I , vidently. the plasma tubes airc transoorted
level assumed to be present in the model. The trotugh dis- rapidly across zones of high precipitation, and/or some addi-
appears on the morning side ats the plasma tube emierges into tional loss mechanismn is operative in the precipitation zonecs.
the direct solar photon flws. The ionization level tin the trough A trough of lows electron concentration was predicted by the
would be least near midnight and greater toward the evening numerical miodel which extended from approximiately
and morning sectors in a more realistic model in which the 1 800-.2400 MI LT to approximately 0600 Nt LT. The electron
scattered solar photon flu\ decreased wsith increasing solar concentration in the trough was5 constant with local timie iud
zenith angle. maintained by the assumed constant tli\ of solar EUV pho-

The deep trotugh evident in the numerical results (Figures 8 tons scattered into tile inight ionosphere. No trough was pre.
and 10) did not appcar in the topside sounder data. The sent in the Isis 2 topside sotinder data, A satisfactory ex-
probable explaniation is that variation of thle convection elec- planation for the later (discrepancy inust await future studies.
tric field and hence flow paths \s ith timec prevents the develop-
ment of the deep trough. The floss paths must be steady for A,4LowiIetd'nwnt. The authors wish to thank J. It Whiteker,
periods of the order of 24 hotirs for ai deep trough to develop tin C 1) Anger, and J R Htirrov% ftir %upplying eteciron C'mwenitrattonl.
the manner %uggtested b) Knudsen 11974) and demonstrated in irls.and energectic electron fis dawi respectvel> R W Schumik
the present nunmerical resuilts. As \% as pointed otit earlier, the , indlh made his computer progrm mciflable and helped grvall> ith

discussions of the program bechmis ir hi% rqesearch \%m as spportedt b)
magnetic A4E lindle\ vas small and stead> ecept for t\%o ihort I okhted indepecndent research ftnd , NASA contract NAS\\ 2550,
excursions for 28 hours prior to the orbit selected For analysis NSI grant t)ISMOW595 amd AI'Gt. contract Ft9628-76-COW~)
Hence the conditions for development of at trough by slo\\ The thdior thainksJ A ledder and iI Rishthti toethcirassisttnce
convection i otild seemn to have been fulfilled as s%%ell as one 'i C luiniig this paper.

could expet Resoltion of this dicrepancy must assait ftuture Ri-ii-iN
studies Btanks, 1' Xt , C R Chimppell. .id A I Na.g), A ne\\ci model for the

itrattion of auroratl eletrons \ii it i tmospherc Spwcrail deg-
SiItAIAM ANtD COMAL UMitOM wdti bickscatter ompticail eintmiiinmd ioinigiiOn, J (ie.ips

The eha lo of he laer laina vitbn a Ris, 75?. 1434), 1974
The~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tim-dpenen b\h\ iXr of tha a rp~sai ihna I ei nd R 1) II artis. \in iknospheri . region nighttime

magnetic fil\x tube is comiputed for the tube carried around mod~l. J~ 4 tim lerr I'hi) , I 1193. 1471
seseral Ibis% paths tin tile polar regions. The floss paths are j tn. S ,ttse of ihe mid-lattitude eseinig inca,)J Geop/i-s
those proposed in a previous paper by Anud.%eni 119741 As the Res . *0 1171, 1965
tube traverses each path, it is subjected to timec-dependent Ilcclis. R AS .5 I\ BHanson, aind J t litirch, Ion conscetion \elocii)
ionization rates from direct and scattered solair photonls and meersAs tin die dassialecus J (ji','ji-3 Rei . St. 3803. 1976

I lin1teregger. It I . S I Mill, ,mnd G~ Schamidike. Solair Xl. 5 radi-
precipitating enerizetic electrons. Ionization rates for the ener- ation and netral particle distribution in% the Jsil\ 1961 therilo-
gelic electrons are computed froint energ) spectra observed b\ %phtre. Sp'5i Res, 5, 1175, 196s
the Isis 2 soft particle spectrometer The numerical resuklts amre Jaiih._ I G R iset~d staitic models oftihe thermnosphere and eso-
presented tin the turin of a map viess of S.F. contours, dcc- sphere isith emlmiiial lenipera ire prolilc%. Spee Rep 33.1, Smith-

(rol cacciraiontit\erica setio o~r te mgocc ple son Asiroph~s Obser\ , Cambridge. Mass , 1071
tronco~cenraton n seticl sctin oer te mgneme ole kndo \\ ( ,I Mignmosspheri, somoe~tion and the high- laitude F,

fromt noon to inight, and seseral vertical profiles of electron itsire. 3 (.i-ophi %Res, 'V. 104l6, 197-I
coocentration at several locations for both convecting and tiii, AS I Nm .insl ( 1) \tiger. \ uwnforin belt ol ditluse auroral
nonicons cung flti\ tubes The computed electron con1cenltra- Ciltisit seen b\ the Isis-2 sanitiii plhotoimeier. P-iano- Space S(i.
tions ,tre compared \iih obsersed electron concentrations .'J. '1", 1971

from souner dta otaind inthe alads~ttllit ~ \ishtdji. \ . ec~rapc s ruotinre aind storm timte haiige of the poilair
frmtopside sone aaoticltttesm aelt a" topside ionosphere at sunspot imminsit .1 (us.phs Re, '2 6051

as the energetic electron fluxs data 1967

Thie proposed Cons\ ection field produced a tongue of F Ia~er P'ike, C P, AS comparisonl of the north and souith polar k lasers.)J
plasmac extending fromt the da> side of the cleft over the polar (ieophi\ Rea ~ 7$.,15 1911

cap\%ih cncetraioi cnsiten \%th heobsrve coicci. Sato. I , aiid G I Rourkc. -Sntarctik Researth amid tData Aithsis.
tr itoncdtetraon beonsse t the Nobrve con. Sc i Re 8 AVCO Corp., Wilmington, M.ass. 1963

tratons Hadthe~ laer een ssued t hestatottr> ~i~l Sa. I a ,nd (G I Rouirkc. f region enhancemecnts tin the -Sutarciic. J
convecting) \% ithin the polar cap. the computed conecentrations (ii-sphii Res, 69?. 4591, 1964
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about a factor of 4 smaller than that introduced by the uncer- it clear why AX goes negative again after 2230. It may be that
taintics in the measurements of the slant ranges, it has not been the motion of the cleft from 2200 to 2305 is related to os-
corrected in the final results. Uncertainties of ± 10 km in the cillations in the position of the magnetopause, such as have
slant range and assumed altitude yield a spread of about ±0.40 been reported by, for ,xample. A ub4ry el al (19701 and derived
in the latitude, theoretically by i1ol:er and Reid (19751. The period in the

During the December period of observation. periodic ,nca- present case (-,30 min) is longer by a factor of 2 or more than
surements of the cleft location were also made by the Isis 2 the reported periods, however.
satellite. The satellite measurements are shown by solid The drop in AX at 2309 may be associated with the sharp
triangles in the plots of A, for December 4 and December 6. change in B, at 2313. Allowing for the assumed propagation
Absorption prevented ionosonde measurements at the time of delay, A thus drops about 10 min before the change in B.
the December 4 satellite crossing. Simultaneous measurements The inconsistenc, may be due to the fact that the satellite was
were obtained on December 6 and on another day later in the - 18 R, above the ecliptic plane and that the discontinuity was
month when IMF data were not available. Oil these two in a plane other than that assumed, These circumstances may
occasions the ionosonde and satellite measurements of the invalidate our simple model for the propagation of changes in
clef's position agreed to within 0.5. B,, Following this drop the cleft remains about 1,50 below its

Magnetic conditions during the observations are shown in expected position and does not return poleward as it did
Table 2. The local K for College, a station near the magnetic following the decrease of 2200. This difference might be tic-
longitude of the ionosondes, is shown as well as the planetary counted for by the fact that B, remains signifieantly southward
index Kp. after 2313, while it became more positive following the de-

crease at 2200.
Decetnber4. 1974 Since the geomagnetic activity is so low prior to 2345, we

As is true throughout most of the periods to be covered, this assume that the motion of the cleft up to this time is due
time wits fairly quite magnetically (Figure 4). The College principally to changes in the IMF, On the other hand, front
magnetogram showed a small amount of activity a 0, 2345 on, B, remains southward, and one would not expect it to
2130, and 2350. Small positive bays (-50 ') were recorded at be responsible for the equatorward motion of the cleft at 0015,
Leirvogur from 2220 to 2250 and at 2340. This motion may be associated with the weak geoutagnetic

The : component of the IMF shows small fluctuations activity from -2400 on.
throughout the period these fluctuations are probably due to
waves propagating upstream from the bow shock Ilhplimer et Jamiiatmry 1-2. 1975

al., 19671. 8, is mostly positive, but does turn signilicantly B, is relatively smooth oil this day and exhibits three well.
negative front 2128 to 2222 UT. delined southward turnings, one sharp drop at 2220 and two

The cleft measurements are unfortunately prevented by D significant iero crossings it -2242 and 2355 (Figure 6). The
region absorption of the tonosonde signals from 1900 and nightside nagnetograins are again very quiet, bit Leirvogur
2100, Just prior to 1900, AX is between 4 1* and +2'. The cleft did record a sharp negative bay of < 100 "Y beginning at 0135.
remains mostl) poleward of its expected position until -2200. Although there is little magnetic activity and B, is north.
when it begins to move equatorward. This motion coitinues ward until -2240, the cleft is found equatorward of its Cx.
until about 2240, when the equatorw\ard edge comes to rest pected position throughout the period, Tite sharp drop ill 8,
over Sachs Harbor, Equatorward motion resunes at 2330, and near 2220 does not appear to provoke a response tin X, possi-
for the remainder of the period the equatorward ,dge was at bly because B, does not - ver) negative or because the cleft is
least as far south as Cape Parry. already somewhat equatorward. The cleft does move equa-

Because of the gap caused by the absorption it is dillicult to torward it 2245, about 5 min after the southward turning of
associate a ith certainty the equatorward motion of the cleft at B,. 8, return% to positive % alues a% ithin several minutes, but .XA
2200 with the southward turning of B, at 2128. The sudden renains it about - 1.50 for the ensuing hour, Why AX stays
cquator%%ard moventent of the cleft it 2330 is quite clear, depressed is not clear, there is onl) a very small amount of
however, and coincides (within the resolutio , available) %%Ith magnetic acti it) (All , 50 1 ) recorded oil the nightside at
the onset of the small positive bay it Lcirvogur, this time,

When B, becomes negative again att 2355, AX actually be-
Decemberl6-7, 1974 comes more positive, in contrast to tie earlier results, B,

At the time at which the INiF measurements begin, B, is remains near I I throughout the rest of the period, but the
northw ard at about +4 , and is slowl) decreasing (I igure 5). cleft begins to mowv equatorward again it 0100, The cause of
Unfortunatel), there is a large gap in tile IMiF data beta\een this motion is also unclear, it ma) be simpl) al extrene
2100 and 2200 It is thus not possible to determine exactly example of the diurnal motion.
when B, first becomes negative.

The cleft first begins to move equatorward at about 2200 aiiuri -IO, 975
UT, possibly soon after 8, goes negatie. This motion contin During this inter~al, B, again shows, e\idence of upstrean
ties until about 2215, \a hen both AX and B, become more \waves and does not e\hibilt an) \\ell-defined sustained ch,inges
positive. B, remains close to zero until 2313, w\hen it turns iit direction (Figure 7). B, is positive throughout most of the
sharpl) south\\tard. During this time the deft lirst tmoxes pole record Aside from %oiic smill disturbances fron -2100 to
ward, pexuking at -2230, then moves equatorward until -2250, - 2230, nmghtside magnetic activity is quiet,
and then moves poleward until 2309, \\hen it moves sharpl) During the first hour the deft Is mo\ mug poleward. At 2200,
equator% ard. AX starts to become more negative, possibl) in response to the

Belause of the gaip in the nagneti. dat it is not possible to geolagnctl at i\ it) .ckiurring ,it tlht tune I or the remainder
estlish the timing bet\\een the initit, equator\,trd motion of of the period the tleft remins a degree or so equator\\ ard of
the cleft at 2200 and the south\ard turning of the field. Nor is its e\pected position.
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lonosonde Observations of the Northern Magnetospheric Cleft
During December 1974 and January 1975

G. S. STILES, t E. W. HoNus, JRi,'1J. D. WINNINGHIAM,' R. P. Lu'rtINci,4 ANI) B. S. DimANA,

Durinig Devenihet 1974 and January 1975 the northern niagnetospheric cleft was monitored by
ion'"olladestt Cape Porry Ind Sachs Harbor, Northwest Territories, Canaida, in support of rocket sthots
Into lte cleft, lolgralm %%erc taken nominally at I 3imin intervals but ats rapidly as two per minute
during litile% of particular interest, A nalysis of 5 days of data shows thle ionosphecre at cleft latitudes to be
%try complexs and d)tnarnle Thle ionogranis often show considerabrle structure and call changte appicarancc
%lea;llicantly in a -i~. .'t two. 1 hec cleft ait timecs appears ito move equatorward in, response either to a
southss ard ti ning of tht* Interplanetary mnetic field or to thle occurrence of geomiagnetic disitrbaines
This response is in agtrvnsent with tile conclusions of previous' saitellite stuidies, Biehavior contrary to this
gteneratinatin ik not uincommon. how~ever, and therefore it may not always hold onl ltle scales consist
erably sAlorter than the satellite orhital period of ', I hour. Thle rtte of the cleft'% motion may Nary front
-01.0% to -0,3 degl/niin.

INiHOICtt(i ION detectors. The LASL-JAK cxperiients have beens described

Sice thle initial discovery of the nietticospheric cleftty by 1) Ji:11ri'.i et" (it 19751.
satellite inst rumetntation 111Meil et ill,. 1970; Wiin1tightlin A considerable amount of grotund based data were token inl
1970, 11dL kil nd W h 1ininhams, 1971: MjInk. 1971, : n ind rou stlillort sit thes llights to aid both in the location of lte cleft
,'A rnon, 1971;, Ruvaefl e'I At, 1971 ), coinsideratble effort hias and inl tlte interpiretation of tile reatitls. loilosonldes were lo-
beenl devotedl to tile itivstigltlion of Ihis lhCil0itl0iiot (see cated ait Cape Parry mtu Saichs I larbor (see Figture I ). Woo-
thle stitnmary by 1'~tI~us19741). This work hits sliowi1thi11 sondes have provenl most utflil inl loctinig thle lirijectlioti of
She phsl~ fotins! inl thle cleft is very 11u1ch like that see thetlef upA ilon thle iotiosliherc I Pike, 1971, 1972; Ibriihn
inl tite magnctoshvcttlt (e.g, l1itniitigan. 19711. IThe, ocajiots id 114e., 1972: Pi~r' e' at, 1974, Ltgsrup I (it., 1975; S/rep.
of lte clt hats 'cu fottnd ito) respiond both to changecs it i te hiwd/ et at.. 19701, lonograms were taketn notiinally ait I 5-mitt

intrisitntay is~'neic iel ind o tte ccirrnceofgeig- ntrvals;, however, dtiring pecriods of patrttcttlar interest tile
ttic distttrhattcs j(tirch. 1972: Kaide a (it ,19761. Mutch of slitciing 5 is decreatsed ito at mintite sir so.

lte ctirrent stud) inl 0tis tield is thtus devoted to the relatisiti Opitical phititunita %%'ere atlso momnitored. lPhotomecters were
bec ca tile ittrplanetary itnd cleft milgitic fields itnd thle ltttIcd it Citpe Parry and Sitchs H arbior, antil an tl-sky
11echst1nisii by which tile malintsiheaih pla~smai ettr tile camuerat %%its located att Sachs flairtmor, Sonme of tile photottiet nc
cleft. otiservationi dtiring this period atre descrimed by) Sht'phed et

D)uring t)cc-cmtier 1974 and J anuary 1975 tsso group, df. 119761. Wthittenr ndi Pike (19731 hitd shown earlier tha~t
lauinehes rockets into the northern cleft inl itttemipts ito exussine Ptihioneter measurements of 63W-)A emiissionls may tie used to
tile pa~rticle pioputlations, thle magnetic lickd, and lte convectios determine the position of tile cleft.
of pilasmia. 'The %ticcess oif these es1liiets deplseded upl ill Satellite dla were tisd it) check the gruutd-hsased itieasue-
accutile k noss edge of tite location of thle cleft tirior ito the mittts andss to atid tin thle anatlyst% of thle resuilts,. Tle posit ionl of
lauinclung of lte rockets. Grotid-hascd totiosmndes \\ere sine the cleft \%.t\ meatsired onl severall lilsscs b\ thle soft particle
of the tecthniqtues uises! to monitor thle cleft's position InI this specrometer (SIPS) atboard Ists 2 t1 leA Lila and It iinitinghzim,
papier we describie lte results of tll ittlysis sif lte ioimogramts 19711 teise NIcteorohiical Satllie Prograis satellite
made tim supplort of thle rocket flights, pihoto\ egPIne qnt ItWhitten, 19741 were utsesf to moititor

file rockets \%ecrc latinched front Catpe Parry, located ott thle auirmral itctivity The iiiterlalate~ry magnectic tikel IMI' ) anid
Arctic coatst of Canada (I igure I Ime tN.eet flights m, ere solar winid \elovitvy \%ere micatittr b) lImpj 8 Mi ettever that
orgianied It) a Caniadiain grouip a nd concentrated onl miaking satellite \\ its .sutattl) located. 011e of lte principial gtoals of tile
opttical anid piarticle titeasircnents. tile Initial results\ arc re- lesetit st idy, suit to, insestligate tile relatiton hctss ccii chanlges
piorted b hi3 *lplient e' t (119761 I'le Jaiitiary flights -1r11ii h IN I td tile tuovemletit of lite Cleft Farhter ss ork Ic I;
coolierative elfort b) lte Los A lanmos Scicimlilic tLatorator\ Burch, 19721 indicattes that thle motionl sif thle cleft is ot relatted
(LASt I anid lte Uiiersit\ of Alatskfa (UAK). T\\o rockets% ssitl chainges ill tile :Co1ponletit sfit Ie INI F.
me re lauinched \shose lrititir) tlhose \\.its to piroject tiaritim Risv is
ioll clouds upss aid .tloii thle clfick! titles, by means% of stc ieltopircmnfsaino iecetIl i
stialictd evpilosis e cha~rges I'he rockets also carricd pai tide Snetetioslirciinfetto i h cetimcb

degree or more \\ ide dud sitice its Imoless ard btoidair\ tilm i10t
bic shars!) deltied, tilonoisonarc most siseftil tim track itg tile
position of tilie cleft ss hen it is Isoles mrd of the sounder Un der

Ula ene r eei. ii ernas. .tit tt.t n rst thes conlditlins. obtiqu cvhoes of thie ionosondle radio signals
Ill rsinms of (. ,liiormsiI t\ Alinos\ ScillrIr atiorator' , tI o sit0M the cleft's i elatis el\ sharp equiiors ,rd tioundair\ of

Atanoo. Ness Mcnle.o 5154 ioniiiatioii sill produce uiiique Itces onl thle ionlottlai prto-
I linserit\ oit I csa\ ait tDallas, Hwtdirtlsoii l'es.IN 75050g sided that thle cleft is not too dlistant (evamliles aiie iis enb\
'AA(ico djialIitute, W7n1rss 0'ts~r .otge \~* PtAcII(171. 19721, PLkeial 1u 19741A tig.' i a 1197 I, tid

Gtopll~nal11111ttc, nocsm l Na~k, ( lletvMas,% 701 S'/ir'pt et i t/ 119761) Itlrttg time t)tceitser ajtid J aimuar\
Cops right 0~ 10 t7' irsth Aimerican G eoptis sial 1,11 nit period this condtitioni ss\as satisied lor 5 of tile '7 da tit%\ til Inchl

The U.S. Governmsent is auithorized to reproduc, eant seli jts repsort.
Paperiirsntrci6 ~ii,9iPiisulon for furion rtioduction bsy others roust be otasined tiunm

thre copyright owner.
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Fig. 1, Rockets were launched from Cape Parry, Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada. lonosondes were located at Cape Parry and Sach%
Ihrbor. Coordinates tire in variant peomnatnetic latiude and longitude OMz
lEion% e alu., 19691 ait an altitude of 300 kmn.

002?

IM F' measurements were obtained by Imip 8, The discussion 2, 5, N '
below will be limited to ionograms made on those days, CAPE PARRY

We first examline two sequences of onograms to give the Fg .lngoi o uur 1 95
reader ant idea of the type of datat upo', which the conclusions g.3logrnfrJauyI,19.
below aire based, These sequences tire intended to entphasize
the rapid and dramatic variations that can occur in the iono.
gramns and to indicate the problems that ruay arise when on spreading and only at Small amount of retardation tit its high-
tries to deduce the position of the cleft, freqiuency end. Such irregularities are characteristic of the cleft

'The first sequence (Figure 2) wats made on December 6, and, with the presence of the obscured X and 0 traces, suggest
1974, from 2305 to 21325 UT. (The rocket flight described by' that the equatorward boundary of the cleft is located close to
Shepherd t al. 11976) began tit 2332:06 UT.) The Satchs I-lar. Tahe Cae arb ry eod ifrgetyfo hs ud i
bur records do not show much change throughout this period, TeCp ar eod ifrgetyfo hs saea
There is somec evidence of the normual X' and 0 F" layer traces, Sachs; Harbor. At 1306 the Cape Parry 0 and X' traces titre
but the critical frequencies tirc not particularly well defined better defined. At this time the only evidence: of the cleft t
(except ait 23115, where the second-order truce is fairly clean) Cape Parry is several hortiontal feittures just above 5 Nittl
Throughout mtost of the records there is ant irregular feature: between about 390 and 510 km. As is cxplained in the work by
extending pits 5 K.Ittz between 3M) and 400 km thtat shows PIAt' 11971, 19721, these returns aire interpreted ats being

obliqlue reflections from ionosphecric, features that ire not di-
rectly above the sotinder. The closest feature is presumed ito be

ur km us the e(Iuatorward edge of the cleft pirecipitation ione. The
WO -004 measured height ( 390 kmi for the closest feature) thus give,-,

tA06 400c the slant range along !he oblique pulth to tlte edlge of the cleft.
M o :0The itctunal altitude of the cleft must bec assumed. Note that t

M9 2306, virtually no returns tire visible between 3M) and 400) kmn
from -2 to -3,5 Mli.

In thve next ionogrami (2309 UT), howvever, there ii a strong
oblique: return (with retardation at its high- andt low-frequency
ends) from the cleft betm~cen 2 and 5 NMilet with a% muinium

zs?0 range of -360 kin, It does not iappear that this Neature, is the
result of at simple cquaton'~ard motion of the cleft-, the feature
at 4310 kmi (3 S N hllI) tit 2306 actually seems to have moved

23152325poleward (to -450 ki) by 2309.

-Z' tlMH y 2311 there is t strong cleft ret urn ait -315 km., There is at
238 ACHS HAW htnt of at return near this altitude ait 2309, ad it iN not clear

whether the strong return ait 2309 has moved cquator\%a~d or
w hether at tic\\ feature has appeared l'he short feature ait -3 4

13210 NI llt, -350 kmn may be the remains of' the strong trace tit 230NU " hroushout the remainder of the sqocteingai

2525one predominant trace (2313, 300 km.it 3 NI Ili, and 2320, 340

2 1 0 i km., 3 INI It). ss hile minutes latter se'eral \\eaker 00e1 returns
CAPE ARP.Ymay tie detecable (2315 and 2323) (Note that the appearance

I i 2 lonogramns from. (apc 11,1r and SachN I tartar ioi Doxtict of I \tiong sharp reiturn at short range seems to preclude
(a. 1974 observation of \\eaker returns at longer rainges ) lhe \.irtual
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Friw 4re o nd re rd It i d iuh tr lactct for~l tes a nothe ,NII t t rac na320 kil a-b em. hi A ) f ie tace arra
chiangian heiwh aod at ernciyalu g htte cleft asr Decibe 4,i 3504 km.1\1
Ca ll h ol IsSmaptly ocnl litin hlall il olo Th li)Capel o ipa y ie intis in ter lthos , as t e 1

I hesecod squene o tongras ( gur 3 ws wde Jst rei ous 3 knll more rtin Nttat thoespe ro Sah
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x TABLE 2, College K and Pi'Inetary A'p Magnetic Activity Indices
K IO0Y

1

it 1800-2100 2100-2400 0000-0300
Lt250y, )u UT UT UT

D~ecembier 4-5, 1974 Ili III, Il
December 6-7, 1974 0,04 0.1- 0. 2-
January 1-2, 1975 1,2 1.2- 0. 1 4-
January 9-10, 1975 Ili- 0,1I+ 0.2-

UT 2100 2200 2,0 40 0100 0200 Jaiti'14II,9710+ 010,

C 0 _______ is the firs number in cach entry, and Kp is the second.

~17 * , ~ *r~ * ~--'---sit gramns front Kiruna (magnetic midnight, -2100 UT) and
- -- i 7-c Leirvogur (magnetic midnight, -0000 UT).

SIni the second panel is shown the :component (in solar
0 * mitgnctospheric coordinates, positive northward) of the IM F.

Teemeasurements aire I .02-mitt averages. The data show
-~ _________ ________ occasional Saps of several minutes, The position of thle satellite

tOO 200 ~ 00 400 500 MLT is given in Table 1, At aill times of interest, Imp 8 was in the
10-1 Jon 1975 solar wind.

The solid vertical lines drawn across tlte panels mark ap-
Ilig. 8. January to-t1i, 1975 proximate times when ll, goes ntegative, Thle dashed vertical

lites aire estimates of the times ait which the changes in B,
should reach the nose of thle maginetosphere if the associated
chantge in thle total field vector is pritmarily at latitudinal one

kml between L.5 and 2.5 MI Ili, which show the samle shaipe Its aitd at approximattely thle fi.xed lotigitudinatl directiotn of 1351
thtL 0 trace, tire probably returns fromt at tilted F layer pole- (or 11.50) anld if this discontittuity (or gradient) moves radially
ward of the station atid it the vicitnity of thle equatorward edge otsutrd fromt thle sunl at ,450 knvs. (Thle longitudinal dirc.
of the cleft. tion and thle solar wind speed have been checked against thle

The cleft returns in this sequence: may be found between available data and faith fully apply to most events within tic.
300 and 500) ktilstat frequencies above (to the right of) thle X ecttble: error limits.) Since we tire limited to data frot one

trace. At 0022 two cleft returns may be seen ait 300 and 340 km.l satellite, we obviously cannot determine with certainty the
Over the ttem A mill these ireturns change rapidlyV It lIPPeuirS surface of tile change tit 8,~, the dashed line,% tire intended onl)
that aill the traces maiy be drifting poleward ait at rate (-0.5 ats rough estimatecs,
kmi/s) sulicient to produce ti increase ini slant range of -20 Thle third patnel gives the absolute locatiott A, in% corrected
k ta/n in. Drifts of similar magnitude and direction have beetn geomjagnetic latitude of thie equators urd edge of the cleft ats
reported for (the F layer plasma in the cleft (Kmiiidseit. 19741 "ttid determined b) the method described lielo\%. The fourth patiel
dayside auroral features, IVorobjt et t. 19751, Note againi gives the deviation AN\ of thle cleft fromt its expected position,
that ait several times, multiple cleftlike returns can be soont, Trhe cliectcd position, Mu hch is at fuinction of maugnetic local

Before proceeditng with thle discussion of the analysis of tune, is at smloothed versiont of thle results of I1'intignhant
ionogtramis of this type we should sum marite briefly t heir tmore 11 9721 atid is shown itas at solid lite Ii the third patnel. It mta) lie
important characteristics, First, ats is Ilost obvious fromt tile that \Vitittingltum 's curve should be shtfted a degree or so to
exaitplles, the appearance of the ionograms may change sigutif- higher latitudes [see Hrtir J, 19721 because of seasonal satria-
icantly )it at tilec scale of at miutc or so, traces imay appeacur lions., \\e are more interested tin thle motion of the cleft thtan Ii
and disappear rapidl) Second, the ionogruttis from the two its ati:olutc position, bios ever, anid thle correction for diurnal
stationis may differ greatly (this is duec to thle different liositions ariations gisci b) W inniitgham's curve is considered ad-
of the two stations relative to the cleft and may refet signiti- quate.
caint chailges Ii the ntature of the cleft over distuinces of -100 Thle latitude of the cleft is calculated front thle measured
kill), These factors greatly comiplicatte thle process of tracking rati of the closest echo and ant assuntied altiltude of 260 kiti
the cleft by simply measuring thle slant range of apparently [see Pie el id., 19741. All onogramls cotntaininig oblique
oblique returns. echoes tire used. Ini thme initial calculations at flat earth is as.

The results of scaling the ioitograms are shown iii Figure sttned for conseitence. rhte distance along tile earth fromt thle
4-8. At the top of each figure are shosit mightside magneto. ioitosonde to a point durectl) belos tile reflectiitg laser is

derived and thent traitslated iitto degrees of latitude. T]'tus value
is thten added to tile invutriaint latitude of the ionosoitde to give

TIAM lir I Position of Imtp 8 tit Solar hialtteiospheric C oordmiatc\ the loutuon of tlte equatomsard boundary of tlte cleft. Tite

,. R1  , deg , deg inmvarianit latitudes of tltoitosonde stationts are takkeit front
______________________________________ ________ tfte 300-kitt altitude values of Evauns eal I 1901 (%ee Figure I).

Decemtber 4- 5. 1974 33 6 303 2 64 F~or the relatively smtall rantges of latitude involved (40) tlte
D~ecembter 6-7, 1974 276 21 3 42.9 u%e: of tile flat earth appromiitatioit does not result iin very large
Jamtuar\ 1-2, 1975 31,2 8.%4 1.1 err Tecortmitotepiinoftelftsosr
Juamu\ 9-10O. 1975 112 259 I -14,2 err 'i orcint h oto ftl lf' te
Junu. 10-lI1, 1975 28 5 287 1 9 7 tiounldary is less thant 0,10 and apiproachies 2ero as the cleft

_____________________________________ utoves soutttssard toviarsi tile ioitosoutdes Sintce thIus error is
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about a factor of 4 smaller than that introduced by the uncer- it clear why AX goes negative again after 2230. It may be that
tainties in the measurements of the slant ranges. it has not been the motion of the cleft from 2200 to 2305 is related to os-
corrected in the final results. Uncertainties of ± 10 km in the cillations in the position of the magnetopause, such as have
slant range and assumed altitude yield a spread of about ±0.4°  been reported by. for example, Aubry eiaL. [19701 and derived
in the latitude, theoretically by llo:cer and Reid (1975). The period in the

During the- December period of observation, periodic inca- present case (- 30 min) is longer by a factor of 2 or more than
surements of the cleft location were also made by the Isis 2 the reported periods, however.
satellite. The satellite measurements are shown by solid The drop in AX at 2309 may be associated with the sharp
triangles in the plots of X, for December 4 and December 6. change in B, at 2313. Allowing for the assumed propagation
Absorption prevented ionosonde measurements at the time of dela), AX thus drops about 10 min before the change in B,.
the December 4 satellite crossing, Silltaneous measurements The inconsistency may be due to the fact that the satellite % ats

were obtained on December 6 and on another day later in tile - 18 R, above the ecliptic plane and that the discontinuity was
month when IMF data were not available. Oil these two in a plane other than that assumed. These circumstances may
occesions the ionosonde and satellite measurements of the invalidate our simple model for the propagation of changes in
cleP's position agreed to within 0.50. B,, Following this drop the cleft remains about 1,50 below its

Magnetic conditions during the observations are sho% ii in expected position and does not return poleward as it did
Table 2. The local K for College, a station near the magnetic following the decrease of 2200. This difference might be ac-
longitude of the ionosondes, is shown as well as the planetary counted for by the fact that B, remains significantly southward

index Kp. after 2313, while it became more positive following the de-
crease it 2200.

Decenber4. 1974 Since the geomagnetic activity is so low prior to 2345, we
As is true throughout most of tile periods to be covered, this assume that the motion of the cleft up to this time is due

time was firly quite magnetically (['igure 4). The College principally to changes in the IMF, On the other hand, frommagnetogran showed a small amount of activity C o0l 2345 oil, B, remains southward, and one would not expect it to
2130, and 2350. Small positive bays (-50 y) were recorded at he responsible for the equatorward motion of the cleft at 0015.
Leirvogur from 2220 to 2250 and . 2340. This motion may he associated with the weak geomagnetic

The z component of the IMF shows small fluctuations activity from 2400 oil.

throughout the period: these fluctuations are probably due to
waves propagating upstream from the bow shock [llppnr et January 1-2, 1975

al., 19671. B, is mostly positive, but does turn significantly B, is relatively smooth oil this day and exhibits three well-
negative from 2128 to 2222 UT. defined southward turnings, one sharp drop at 2220 and two

The cleft measurements are unfortunately prevented by D significant iero crossings at -2242 and 2355 (Figure 6), The
region absorption of the ionosonde signals from 1900 and nightside magnetogralns are again very quiet, but Leir\ogur
2100, Just prior to 1900, AX is between 4 1* and +2' , Tle cleft did record a sharp negative bay of < 100 1 beginning it 0135.
remains mostly poleward of its expected position intil - 2200. Although there is little nagnetic activity and B, is north.
when it begins to move equatorward. This motion contiitues ward until -2240, tile cleft is found equatorward of its ex-
until about 2240, when the equatorward edge comes to rest pected position throughout the period. The sharp drop in B,
over Sachs harbor. Equatorward motion resumes at 2330, aid near 2220 does not appear to pro%oke a response in A,, possi-
for the remainder of the period tile equatorward tdgc was at hi because B, does not .-) very negative or because the cleft is
least as far south as Cape Parry, already somewhat equatorward. Tite cleft does move equa.

Because of the gap caused by the absorption it is dillicult to tor\%ard at 2245, about 5 nn after the southw.vard turning of
associate with certainty the equatorw ard motion of the cleft at B,. B, returns to positive %alues % ithin several inuittes, but AX
2200 with the southward turning of B, at 2128. The sudden remains at about - I.10 for the ensuing hour. Why AX stays
equator\ward moveitent of the cleft at 2330 is quite clear, depressed is tot clear, there is only a very small anount of
however, and coincides (within tile resolutio, available) \ilth magnetic activity (All , 50 " ) recorded oil the nightside at
the onset of thte small positive bay at Leirvogur. this tintle.

When B, becomes negative again at 2355, AX actually be-
Deceber 6-7. 1Q74 comes more positive, in contrast to the earlier results, 8,

At tie time at which the IMF measurements begin, B, is remains near I ) throughout the rest of the period, but the
northward at about f4 -) and is slowly decreasing (figure 5) cleft begins to iove equator\ward again at 0100. Tite cause of
U itfort unatel), there is a large gap it tle INIF data betw cen this notion is also unclear, it iay be simply at extreie
2100 and 2200. It is thus not possible to determine exactly exantple of the diurnal motion.
when B, first becomes negative,

The cleft first begins to move equatorward it about 2200 J QrI-1 1V73

UT, possibly soon after B, goes aegatie. This motion contin During ttis inter\al, B, again shows c\idence of upstream
ties until about 2215, \lien both AX and B, become more w aves and does not e\hibit an) ell-defiied sustained changes
positive. B, remains close to zero until 2313, \%hen it turns ili dtrectiot (I -gure 7). B, is positue throughout most of the
sharply south\ard, During this ttme the deft first tioe\s pole record. Aside from some smal disturbatcs front 2100 to
ward, peaking at -2230, then moves equatorward until -2250, -2230, ightside magnetic activity is quiet
and then moves poleward until 2309, \hen it moves sharply During the first hour the .left is nto\ing pole\ard. At 2200,
equatorward. AX starts to become more negative, possibl) in esponse to the

B"..,iuse of the gap in the magaiet, data it is not possible to geonigicti. ,ia.ti it) okkirritig ,it that time I or the remainder
establish the timing bet\\ecii the initii equatorviard iouioi of of the period the kleft remains a degree or so equator,ard of
the cleft at 2200 and the southward turning of the field. Nor is its expected position.
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January 10-11, 1975 cleft's motion is less clear Thle records suggcst, however. thatt
H, i soewltiternticbil shws ftrlyclein liznc thtie Cleft begins to movC Within 10 mini or so of the onset of

direction from tiortliward to southward a tabout 2216 (igure cityOlIn ry1-,focu pe(iem tv W
8). Note that there is a sharp jump tin B, ait 2 105-, the College zippeured ait 2350. and thie cquzatorward motion begain ait 2402.'
mneitogram also shows a jump inl 11 at thle samei Itimle. Such isuio
chainges inl high-Ilatitude imagnetic records tire often correlated tISUSeO
Nvith changes in tile IM NFl (Burcls. 19721. Tis itidicates, iln lit h pro~ ius section %% e found evidcec 1hat tile cleft matzy
there my lie littlec propgaion delay) for the solair %%n lie -i. t timeis mo~ c etuatomuad in response to a soth'l%%ir ard iinig
ta cen Imp 8 and the front of thle imagnetosphere, of the :comiponient of ihec ir .and to tile occurrence of

Leirmogur recorded a substorm begiing ait about 2350 thle geomagnet1cic disturbanices These events agree with tile coal
negative bay peaked ai -130 ) tit 0020 aid recovered b) clusions of ea-rlier work. Buorch [1972, 19731 anailyzed Ogo 4
0050. Small s ,50 ) ) fluctuations followed for tile newt hour. l[article mare ntoaid fouiid that tile equaitomar
(Note that Leirvogur ailso detecd the small jump ait -2 105.) bOondary of cleftlike precipitattion moves to loa\er latides by

Prior tn 2200, while Hf, > 0, thle cleft is secii to lie iiioviiig severail degrees duriiig suibstorins andor inl the presetice of
generally polewaird. At 2215, close to the soutiaard turning of iiegAtive H, PiAe ai af. 119741 moinitored thle cleft a itl i
B., thle cleft begins to iiove equattorwatrd. 1,his mlotionl contill. tirboriie ionosoiide and fotind that thle cleft typicatll\ moved
ties for tablout iiotlier hour, Thle average rate of the motion equa~ttomi rd followiiig ak southwuad turining of B, Rcntly
until 2315. a lin the cleft appearm to reatch kin equilibriumi, is Kaiiide e it 1f19761, cominiiiing the Ogo 4 and tile Isis I dat,:
about 0,04'/iiin. also found ;a ttdency for thle cleft to move eqluatorward wvithi

Fromi 2330 to 24W the cleft %lifckim to lie drifting polewvard souithwaird 8, and the Occurrence of substorms.
aigaiii. At atliout 2400.Just after t lieonset of thle iiegative W~) ait It is importati to note thatt \a e;also found severail cmamples
Leirvogur, thle cleft rapidly moves atbout 2' equatoraad. I-or ahere the motion of tile cdel', does not correspoiid to these
the remiiindr of the observioii, AX remints negaitive, even results, The eairlier initvest igwt ioins do provide convincing evi-
though 8, becoiis iiore p)ositive after 0100. dence t1,at on thle averaige, thle cleft mloves Cqpuatormvad inl

rcspoiise to increasing geomazgnetic -activity aind soutliwvard H,
Summnit These conclusion\ tare based largly upon satellite dtai, how-

There aire elceii wases a ieni thle edge of thle %:left si,)\\ s ecr, ahich pros ide not more than1 roughly oiie iiieasurement Of
mri111iiilii etltora ard mot ion, In agreenit aw titlte emier lie' deft's Positioin per hour, thle coili saiis. m114y not hold on aI
work mentioned lin the iiitroduct ion it awppears that (the cleft tithe SC;Ic of sevrall minuttes,
respomids both it) Jiaigcs ii thle polarity of 81, (four cases. 2200 Ini thle oiily limmius a ork [Pike eti t,. 1941 ii 'mhicli the
and 2313 1)ecemnber 61. 2245 Jikry 1, ind 2216 Jii uary 10) relat iou beta ccii 11, miid the letspositioii \\o\ studied a ili
aind to thle occ urreiice of geomgnetic disturbanmes (tao _scs. hiigh lttme resol ution, it a\ as coiicluded that thle :tl rsoiids
2332 D~ecember 4 anid 2400 Jantiry 10), In 21 of thle I I Cases, to cliaii1ges inl 8, atfter ai delay) of about IS mini Otur results
thle iiot ion of thle cleft did not a~ppear to lie asocaedaiti suggest that a ieu the tlf does responid, the delayN iiia be as
either 8, or at iiigietic disturbanice (223t0 December 6 .ii short ats 1 mm
t)W 100 imanar 2). Iii thle remauiming cases (2200 D~ecemiier 4, Burt/i I IQ721 gipes ,tit CMi uiiaie of thie ratt a th thle cleft

k0015 IMccmiber 7, land 2200 January 9) scserald factors pre. nio\C es euaitora rd folloa bug a soutlia rd turiiig of 8, lh\
eluded formiing even tentative couiclusionls. \tklue oh -0,1 11111 I tim ad upoui at siiigle meatsureiieiii(of the

lii exm lng eight cases a\here thle left mom s poIe\% ard \\ e deft's posit ion durinig Cac Ii es ent (necessitated by the fac t hat
lb idoiiy ao 225 lecuiicr6 ad 130 Januar It)ta h -aaa crc itiken i byaellite). Ini this study, \\here thie

uiiay be associated a ith H, becmmiiig miore po~sittw , r'liree ouiicsueniit are grounid based ,md uiiatbe made several
eventsh occur a ieu1 B, does nlot sioa atiiy) Clear chan1ge (2250 times durinig eaich e' cut, ame hakve fouiid Oth thle cleft iiity
Decemiber 6, 21WN-2 140 January 9, and 2330-24M0 Januar) iloeetiioaada tail s '0 5' mini. Iloacuer, thenrte
10). *]The Jimiry It) event, which occurs while 8, is iegative, of miotion iiiayll a11s Ioa ais -005' illii
may) tie akssociated a ith thle omist of a iicpt ive bay. there is% Oiie of tile gotkl\ of ctarlier eff'orts has beeniito obtain at
alSO a smatll an11ounlt of gewigit i\ it) onl .1anuar 9. Thie qiit tatise relatio ice ci thle c left's\ locaitioi ad 8, Burch
reinuimiig three vcases otxcir either a\tiile 8, is Pk)Skt[\e aiid I93,freiiil dsesro hsdaaneprsoifrte
decreaisimig (19(00 tecciiibier 4 .ind 2030l).ceiiber 6)or\a lin it POsitioii of the %tlt asJ fuicti'oi Of thle asera.ge \,talue of 8,
luts turiid soutlihrw (40Jaiay over thle prvu 4. ii Such ,i Ie\pressolli m ag fil

The cleft aplpears to respond fatirly rapidly ito 0iaiiges Ini thle aelI a\ itli the a\ erage bl\iisor of thle -left amid those in~stne
INI I , 1 lie reords of D~eceiiiber 6-7, Jaouary 1-2, kiid iartic.a here thle cleft moses eluatora ard fairl sloa\ lin responise to
ukirly ainiry 10-Il1 indu at thalt thle clecft nimy begin ito uoC 3 a sutia m.ir turniiig Sinice at 45 miii asernge of 8, Is used.
eluatora .ird a ithl10 tut or hcmsof thle lttle %%a lcithe huan~ge hoa es r. thle e\prewsoii aill iiot be table to accoutit for those
lin 8, reatches the front of the imagnetosphecre cases a\here thle cleft moses ai degree or tao ii only ai f6%

11iC velocity of tile equaotorird miot ion. a ...' ticguis mniuutes (eS g . Iveciiler 6-7 miid J amuakry 10- II) Nor a ill thle
\taries sigiitiantly. Oii Dcceiiiber 6-7 mi id J a -uar 2 tile e\prsimi o umi fo thn iisale thle iuo\C1eiiiii of thie
cleft niovd equaitorsad at about 0.5' ini On tDecember .1 cleft iid 8, appeair to be unrelted
amid Januar 10-Il the rate a\,as les Owini 0 I* ni The \ aitionii it thle respoiise af thle 0lef imiillie that am

I lie duration of the miotion also % airued. \\ licit the motuon i sclim for pred ictmg thie cleft's iositioii bsed uplon -i lised
a\,as\ fater lDecemiber 6-7 aid Juiry I1-2), it ceased after Ieiigti aswnrge of B, a ill niot bie accurate at Al tiime\ It is
aibout IS 1111 lIn those caises of sloa er motion u, Mcscmibcr 4 on portatt to n~ote thait 1an\ thicoreti i deSs rnltionikoh thle mccli
tid I aiuary 10-I11) it contiiued for about ant hour I'he total MUSm1 hiukiiig thle I NtI amid i(lie Positioii of thelef iii stw bie
clumige IX for a siiigle esc cut .rics fromi I to 3 deg. tiblc ito account for Such \4triations Such ak descriptionl \\Ill

1 lie ililhuoral rcl.tiou beta ci gCOeomiuCti as to ity miid (tlie .ippmireii l i~s to iniclode oilier faiors insluding geonig
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netic conditions [Kamide et al.. 1976] and perhaps the state of Heikkila. W. J., and J. D. Winningham. Penetration ofmagnetosheath
the ionosphere (Holzer and Reid. 1975]. plasma to low altitudes through the daysidc magnetospheric cusps.

J. Geophys. Rev. 76. 883. 1971.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS Heikkila. W. J.. J. B. Smith, J. Tarstrup. and J. D. Winningham. The

soft particle spectrometer in the Isis I satellite. Rev. Sct. Instrum..
We have reported the results of the analysis of 5 days of 41. 1393. 1970.

ionogram data from two stations located in northern auroral Heppner. J. P.. M. Sugiura, T. L. Skillman, B. G. Ledlcy. and M.
latitudes. The ionospheric manifestation of the cleft has been Campbell. Ogo.A magnetic field observations, J Geophys. Res.. 72.

5417, 1967.
found to be very complex and dynamic. The returns frequently Holzer. T. E.. and G. C Reid, The response of the dayside magneto-
show considerable structure and may change significantly in sphere.ionosphere system to time.varying field line reconnection at
just a minute or two. the magnetopause. I, Theoretical model. J. Geophys. Res.. 80. 2041.

A clear relation between the position of the cleft and the 1975.
IMP (or geomagnetic activity) has not emerged from the study Jeffries, R. A.. W. H Roach, E. W. Hones, Jr.. E. M. Wescott. H. C.Stenback.-Nielsen, T. N. Davis. and J. D. Winningham, Two barium

of this small sample. Events have been found which agree wtth Sebe.ikn .N ai.adJ .WnigaTobruplasma injections into the northern magnetospheric cleft. Geophys
earlier conclusions that southward turnings of B and geomag- Res. Lett.. 2. 285, 1975.
netic activity are associated with equatorward motion of the Kamide. Y.. J. L. Burch, J. D. Winningham. and S.-I. Akasofu,
cleft. Other events, however, indicate that at times the motion Dependence of the latitude of the cleft on the interplanetary mag-
may be contrary to that expected and may depend on other netic field and substorm activity, J. Geophys. Res.. 81. 698. 1976.may, Knudsen, W. C., Magnetospheric convection and the high-latitude F,
causes. ionosphere, J. Geophy.s. Rev.. 79. 1046, 1974.

The results do suggest that a program of taking ionograms Pike, C. P.. A latitudinal survey of the daytime polar F layer, J.
in high time resolution (spacing, ;< I min) would improve our Geophys. Res. 76. 7745. 1971.
knowledge of the factors that control the cleft's position. The Pike. C P, Equatorward shift of the polar F layer irregularity zone as

a function of the Kp index, J. Geophys. Res.. 77. 6911, 1972.
cleft has been found to change rapidly, and it may be that the Pike, C. P., and J. A. Whalen, Satellite observations of auroral sub-
key to its behavior will be found only when these rapid changes storms. J. Geophys. Res.. 79. 985, 1974.
are better understood. Pike. C. P., C.I. Meng, S.-I. Akasofu, and J. A. Whalen, Observed

correlations between interplanetary magnetic field variations and
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fVIII. Papers in Press

Energetic Particle Precipitation into the High

Latitude Ionosphere and the Auroral Electrojets

1. Definition of Electrojet Boundaries Using

Energetic Electron Spectra and Ground-based

Magnetometer Data

by

J. D. Winningham

and

Koji Kawasaki and Gordon Rbstoker

Abstract

Data frcm the University of Alberta
ieridian line of magnetometers are utilized
to define the poleward and equatorward
borders of the eastward electrojet in the
evening sector. Soft particle spectrometer
data from the ISIS-2 polar orbiting satellite
are organized in the framework of the
eastward electrojet for cases where the
satellite orbital path took it close to the
meridian line of grourd-based magnetometer
stations. It is shown that in the late
evening hours the equatorward border of the
eastward electrojet coincides with the
equatorward edge of the central plasma sheet
(cps) as marked by electrons of E > 1 keV.
The boundary plasma sheet (bps) spans the
poleward portion of the eastward electrojet
and a region up to a few degrees poleward of
the eastward electrojet where the westward
electrojet is known to penetrate on average.
A level shift in the Y'-component of the
ground magnetometer data exists across the
portion of the electrojet region marked by
bps; this level shift is interpreted as net
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upward field-aligned current flow. In the
hours between noon and dusk the correlation
between the equatorward border of the
eastward electrojet and the equatorward edge
of the cps deteriorates completely and the
magnetic latitude profiles exhibit anomalous
behavior. This problem will be discussed in
paper 2 of this series. On the basis of this
study we conclude that in the evening sector
the cps is threaded by field lines carrying
current flowing into the ionosphere while the
bps is threaded by field lines carrying
current flowing out of the ionosphere. The
electric field transition from the auroral
oval to the polar cap must occur in the heart
of the bps under average conditions.

Energetic Particle Precipitation into the High

Latitude Ionosphere and the Auroral Electrojets

2. Eastward Electrojet and Field-Aligned

Current Flow at the Dusk Meridian

Gordon Rostoker, J. D. Winningham, Koji Kawasaki,

J. R. Burrows and T. J. Hughes

Abstract

Soft particle spectrometer and energetic
particle detector data from the ISIS-2 polar
orbiting satellite are organized in the
framework of the eastward electrojet flowing
in the local time range around dusk. The
structure of the ionospheric electrojets is
inferred from ground based magnetic data
using a meridian line of magnetometers
through western Canada. Irregularities in
latitude profiles of the magnetometer data
near the dusk meridian indicate that there is
a double structure within the current flow,
with strong eastward current flow in the
poleward portion of the electrojet.
Precipitating energetic electron fluxes are
found within this region of strong eastward
current flow in the poleward portion of the
electrojet. No significant energetic
electron or proton fluxes are found in the
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equatorward portion of the eastward
electrojet. Using realistic models of the
ionospheric and field aligned currents
flowing in the evening sector, it is
demonstrated that a portion of the eastward
electrojet in the post-noon quadrant flows up
the field lines into the magnetosphere at the
dusk meridian. It is suggested that this
segment of the eastward electrojet exists
because of the presence of a poleward
electric field in the sunlit ionosphere and
that upward field-aligned current flow occurs
at the conductivity discontinuity between the
sunlit and dark ionospheres.
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IX. Oral Presentations at Meetings

1. Ccmparison of Backscattered Electrons with a Parallel Electric Field

Model, T. W. Speiser, D. S. Evans, and J. D. Winningham, presented at

International Symposiun on Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Boulder, Colorado,

June, 1976.

2. Entry of Solar Wind Plasma into the Magnetotail, E. W. Hones, Jr.,

and J. D. Winningham, presented at the Second Magnetospheric

Cleft Conference, St. Jovite, Quebec, October, 1976.

3. Rocket Measurements of the Dayside Cleft Plasma, J. D. Winningham,

presented at the Second Magnetospheric Cleft Conference, St. Jovite,

Quebec, October, 1976.

4. Substomn Probability as Functions of Interplanetary Magnetic Field

and the Size of the Auroral Oval, Y. Kamide, P. D. Perreault, and

J. D. Winningham, AGU Meeting, Spring 1977.

5. Field-Aligned Current Flow Near the Dusk Meridian Associated with the

Eastward Auroral Electrojet, K. Kawasaki, J. D. Winningham, J. R. Burrows,

G. Rostoker, and J. Kisabeth, IAGA, Seattle, August, 1977.

6. Definition of Electrojet Borders and Field-Aligned Currents Using

Energetic Electron Spectra, J. D. Winningham, K. Kawasaki, and G. Rostoker,

IAGA, Seattle, August, 1977.

7. Empirical Dependence of 6300A Emission Rate on Electron Energy and Energy

Flux in Aurora, G. G. Shepherd, J. D. Winningham, L. E. Bunn, and F. W.

Thirkettle, IAGA, Seattle, August, 1977.

8. The Relationship of Particle Precipitation to Auroral Forms, J. L. Burch and

J. D. Winningham, IAGA, Seattle, August, 1977.
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9. Electron Density and Temperature Measurements in an Artificial Ionospheric

Hole: Project Lagopedo, J. D. Winningham and N. Eaker, A.G.U. Meeting,

Spring, 1978.

10. Electron Angular Distributions During an Auroral Break-up, D. M. Klumpar,

W. E. Sharp, and J. D. Winningham, A.G.U. Meeting, Spring, 1978.

11. Corpuscular Fluxes at Midlatitudes, An Examination of the Stom Period 1

November 1972, Fred A. Morse, J. D. Winningham, and J. R. Burrows, A.G.U.

Meeting, Spring, 1978.

12. Electrons in the Earth's Magnetosphere, J. D. Winningham, Fifth European

Geoh/iysical Society Meeting, Strasbourg, France, August, 1978.

13. Electrons in the Earth's Magnetosphere, J. D. Winningham, AG Chapman

Conference, Magnetosphe ic Substorms and Related Plasma Processes, Los Alamos,

New Mexico, October, 1978.
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